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IMPORTANT Medical Facts For Every Man 
Who Has Passed His 40th Birthday 

Men, Too, Go Thru “Change of Life” 
pocrors CALL IT 

“MALE CLIMACTERIC” 
WE MEN PAST FORTY HATE TO ADMIT IT! 
But—it’s True! And, Thank Goodness, a Safe, 
New Discovery is Now Available (Without Pre- 
scription) To Us When We May Need it Most. 

Doctors know it, employers know 
it ...and many men past forty 
‘feel’’ something is happening, 
but usually don’t know what it is 
... After the first forty years, 
the human body undergoes im- 
portant normal changes. But, men 
think that “change of life’’ occurs 
only in women! This “change” 
happens in MEN as well as wo- 
men! You can bein perfect health and still go 
thru “change of life’... because it is a change 
that may occur in anyone over forty. 

take my word for it... ask your doctor. 
teric”’ or as we callit ‘change of life’... it is more important than 
ever that your body be at its strongest and not deficient in vital 
vitamins and sminerals during this period. Yes, your body needs 

Don’t 
During “‘male climac- 

Medical dictionaries tell us 

1 
Don’t Surrender to Vitamin & Mineral 
Deficiency Until You’ve Made Sensa- 
tional ‘‘No Risk’’ Home Trial Offer! 

What Is Climacteric?... 
““climacteric’’ 

not just “any’’ vitamin or mineral... but a combination of nutri- 
tional supplements created especially for the needs of older men 
and women. If you’ve read this far, you are sincerely interested 
.+. please continue on for facts that will absolutely amaze you. 

Amazing Heaith in a Capsule 
Discovery You’ve Long 
Heard Was Coming! 

Recently, a well known scientist perfected 
this all new After 40 Capsule vitamin and 
mineral formula...he created it especi- 
ally for men and women past forty. Yes, 
he combined a special group of essential 
vitamins and minerals that his years of 
study revealed were most needed, often 
lacking by folks approaching the late 
years when ‘‘change of life’’ usually oc- 
curs. Common sense and your doctor will 
tell you your body often requires a supply 
of different vitamins and minerals in dif- 
ferent amounts during the older years 
than they did during your younger years 
to function at their best. Perhaps as a 
child you took cod-liver oil... you don’t 
take it now. During your older years you 
are more interested in maintaining your 
body... during younger years the main 
interest was in growth. That’s why the 
special AFTER 40 Capsule formula is so 
important... it was created for the exclu- 
sive needs of older folks... for YOU, and 
no one else. TRY AT OUR EXPENSE! 

Fon eENe NO MONEY...Just Mail “Home Trial” Coupon! = 
Gy ry After 40 Capsules at Our Expense. 

| below. On arrival of FULL MONTH’S SUPPLY of After 40 Capsules, pay post- 

I’ve Said it... 
You’ve Said It Too, 

“When I was Younger! 
Could Eat Anything...But 
Now...”’ It’s An Old Story 
When You Get Past Forty! 
You can fool yourself.,.but vou 

is the time of life when the body undergoes 
a radical change. First, usually between 
12-17, when boys become men and girls wo- 
men...and again usually between 40-50. 

Whom Does Climacteric Affect? 
Both men and, women. In women it is called 
‘menopause”’ or‘ ‘change of life’’ .inmen, 
doctors call it *‘Male Climacter 

What Can Be Done?... 
During the late years, it is more important 
than ever that your system isn’t deficient 
in the very nutrients nature created to help 
your body in times of need. After 40 Cap- 
sules supply the body with a special combi- 
nation of vitamins and minerals that are 

can’t fool ure. AS we crow 
older usually Dpetite is 
smaller and our dig $ 
good. We can’t ea 
weshouldeat tomai 
health, [f we wea 
have missing teeth whic 
mon during the later y 
can eat only certain foods. 
no fun, 

It’s 
n. [know. Just when we are Hae 

at a time of life when we need every bit of nu- 
tritional help we can get... Nature seems to 
be working against us by making it more diffi- 
cult to eat the foods we need most. During 

change of life’? we should. be more careful 
than ever not to suffer vitamin or mineral defi- 
ciencies which may well aggravate or prolong 
our suffering. Don’t take needless and foolish 
risks during this important time of your life. 
MAIL HOME TRIAL COUPON TODAY. E 
WHAT AN AZING DIFFERENCE AFTER 
40 CAPSUL! AY MAKE IN YOUR LIFE! 

ELMORENE CO., Dept.c-554 
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 

Just fill in coupon and mail to addre 

man only $5.00 and regular C.O.D. postage. Take as directed, You be the judge. 
If results are not to your entire satisfaction in every way, return label within 
one month from date of purchase for prompt, cheerful refund. Fair enough? 
(Save C.O.D. postage, send $5.00 cash, check or money order, After 40 Capsules 

| sent prepaid. 

CITY. 3 a ee eee ees 
i ELMORENE CO., Dept.G-554, 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicage 1, Illinois ] 

a Gee cee ee ee ee eee ee ee eee COPY RIGHT 1957 BY ELMORENE CO, =™ 
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Same guarantee.) MAIL TODAY! | 

often lacking i 
important year 
FORMULA TO YOUR DOCTOR... 
tell you what an excellent one it is! 
eS TSE 

older folks during these 
SHOW THE AFTER 40 

hewill 

“MIDDLE AGED’’ FOLKS, 
Please Read Carefully! 

A famous scientist stated that nutrition 
is one of the greatest problems in pre- 
ventative medicine. With After 40 Cap- 
sules you are taking the first stepto keep 
your health from falling below par by 
supplying your body with essential vita- 
mins and valuable minerals. These are 
absolutely essary as your doctor will 
tell you to attain a healthier body and a 
better outlook onlife. After 40 Capsules 
are especially designed for people over 
forty to combat vitamin and mineral de- 
ficiencies that may often lead to disease. 
The v s and minerals found in 

After 40 Capsules are essential for body 
building and functioning. Inadequate 
supplies of vitamins and minerals may 
lead to illness and deficiency diseases 
which may be quite serious when you 
are over forty. 

Each AFTER 40 Capsule 
Contains These 20 Important 

Ingredients Needed By 
‘‘Middle-Aged’”’ Folks 

Vitamin A, Vitamin D, Vitamin E, Vita- 
minB1, Vitamin B2, Vitamin B12, Vitamin 
D, Niacinamide, Vitamin B6. Calcium 
Pantothenate. Rutin, Inositol, Defatted 
Wheat Germ, Choline, Iodine, Calcium, 
Phosphorus, Manganese. Copper & Iron. 



This man is wanted ... by you. He has left a path 
of violence .. . lust . . . greed. He is a two-time 
loser. Every minute he is at large .. . death walks 
the streets! 

You are a trained investigator. Bits of evidence 
.. . each insignificant alone . . . fit together like a 
crazy jigsaw puzzle. They point the way that leads 
to the man who is wanted .. . by you! 

YOU can train for 

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION 

and IDENTIFICATION WORK 
right in your own home! 

You can begin training for a future in finger print identi- 
fication .. . firearms identification ... police photography 
. .. criminal investigation . . . now, in your spare time . . . 

right in your own home! 

Scientific crime investigation is truly a science. It is 
stimulating work . . . exacting work that demands highly- 

skilled and trained investigators. You can be trained as 
thousands of others have been trained—right in your own 

home—in your spare time. And your own ability will 
determine how quickly you can become a trained operator 

—with an opportunity to serve in one of a variety of 
skilled jobs in the field of criminal investigation. 

Today, hundreds of our students and graduates are em- 

ployed in identification bureaus from coast-to-coast. 

They have regular jobs—regular salaries—and, most im- 
portant, they’re working in the field they know and like 
best—the field of criminal investigation. Most of these 
men had little or no training before they began our course! 

FREE! BLUE BOOK OF CRIME 
INSTITUTE OF APPLIED SCIENCE 

Dept.1747 

LOOK AT OUR RECORD! 
Here are a few of the bureaus which 

have employed IAS trained men. 

Camden, Ala. Middlesboro, Ky. 

Jonesboro, Ark. Lake Charles, La. 

Corona, Cal. Old Orchard, Maine 

Oakland, Cal. Annapolis, Md. 

Canon City, Col. North Attleboro, Mass. 

Hartford, Conn. Muskegon, Mich. 

Wethersfield, Conn. Ypsilanti, Mich. 

Washington, D.C. Minneapolis, Minn. 

Clearwater, Fla. Galveston, Tex. 

Augusta, Ga. Roanoke, Va. 

Boise, Idaho Bellingham, Wash. 

Chicago Heights, Ill. Huntington, W. Va. 

Hammond, Ind. - Marshfield, Wisc. 

Muncie, Ind. Cheyenne, Wyo. 

London, Ont., Canada 

Honolulu, Hawaii 

Dubuque, lowa 

Topeka, Kan. 

Investigate your opportunities in criminal in- 
vestigation work! Send today for your free 

copy of “Blue Book of Crime,” learn how you 
can begin training for a new, exciting career! 

1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago 40, Ill. 

Plus Free Information On How You Can Begin Training... Now! 

This book tells you how science helps fight 
crime, including true case histories! It will 
show YOU how YOU, can get started in 
this important training . . . now, on _an 
easy, pay as you train budget plan! Clip 
this coupo . send for yours FREE copy 
of BLUE E BOOK OF CRIME ... today! SS 

INSTITUTE OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
A Correspondence School Since 1916) 

1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago 40, Ill. Dept. 174-7 

Gentlemen: Without obligation, send me the “Blue Book 
of Crime” and list of more than 800 Identification Bureaus 
employing I.A.S. graduates. Also give me information re- 
garding cost and terms. (No salesman will call.) 

A AGE. 

40D: 3s OR ZONE. 

CITY STATE 
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Well send YOU a Money-Making 
“Shoe Store Business FREE ! 

Just 8 easy orders a day 
bring you up to $960 a month! 
RUSH COUPON FOR FREE BUSINESS OUTFIT! 

Here’s a business for you that will be as much fun as it is profitable... 
and you don’t have to invest one cent...ever! We’ve helped thousands 
of men succeed in this unique business...and we’d like to do it for you, 
too. Just 2 orders a day from friends, neighbors, relatives, in “off hours” 
earns you $168 EXTRA a month! James Kelly of Ohio took so many 
orders for these Nationally-Advertised shoes that he made $93.55 in just 
ONE evening! Fred Mapes of California regularly makes $5 to $10 every 
hour he devotes to his Mason Shoe business! There is no limit on what 
you can earn! 

It’s easy with our way of selling shoes. We set you up in a complete 
“shoe store” business you can run from your home. We carry the stock 
and ship the shoes. All you do is show the styles to your family, friends, 
people where you work, etc....and take orders. You have a profitable 
business with no rent, light bill, clerk hire or other costs to worry you. 
You keep 100% of your profit! 

Here’s why you'll make money! 
@ You offer 170 comfortable fast-selling styles...far more than a store! 
@ You have an amazing range of sizes (2/2 to 14) and widths (AAAA to 
EEEE). Even hard-to-fit people can buy from you! @ Because we carry a Z 
over 200,000 pairs in stock, your customers get exactly what they want You'll get a Starting Kit FREE! 
.1.no misfits or substitutions! @ You feature exclusive Velvet-eez shoes As soon as we receive the coupon below we’ll 
with foamy-soft air-cushion innersoles that let you “walk on air.” Built send you a complete Business Outfit FREE 
for supreme comfort, Mason shoes also feature built-in strong steel and postpaid! It features the entire Mason Col- 
shanks, Air-Cushion longitudinal support, Nylon stitching. Advertised in lection in full color; contains 10-second Air 
Esquire, Good Housekeeping and on TV, they'll be available only from Cushion demonstrator, valuable Booklet chock 

‘. full of how-to-make- money hints, special = 1 you—not sold in stores! @ You save your customers money, and the Measuri Boar di, ivertisi reprii Gr - 

time they would waste “shopping around” shoe stores. thing else you need to start making cash prof- 

its from the first hour! We’ll also show you. 
Take Orders For Over 170 how to earn monthly Bonus Checks and win 

costly prizes Free! 

Mason Shoes will be available 
ONLY from You! 

Because Mason Shoes are not sold in stores, 
you get repeat orders from delighted custom- 
ers almost automatically! Steady cash profits 
every month! Since everyone you know wears 

TES shoes...EVERYBODY IS A PROSPECT! No 
Ko Ms wonder this is the perfect “off-hours” busi- 
("Guaranteed by \ ness: a quality product everybody needs... 
Good Housekeeping backed by the famous Good Housekeeping 
Sor 4s apyeanseo WES Guarantee Seal...one you can take orders 

for 12 months of the year. Want to see how 
much money you can make? For a 2¢ postcard 
you can try it NOW...start your exciting busi- 
ness right away! 

RUSH THIS STAMP FOR YOUR 
FREE BUSINESS OUTFIT! 

Dress-Sport-Work Shoe Styles! rn 

Mr. Ned Mason, Vice President. 
Mason Shoe Mfg. Co., Dept. H-691 
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin 

Yes, I'd like to give myself a $168 a month raise! Please 
sory melon jasi yout men” belay comevalt ys by) aching 
my Complete ting Shoe Business REE ai 

pected 1 can start making extra money from my 
rst hour! 3 

30 kinds of work shoes! Smart dress, sport styles! 70 Styles for Women! 
A style for every trade! The last word in styling! Satisfy almost every taste! 
Special Neoprene, Cork, Many fine, unusual leathers. Many comfort features. 
Cushion soles, heels... wen- Coot Nylon Mesh styles, Low - heeled, high - heeled, 
tilated work shoes...even moccasins, 2-tones and casuals, service shoes, lat- 
Safety Toe Shoes! Cush-N-Crepe soled shoes! est styles! 

No wonder you'll have the biggest and best’‘'shoe store’’ business in town! 

MASON sno MES: So: 
Since 1904 

Add 

Town. 
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~~“ FOR UNSIGHTLY SCALES, CRUSTS, PATCHES OF 
x , 

HERE’S WHAT PSORIASIS SUFFER- 
ERS SAY ABOUT TROPISAN 
AND THE BLESSED RELIEF THEY 
GET FROM EXTERNAL SYMPTOMS 

First W FripsOUASIS 
RESULTS 4 BETTE RST HELp 
wow muc : 

FOR 25 veq RS; 
WITH TRoPisan: 

“LITTLE Res U 
NOW Amazing socteF! RST, IG success 

) Sa 
Glen, Mich 

(signed) 

Start Living a Normal Life. No More Unsightly Bandages 
To Mar Work or Play. No More Mess or Fuss 

Tropisan tablets are odorless and tasteless. Just pop a few 
into yoyr mouth before each meal or snack. Keep tablets 
with you in any small handy container. Now at last you 
may say goodbye to smelly greasy oils or salves, to 
wnsightly bandages that mark work or play. Taking 
Tropisan is as inconspicuous as taking aspirin. No one 
need ever know you're taking something for psoriasis. 

MAKE THIS NO RISK HOME TEST: Here is your guarantee 
of satisfaction. Try Tropisan for the prescribed period. 
If you are not completely overjoyed with Tropisan, your 
purchase price will be cheerfully refunded. Accept this 
no-risk offer. Order Tropisan today! 

SEND NO MONEY: Just name and address for generous 
home trial offer. On arrival pay postman $1 plus C.O.D. 
charges on guarantee of complete satisfaction or money back. 
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TROPISAN 

NEW HOPE FOR CRUSTS, SCALES — NO MESS, 
NO FUSS, SIMPLE SAFE EASY TABLET! 

Proven “Effective Treatment” 
Tropisan tablets taken as directed have proven to be an 
effeciive treatment for the relief of external psoriasis symp- 
toms in many thousand cases. Many of these psoriasis 
sufferers had tried ointments, ungents, lotions and external 
applications with little success. Now Tropisan tablets have 
proven themselves to be an “effective treatment” in the relief 
of external psoriasis symptoms. 

Every Reported Case Stated That Tropisan 
Tablets Relieved Symptoms To Some Degree 

With Continuous Use 
Even people who had suffered disappointment after disap- 
pointment with almost every type and variety of treatment 

- people whose crusts and scabs would not fade with 
other medications . . . now found Tropisan tablets relieved 
symptoms. Yes, the itching stopped, the crusts, scales, oozing’ 
faded so no one need ever know you're taking medicine. 

Strikes Internally To Relieve The External 
Symptoms Of Psoriasis 

Almost all medical doctors believe that psoriasis occurs be- 
cause of internal causes, possibly faulty fat metabolism. 
Tropisan is designed to strike and give relief of the external 
psoriasis symptoms through the blood stream—not just to act 
as a messy sticky goo for surface application. 

| TROPISAN DRUG COMPANY : 
! 2630 E. 75th St Dept. 834 OD Send CoD. ' will poy ' 

i : postman per pacl ! Chicago 49, Ill. Brat postage: ' 

Pi id erous |, shij ei | 
"Home Teal Ofer of Tropisen Encesi ienciased. [shies ere ' 

antee of complete 
| Satisfaction or money back. [Send 2 packages for $2.00. 
' 

None H 
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WE HACKED 
THROUGH THEIR 

FLESH 
By SGT. HAROLD SPAIN, as told to B. W. von Block 

f Sy SHELL was a big one—a 152 

at least by the sound of it. The 
driving-band was loose and the 
thing drilled through the air with 
a hellish screech. I heard it com- 
ing straight for us and slammed 
myself against the rock-studded 
ground. 

Jagged steel splattered all over 
the hillside and the ear-shattering 
“crummp” of the explosion blotted 
out all the other crashing sounds 
of battle, I clutched at the earth 
beneath me, my body an icy, fear- 
stricken blob of trembling, sweat- 
drenched clay. 

The slender, brown-skinned lit- 
tle man crouched next to me 
laughed! He laughed loudly in his 
high, thin voice... 
“Come on, ‘Hollywood!’” he 

yowled gleefully. “We got a long 
way to go—” 

I tried to stand up. I had trouble. 
I was loaded down with gear— 
most of it useless in the suicidal 
situation in which I found myself. 
I shook my head to clear it. My 
brain-box still rang and buzzed 
from the shell-blast. 

The little man—Lt. Serafino Es- 
posito—reached down and grab- 
bed my arm. He yanked me up 
into a standing position. I saw 
that he still held his knife, Only 
the blade wasn’t bright and shiny 
now. It was red and sticky with 
blood. I saw it and I wanted to 
get very sick. 
The young Filipino officer 

smiled broadly. He appeared total- 
ly oblivious to the fire-fight raging: 
around us. We could have been 
strolling in Central Park—instead 
of working our way up a hill 
swarming with heavily-armed en- 
emy troops! 
“Come on!” Lt. Esposito urged 

once more, a trace of impatience in 
his tone. “Maybe you can take 
pictures of the next one I kill!” 

Ahead and on both sides of us, 
men were fighting and dying. The 
Chinese were hosing 76 and 152- 
millimeter shells down our throats. 
Machine guns and BAR’s and 
rifles thudded and chattered. 

“Madmen!” I cursed my com- 
panion half-hysterically. “You're 
all a bunch of goddamn madmen!” 

It wasn’t my first taste of com- 
bat. Not by a long shot, I’d served 
in the Marines during World War 
Il. I'd hit plenty of Pacific beach- 
heads while the Japs were shoot- 
ing hell out of our assault waves. 
In the months I'd been in Korea 
as a Signal Corps cameraman, I 
photographed countless actions. 



I(T WAS A BUTCHER SHOP IN HELL, STREWN WITH 

KNIFE-CARVED LUMPS OF FLESH, GCOUTY WITH BLOOD. 

“MADMEN!™ 1 SCREAMED, “MADMEN! 

But this was insanity! Ordered 
to film the activities of the 20th 
Battalion Combat Team, the Fili- 
pino unit making up part of the 
UN forces, I allowed myself to 
be talked into accompanying two 
of the outfit’s platoons. 

“We'll attack at 1000 hours,” 
Captain Ramos, the battalion oper- 
ations officer told me. 

“A frontal assault in broad day- 
light?” I asked. 

“Sure. We can’t see in the dark, 
can we? You can go along with 
Lt. Serafino Esposito. He’s a good 
officer.” 

Even then, I didn’t think too 
much of it—not until I saw the 
force assembled for the assault. 
There were only two somewhat 
understrength platoons—and the 
Chinese had at least 200 men dug 
into deep bunkers and covered 
trenches on the objective! 

It was too late to back out. 
Why? How the hell do I know? 
You get in so far—and then you’re 
afraid of being called yellow, You 
know you're in a jam, but you 
stick because you’re ashamed to 
admit your guts are churning and 
you're livid with fear. 
My hands were shaking when I 

wound up the Eyemo movie cam- 
era I carried. I ran a 100-foot roll 
through it. I caught a long shot 

"The rising shriek of the incoming shell triggered my tensed muscles.’ 

and a few closeups of the Filipino 
GI’s waiting for the order to move 
out. 

I watched them in amazement. 
They were laughing and joking. 
Someone brought Lt. Esposito over 
to meet me. He shook my hand 

and promptly dubbed me “Holly- 
wood.” He insisted I inspect the 
men in his platoon. 
“Maybe you'll make us all movie 

stars?” he kidded. 
The soldiers were all short and 

(Continued on page 50) 

"They hacked and stabbed and slashed their way. It was an advance made with every step through the enemy's blood.” 



TRAIL OF THE DEATH DOG... 
By LLOYD A. SMITH, as fold to Paul Brock 

IHE HEAVY LASH of walrus hide scorched across 

the dark gray husky’s back. His quivering belly 
flattened to the snow. The whip clipped out tufts of 
fur and cut deep into his flesh. Again and again it 
fell. The dog’s small triangular ears flattened, his 
lips rolled back, and his toenails dug into the frozen 
reindeer moss under the soft snow. 

Suddenly his fear of the Alaskan Indian musher 
who had put harness on him and hooked him to a 
sled three days ago vanished like snow poured on 
a red-hot stove. In its place surged the natural im- 
pulse to destroy. All the savage fury of his father’s 
ancestors was in the snarl that shattered the frosty 
air. His flanks and haunches tensed, and the dog 
sprang at his tormentor. The savage fangs pierced 
soft flesh, and the lash fell no more. The musher 
sank to the ground, hands clutching at his torn throat, 
and blood oozed through his mitts. 

Other Indians dragged the dog away, and they 
called him “Mamaloose,” which is the Alaskan In- 
dian’s word for death. From that day on, man was 
his enemy. 

I got him a month later while passing through 
the Indian village with the first trip of the Salt 
Water land mail. The native who had intended to 
shoot Mamaloose told me of the dog’s reputation. 
When I offered to buy him, the Indian told me of 
the dogs Mamaloose had crippled, He spoke of In- 
dian children who had soon learned that the dog 
cared nothing for their petting and had written the 
lesson in many tiny scars on sinewy legs and copper- 
colored hands. A valuable lead dog had forgotten his 
wisdom long enough to take a piece of dried salmon 
from Mamaloose, and was killed on the spot. He 
told me about the Alaskan Indian musher whose 
throat had been torn out. 

I answered his recital with a slow smile, for I 
was a musher from the moosehide soles of my moc- 
casins to the two marten tails atop my fur cap, 
and I was willing to gamble on my own judgement. 

The defiant look in the slanted hazel eyes that 
met mine pleased me. I liked defiance. I preferred 
self-respect to cowering obediance. Disposition was 
a matter of training. Anything in the way of dog 

THE HUSKY WAS STRONG, SMART, VICIOUS, AND HATED MEN. HIS 

flesh as near perfect as Mamaloose was worth spend- 
ing plenty of time on. 

That dog was 100 pounds of hard bone and muscle. 
Those pads were wide, flat, and well-haired. Feet like 
that stood up, and it took a close coupled dog to 
show the advantages of weight. Those legs were well 
muscled too. And even a chechako—the rawest kind 
of tenderfoot—could see that there was more than 
average canine intelligence in that broad, flat face. 
When I left the camp, Mamaloose was in my string. 

The second day after leaving I had the flesh 
torn from the back of one of my hands, and before 
the week was up I had a slash on my thigh that 
extended all the way from hip to knee. 

“He’s young, but don’t worry, I'll train him. yet,” 
I told the bunch at the relief cabin that night, but 
the other men—mushers like myself who made their 
living pounding Alaska’s unmeasured trails—shook 
their heads in doubt. Q 

Most of them knew the mail route from the little 
seaport village in to Fort Egbert. There was no air- 
strip at that outpost, and no landing lake within 

MUZZLE KNEW THE TASTE OF 

30 miles, and dragging supplies in by sled had paid 
well. Many a time these boys had themselves flirted 
with the mile-deep ‘crevasses of the Salkeena Glacier, 
and they had crossed those tundra flats between 
Lacket Creek and Sutna River in a blistering 50- 

below frozen hell. They all knew that only a dog 
who knew his stuff was any use to a man when 
bitter, Arctic fury swept the trail. 

“Why work a killer?” they asked me, but I only 
shrugged. Why try and explain my attachment for 
the dog? Already I thought more of the vicious, 
defiant Mamaloose than any other dog in my string. 
I'd make a leader of him yet, and to hell with his 
poisonous disposition. It was intelligence that counted 
and Mamaloose had plenty of that. 
By midwinter I had scars on my left forearm, and 

one of my older dogs had been killed. The death 
dog still worked in the lead, and I still boasted about 
him to any who would listen. 

“Ornery as a wolverine,” I’d say, “But trail-wise! 
He knows the route better than I do, and I’ve been 
pounding it for five winters now. He’s a natural born 

HOMAN BLOOD— AND LIKED (7 
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leader.” 
“And ruthless killer,” said Joe Falaise, one of my 

best friends. “He’s some dog all right, but he’ll get 
you into a jam sometime, just as sure as shooting.” 

“You may be right,” I said; “but remember that 
T’ve cut a whole day off my run through using Mama- 
loose. I’ll take my chances.” 

Gambling on my own judgement, I put more and 
more faith into my lead dog as the bitter cold of 
January and its scant four hours of gray daylight 
gave way to the uncertain weather of February. 

Once, when Sutna flats stretched ahead, and the 
air was so full of swirling frost that vision was limited 
to five yards, I relied solely upon the intelligence 
behind those rebellious hazel eyes. We came out at 
the exact spot where the snow-hidden trail entered 
the timber on the far side of the dangerous 10-mile 
sweep of frozen tundra. 

Then, one day on the way in from the seaport, 
the death dog almost made the black prophecies 
about him come true. He came within inches of get- 
ting me into a 100 percent jam. 
An insane wind tramped across the glacier and 

hid Salkeena’s yawning death traps in gusty clouds 
of snow. The bitter, Arctic-born gale seared flesh 
where it struck, and it turned warm breath to sudden 
smoke. 

It decorated the chests of my dogs with lace of 
frost, and it made white quills of their black whiskers. 
It froze their lashes together and blinded them, as it 
did me, their driver. It shrieked and howled, bored 
its way through the thick coats of the dogs and sought 

the seams in my caribou-calf parka. 
Down over the rough and crevasse-checked surface 

of Old Salkeena, I rode my three-clawed brake, but 
the ice was swept clean and hard as flint. The saw- 
steel runners rang over patches as black as ebony, 
and others marine green. I missed gaping chasms by 
breathtaking margins, and crossed a fissure on a 
wind-packed snow bridge that wouldn’t have held 
my weight if I had have been going any slower. 

I was just forming a silent compliment to the 
judgement of my lead dog when it happened. 

Blazer, the big Siberian with a sizable dash of 
Eskimo, who had been working on the haw side of 
the lead, nipped Mamaloose on the haunch as the 
death dog hesitated when confronted with an angle 
of two cracks, 

That nip was Blazer’s death warrant. And the 
execution couldn’t have taken place in a worse spot, 
for there was windswept ice under both dogs and 
sled. 

Slowly, despite all the weight I could put on the 
brake, the heavily-laden 12-foot sled slipped sideways 
towards the yawning chasm as I fought to hold it 
back. I didn’t even have time to look at the fight. 
There was a bloody, yelping free-for-all. Mamaloose 
first wheeled and struck the insulting swing dog. The 
Siberian, with one shoulder torn, leaped back among 
those hitched behind. The death dog followed, his 
head swinging low, the killer light in his eyes. In one 
second, the team of nine was a snarling, slashing 
jumble, slipping and sliding on the wind-swept patch 
of emerald ice, 

I bellowed at Mamaloose, but the mad gale shoved 
my words back down my throat. Slowly, the sled 
inched over, closer to the edge of the deep crevasse. 
The wind blustered against the basket sides and 
the weight of the tumbling mass of fighting dogs 
pulled the nose down as the brake claw half held 
a pivot. 

I took in the whole situation through my frost- 
rimmed lashes. Another foot and I'd have to jump 
clear of the sled and let go. I thought of the possi- 
bility of cutting the towline to save the dogs, Not 
a chance! They’d have to go to their deaths, wedged 
in the bottom of an ice grave 100 feet deep. 

I yelled again. The sled swung, then stopped sud- 
denly. It quivered with a nervous jerking of the 
towline as Mamaloose tore out the Siberian’s jugular. 
The air left my lungs in a gust of relief as a rough 
projection in the surface of the ice held me. 

It was a nightmare job getting out of there even 
after Mamaloose was willing to listen to commands. 
Carefully, I worked the team and sled back to where 
wind-packed snow gave them sure footing. 

The big Siberian was already stiffening in death 
as he was dragged back. When I had the string 
straightened out, I was left with two dogs so crippled 
that they had to be hauled. The rest licked minor 
wounds and answered their leader snarl for snarl. 

I swore by all the saints that watch over troubled 
dog mushers that I’d kill Mamaloose when I reached 
the end of my run at Fort Egbert. I'd been a fool 
to let my admiration of a dog’s beauty sway my 
judgement. I’d very probably have killed him right 

"I crept quietly to a corner of the cabin, hidden from 
the dogs. A pencil of light stabbed through the logs." 

there if it hadn’t been for the three unfilled harnesses 
dangling from my handlebars. 

The casualties on the team and the delay on the 
glacier made me late getting into the relief cabin 
that night. I fed the dogs, but I had no kind word 
for Mamaloose, 

I was well below the storm here, and in the day- 
* light clearness of the cold moon I looked that dog 

in the eye. But Mamaloose didn’t cringe as any 
other dog would have done. He stared back with a 
look that made me feel the big husky knew what 
awaited him. 

The dog’s brazen guts made me just that more 
certain that I would kill him at the end of the run 
the following night. I swore this a dozen times as I 
unloaded the canvas mail bags from the sled and 
cooked my supper. I rolled out my sleeping bag 
with the thought in my mind that all the guys would 
now have the laugh on me. 

Some time later a vicious snarl outside awakened 
me. I lay for a moment, thinking that perhaps some 
animal was prowling near the dogs. Then I dis- 
tinctly heard the crunch of heavy feet on the snow 
and the angry rumble that came from the throat of 
Mamaloose. 

I slipped out of my sleeping bag and groped for 
my flashlight. Suddenly the door was thrown open. 
The moonlight flooded in, and I knew what was 
happening right then. A big man in a fur cap and 
denim parka almost filled the doorway. A raised 
rifle was steady in his hands, and another face peered 
over his shoulder. I saw the lean, black-stubbled 
face, with one slitted eye glittering at the spot on 
my chest where the rifle slug would enter, 

I didn’t wait for it. I hurled myself backward 
and sideways, my hand streaking for my own gun. 
The rifle roared and pain seared through my left 
shoulder. It roared again. I sagged to the floor and 
blackness came. 
My first sensation when I regained consciousness 

was one of extreme cold. The cabin door was open, 
the fire in the rusted Yukon stove in the corner 
had long since burned out. Stiffly I pulled myself 
to my feet. The effort sent shooting pains through 
my left side and arm. With a shaking right hand 
I felt the wound in my shoulder. One shot had 
broken my collar-bone. My heavy wool underwear 
was stiff with blood and it was like ice against my 
pain-wracked body. The second shot had pierced 
my left arm but had not shattered the bone. 

Three times I had to sink to the ground and rest 
before I could rebuild the fire. Worry added to my 
troubles, My gun was gone, and so were the blue- 
and-white-striped mail bags that had been piled be- 
hind the door. A glance outside showed me that my 
team and sled had also been taken by the thugs. 

Mail robbery! What were they after? The bulky 
‘registered parcel addressed to the Bear Valley Min- 
ing Company? The straight mail would never tempt 
anyone, and there hadn’t been any ore samples— 
never was on the inbound trip. 

I mulled the thing over as I painfully dug up a 
meal out of the grub box which had been left behind. 
With my wounds cleaned (Continued on page 48) 
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INSIDE A DESERT | 
By JEFF DUNBAR 

USTICE WILLIAM 0. DOUGLAS of the U. S. Supreme 

Court once asked a merchant why the Sudan ex- 
ported so few crops. 

“You're wrong, effendi,” smiled the merchant. “We 
do export a huge crop. Not cotton or wheat, perhaps, 
but something far more valuable. We export slaves.” 

Fara was a girl of 12 when she was stolen from 
her family. For two years she was kept with the 
tribe which stole her, then she was sold to a slave 
trader. For another six months she traveled the 
desert as the trader added more slaves to his caravan. 
Finally she was sold to an Arab harem. 

At the slave gate in Mecca, the traffic in girls is 
both open and brisk. 

Sheiks from the desert bid against merchants from 
the city for the nude beauties from Circassia or 
Ethiopia who stand before them on the slave block. 

With the other girls, Fara was stripped, then wrap- 
ped in loose robes before being offered for sale. 

Ordinary girls were disposed of first for whatever 
they would bring. The prettier girls were held for 
later. Fara was scheduled among the last. 
When it was her turn, she was led forward while 

the slave trader extolled her beauty and her skills, 
sexual and otherwise. Unlike the girls who had gone 
before, Fara did not remove her robe to get the 
bidding started. She didn’t have to. The men standing 
around the edge of the raised platform of the slave 
block could see her face, and the spiel by’ the slave 
trader was enough to get things started. 

The bidding reached $100 before it began to 
slacken. 

Slowly Fara unwrapped her flowing robe, baring 
her nude body for inspection, revealing her proud 
breasts and golden thighs. For a moment she stood 
thus, arms held high and the robe floating behind her 
in the light breeze, then she allowed it to settle on her 
shoulders and shield her body from the hot desert sun. 
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This is a typical slave girl, a Circassian, ready to go on display. 

WHEN THE SLAVERS DISPLAYED HER, 
SHE HAD A FIRM YOUNG BODY..... 

WHEN HER OWNER WAS FINISHED, 

HER SKIN HUNG IN TATTERS.... 

This time the bidding reached 
$150 before Fara removed her 
robe again. 

The’sight of her made men’s lips 
go dry and their breath come fast. 
Fara walked closer to where they 
stood around the raised platform, 
then moved her body in a slow, 
provocative dance, swaying.in time 
to music only she could hear. 

She looked down at the faces of 
the men in front of her, examining 
them as they devoured her with 
their eyes. Finally she smiled at a 
tall young Taureg and walked 
back to stand beside the slave 
trader, The bidding was fast and 

furious for a few moments more, 
then Fara was purchased by the 
tall Taureg and led away to start 
the journey to her new home. 

Fara had learned a lot during 
the months on the slave caravan— 
some from the other girls, more 
from the slave trader. Tonight she 
would put every trick she had 
learned into practice. This was 
what she had been born for—if she 
had not been stolen, her family 
would almost certainly have sold 
her into slavery—and she felt no 
shame or anger at her fate. Only 
pleasure at her good fortune in 
the choice of an owner, and an- 
ticipation of her chances during 
the next two weeks to become his 
favorite. 

At the encampment outside the 
slave gate, Fara was given a tent 
and a servant and told to make 
ready to serve her master. She 

bathed and dressed with extra- 
ordinary care. She dusted her en- 
tire body lightly with powder, then 
skillfully scented herself with per- 
fume. A light dab of one perfume 
behind each ear, a delicate touch 
of another perfume in the valley 
between her breasts, a third per- 
fume on her belly and her thighs. 
Finally she wrapped herself loose- 
ly in seven veils of transparent silk 
sparkling with tiny chips of glass. 

Tonight was the night on which 
her future for years to come would 
depend. Fara knew she was not 
the only concubine of her master. 
He had not spoken to her yet, but 
she knew from his manner and 
his wealth that as soon as she was 
taken to her new home, she would 
be just another concubine, con- 
fined.in a harem with 50 or 100 
other girls awaiting the master’s 
pleasure. And probably getting 
mighty little of it. Other girls, who 
had been there longer, would be 
his favorites, and they would rule 
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the harem under the watchful eyes of the eunuchs, 
the pitifyl, bloated creatures who were men in name 
only, having been deprived of their manhood, 

But Fara had two weeks of opportunity to win 
her new master during the trip to her new home, and 
she meant to make the most of it. If she succeeded, 
the glass chips in her silk veils would become dia- 
monds between her firm young breasts. 

Fara ate no dinner that night. She served her 
master’s food, then danced as he was eating. It was 
a tantalizing dance—not really a dance at all but 
more of a fluid writhing and twisting of her graceful 
body—very slowly at first with Fara standing almost 
motionless in one spot, then gradually becoming 
faster and faster as she whirled and allowed her veils 
to float to the floor one by one. 

The tall Taureg pretend he was not watching her 
in the beginning, but in a few minutes she saw him 
tun his tongue across his lips. She increased the 
pace of her dance then, and soon discarded her last 
veil, allowing it to float over his head and intoxicate 
him with the perfume of her magnificent body, poised 
and waiting in front of him... 

The next two weeks passed quickly. By the time 
Fara got the first glimpse of hér new home, she 
was sure she was the undisputed favorite. How could 
it be otherwise! No man could demand so much of 
her—and so much of himself—so many times un- 
less he was filled with desire for her. 

Fara was right. For almost two months she reigned 
as queen of the Arab harem, slaves and other con- 
cubines running to do her bidding, her heart on fire 
with the glory of absolute power after years of being 
treated with less care than a camel. Everything was 
exactly as she wanted it, 

Gone were the cheap silk veils with glass spangles. 
Now she wore a girdle of diamonds, with a huge, 
fiery ruby between her golden breasts thrusting 
through the film of expensive silk that clung to her 
like a second skin. (Continued on page 45) 

These harem slaves find a few moments of happiness in an impromptu dance. Girl in rear, left, seems still scared. 

= Se 
Transparent clothes fail to hide slave's charms 
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ONFESSIONS OF A GIGOLO... 
“How would you like to have a drink up in my room?” 

she invited. Brother, these women are all alike! 

By "FREDDIE," as told fo C. V. Tench 

OU HEAR PLENTY about “call girls” and “motor 

mamas,”—the girls who sell themselves in their 
customer’s own car—but not much about “call 
boys.” Just the same, there are plenty of them in 
the game and I’m one of them. The fancy name 
for us is “gigolo.” 

Here’s how I got started. 
At 23 I found myself with a college degree, 

worthless from the standpoint of earning a living, 

a fairly good wardrobe, and barely $100 left of 
the $5000 my father had given to me to start life 
with. 

“If you’ve any brains and guts at all,” he told 
me brusquely when he handed me the check, 
“you'll run that up into real money and establish 
yourself firmly. If you waste it, then that’s your 
funeral; you'll get no more help from me.” 

His tone had been tinged with contempt and 
I understood why. I had only played around at 
college instead of taking some worthwhile courses. 
In short, I had proved a disappointment to him. 

I didn’t take his advice. That was why I found 
myself now in Miami, just about flat. 
A leopard cannot change its spots, and I hadn’t 

changed my ways. With the $5000 I had been 
really putting on the dog. Best hotels, best bars, 
best night spots, best of everything. 

Consequently, although I hadn’t made any par- 
ticular friends, I had made a fairly wide acquaint- 
ancec among wealthy people, and had acquired 
polish and wordliness, 

Actually, as I was to learn later, it was a good 
investment. 

In Miami, during the season, are swarms of 
older, unattached women with money; divorcees, 
widows and spinsters. Most of them are love- 
starved and man-hungry. 

Paid gigolos do well with such women. 
I seriously considered the gigolo business my- 

self, because not only had I a good education, 
family background and a good wardrobe, but I 
also had looks. 

That’s not conceit. None of us have any say 
in the matter of how we are built or the kind of 
face we have to wear through life. Before my 

mother died she had often said to me: “Freddie, 
when they handed out good looks you were right 
in the front row.” 

So, I had God-given looks, but no money. Plenty 
of the older women I had danced with had simper- 
ed and made awkward advances. 

Fine! Could I now cash in on my only tangible 
assets, my looks, clothes and general upbringing? 

The question was answered for me thai’ night 
by Elsa, when I was dancing with her. Amply 
supplied with money, she spent plenty in beauty 
salons, so although well into her forties she had 
retained her looks. A really attractive older woman. 

As we danced, she asked me why I was so silent 
and glum. I told her straight that I was now so 
flat I would have to find a job of some kind, and 
reconcile myself to a lower standard of living. 

After giving me a shocked glance she remained 
silent. Later, when we were having a drink, she 
said: 

“Freddie, with your looks and personality it 
would be a shame to work at some dull, poorly- 
paid job. I can suggest a better way out for you.” 
“What?” I asked. 
“You're very young yet,” she answered, looking 

me full in the eyes, “so perhaps I’d better teach 
you.” 

She then asked me to escort her home to her 
swank suite. 

When I finally left I found $100 in my pocket. 
Furthermore, as Elsa was not out to get another 
husband, did not want to monopolize me and was 
big enough not to be foolishly jealous, Elsa told 
me that she would let other women know about 
me. 

Sitting alone in my hotel room later I swallowed 
a few drinks and thought it over carefully. I had 
always been accustomed to a high standard of 
living. A job? Perhaps marriage? I couldn’t see 
it. I simply wasn’t the type to ever become a 
small-wage family man. 

Then and there I decided to explore to the full 
this new way of making a good living. 

Elsa was as good as her word regarding letting 
other women know. (Continued on page 45) 
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THE LION CHARGED, AND THE MAN WITH THE GON SCREAMED, 

PUKED, TURNED TAlL. THEN THE LION CAME FOR ME. ... 

WHITE HUNTER has to tolerate 
all kinds of odd characters on 

safari. You get everything from 
regular guys to screwballs ... from 
psychos to alcoholics. Since arriv- 
ing home with your skin in one 
piece often depends on your 
client’s mental condition and cour- 
age, you must choose them care- 
fully. To do this you have to be 
a psychologist, a fortune teller and 
a hunter... all in one. 

I’m only a hunter. Perhaps that’s 
why I sometimes make a mistake 
and wind up with an odd-ball who 
gets both of us into real trouble. 

I had enjoyed a streak of ideal 
clients for a while and I was rid- 
ing my luck as far as it would 
stretch. Then along came a Texas 
realestate broker named Charlie 
Wheeler. He turned my next safari 
into a nightmare. 

Wheeler had courage all right, 
but he got it out of a bottle labeled 
“100-proof gin.” I’d hunted with 
every kind of drinker, from after- 

By RICHARD L. SCOTT 

dinner wine sippers to absinthe ad- 
dicts, but Wheeler was the worst. 
He was a weakling who used gin 
as a crutch to help him over the 
rough spots in life. 

One day he used gin to give him 
enough courage to shoot a lion. 
The lion and the gin formed an 
explosive mixture that nearly rock- 
ed both of us off the face of the 
earth. 

Wheeler, a huge man with a 
flushed face, had been on the 
wagon for a week or so when I 
met his plane at the Nairobi air- 
port, and I didn’t know he was a 
lush. I became suspicious when 
he stowed six cases of gin aboard 
the truck for a 60-day safari, but 
by then it was too late to back 
out. So I decided to make the best 
of a touchy situation and pointed 
the safari toward the Kagera River 
country in the northwestern neck 
of Tanganyika, where there is a 
concentration of major game. 

As we hunted game by day and 
sat by the campfire at night, I ob- 
served many things about Mr, 
Wheeler. Although he was older 
than I, he had never grown up. He 
used gin as a substitute for ma- 
turity. He had been on gin so long 
he couldn’t tackle a simple prob- 
lem without a drink to camouflage 
Teality. 

Our opening-day hunt was for 
Thomson gazelle. Early that morn- 
ing we started across a broad sa- 
vanna adjoining camp. Two hours 
later the tracker, K’Linni, found 
fresh sign. The dime-sized tracks 
led to a lush meadow, lying in the 
ox-bow of a spring-fed creek. We 
neared a copse of acacia trees and 
spotted the Tommie near the 
creek bank, chomping off mouth- 
fuls of tender moss, then raising 
his head to chew and look for en- 
emies. 

As we moved behind a brush to 
find a shooting position I got a 
whiff of Wheeler’s breath and sud- 



- denly realized he was drunk. He 
wasn’t staggering or glassy-eyed 
... just plain drunk. I hadn’t seen 
him taking a drink and didn’t even 
know he’d brought along a bottle. 
My client raised his .222 Swift 

and took aim. I figured he’d 
butcher the little animal. His rifle 
cracked and the Tommie pitched 
into the creek, drilled neatly 
through the heart. I complimented 
him on making a clean kill. Mo- 
ments later, I feared I'd made a 
mistake, for compliments might 
encourage him to depend more 
strongly on alcohol than before. 

I thought Wheeler’s getting 
drunk on the gazelle hunt was 
merely the result of opening-day 
nerves. But the next day we went 
after sable and it happened again. 
He always appeared cold sober as 
we started out, but when it came 
time to make the kill he was 
drunk. 

As he had done with the Tom- 
mie, he made a perfect kill and I 
had no complaints on that. How- 
ever, there was something about 
a man drinking on the hunt that 
didn’t set well with me. Alcchol 
gives a man false courage and 
causes him to take foolhardy 
chances. Then when the going gets 
rough it lets him down, and he has 
to face danger without the steady 
nerves and coordination he needs 
to stay alive. 

That night I mixed a shaker of 
Martinis and offered Wheeler one. 
He drained the glass and poured 
himself another. I sometimes like 
to relax with a mild drink after a 
hard day’s hunt. Wheeler drank 
for a different reason .. . to com- 
pensate for his lack of courage, or 
perhaps his lack of confidence. I 
steered the conversation to the 
subject of drinking, then told him 
what I had on my mind. 

“I think we should do all our 
drinking after hunting hours from 
here on,” I suggested, “otherwise, 
it’ll eventually get us into trouble.” 

Wheeler stayed sober the next 
day while we collected a bush- 
buck. He performed even better 
than he had done with the aid of 
gin. I thought he’d licked the 
drinking problem, but a few days 
later he was back on the booze 
again. He had reached a point 
where he hadn’t the confidence to 
go into the field without a belly- 
ful of gin. 

I let it ride. If he wanted to rot 
his nerves with gin that was his 
business. I was prepared to take 

"The big cat growled, leaped; man and beast fought grimly-to death." 

extra precautions while hunting 
with him, drunk or sober. I couldn’t 
afford to let him get hurt while 
he was under my care. 

For the next three weeks we 
hunted plains game among the 
grassy valleys of the Kagera River 
basin. Wheeler was a good marks- 
man on small stuff and did rather 
well . . . staying soused with gin 
all the way. He bagged nice trophy 
specimens of sable, duikerbok, 
springbok, Lichtenstein hartebeest, 
roan, gemsbok, and a lesser kudu. 

His ambition was to take home 
the biggest pair of elephant tusks 
in Africa, and a lion head with a 
flowing black mane. He drank gin 
and talked elephant hunting by 

the hour. The longer he drank, the 
braver he became. I couldn’t tell 
whether he actually had the guts 
to tackle dangerous game. or if his 
liquor was doing the talking for 
him. He never mentioned it when 
he was sober. 

About half of our safari time was 
gone, and I figured we should get 
busy hunting the bigger stuff. One 
night when Wheeler sat drinking 
before the campfire, mentally 
shooting his elephant, I called his 
hand, - 

“I think we should move up near 
Lake Victoria and give you a 
chance to shoot your elephant for 
real,” I suggested. 
He suddenly appeared sober. 
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The smell of death in Africa is never far from veldt waterholes like 
this one. Where zebras gather, the hungry lion stalks—and eats. 

“I—Tll need a day or two to 
think it over,” he stammered. 

A week went by and he still 
hadn’t given me an answer. I didn’t 
push him. If he’d rather spend his 
$100 a day drinking gin and chas- 
ing antelope that was up to him. 
He had paid for a full ticket and 
was entitled to his money’s worth, 
but I wasn’t itching to go after ag- 
gressive game with a lush. 

Just after sunrise one morning 
Wheeler, K’Linni, two gun boys 
and myself were checking salt 
licks among the outcrops on a hill- 
side, hoping to pick up fresh sign 
of a greater kudu bull. We reached 
a crest of the hill and looked over. 
About a mile below was a swarm- 
ing herd of zebra, grazing through 
the grassy cut between a string of 
thorn hills. It was a picture most 
lion hunters dream about. With 
that many zebra in sight there 
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could be two or more prides of 
lions following and feeding on 
them. A lion hunter first looks for 
good grass, then for a migrating 
herd of zebra. When he finds zebra 
he usually finds his lion somewhere 
close, 

I studied Wheeler a moment. He 
was sober but hung over from yes- 
terday’s gin. 

“How about it, Mr. Wheeler?” 
I questioned. “Are you ready for 
a lion yet?” 

“I don’t know,” he hedged. “I 
kinda had my heart set on finding 
a .kudu bull.” 

“We just lucked onto this zebra 
herd,” I reminded him. “You 
wouldn’t find this good a setup 
again if you looked for a week. A 
zebra herd of this size usually 
means there’s cats following, but 
not always. Why don’t I let the 
tracker scout around and see what 

the situation is? Then if he comes 
up with something we'll proceed 
from there.” 

I told K’Linni to skirt the peri- 
meter of the spoor and trace the 
herd back to where he figured they 
would have been located the night 
before, checking waterholes as he 
went along. Wheeler and I found 
a shade tree and sat down to wait 
him out. We were having our noon 
sandwiches and tea when he re- 
turned five hours later. 

K’Linni had scouted several 
miles down the cut to the escarp- 
ment facing on the Kagera River, 
where the herd had watered the 
night before. A lioness had jumped 
the herd as they fed away from 
the river and made a kill on a fat 
colt, Drag marks showed that the 
lioness’ mate had pulled the colt 
into a mangrove thicket where 



both had feasted. Following the 
cats’ spoor from the kill site, the 
tracker found they were denned 
somewhere in a mile-long kloof 
that snaked its way down the es- 
carpment to the river. No tracks 
led out of the Kloof. 

“The cats may still be sleeping 
off their feed by the time we get 
there and maybe not, Mr. Wheeler,” 
I pointed out. “Do you want to take 
a look?” 

“Look, hell!” he boasted. “It cost 
me 28 bucks for a license to kill 
one, so that’s just what I’m gonna 
do.” 

I should have guessed where he 
got his sudden courage, but I didn’t. 
From the rimrock of the escarp- 

ment my tracker pointed out the 
winding Kloof where he thought 
the cats were denning. I led the 
way toward it. Halfway down, I 
waited for Wheeler to catch up so 
I could warn him to lay off the 
alcohol. 

The look in his eyes and the 
smell of his breath when he got up 
close told me I was too late. I tried 
to figure out where he had got it, 
and I could come up with but one 
answer. The thermos flask of “tea” 
he’d brought along contained 
straight gin. He had swigged on it 
all through lunch . . . and now he 
was half loaded. I shook my head 
disgustedly. 

“T don’t think we’d better go in 
after the cats today, Mr. Wheeler,” 
I said sternly. “You can get away 
with drinking on an antelope hunt, 
but you must remember that every 
lion is a killer, under the right 
circumstances.” 
Wheeler was braver than Tarzan 

at that moment. With his brain 
dulled by alcohol he imagined he 
could kill the lion with bare hands. 

“T can shoot a lion as easily as 
I can kill an antelope,” he bragged, 
“so let’s go bounce him out.” 

“I can’t afford to be responsible - 
for a man who’s been drinking . . . 
not on a lion hunt,” I insisted. 

“You don’t need to!” he shot back 
angrily. “I can take care of myself!” 
Wheeler wasn’t too drunk, yet, 

and he promised he’d lay off the 
gin until after we’d completed the 
kill. I hoped the long, hard walk 
would straighten him up. 
We reached the kloof and found 

a safe place to climb down the 
steep rock wall. The sharp-eyed 
tracker located the cats’ spoor 
among the rocks and we followed 
it back toward the uphill side of 
the escarpment. When I found a 
clear set of tracks I stopped to 
read them. The size and spacing 
of ‘the pug marks indicated the 
male was a big fellow, young and 
full of life. But I could only guess 
whether or not he had a trophy 
mane and would be shootable. 
The tunnel-like kloof was a maze 

of vine shrouded boulders and 
dverhanging brush, forming a 

honeycomb of natural lairs for 
animals. It was a nice place for 
lions, but dangerous as hell for 
hunters. K’Linni dogged the spoor 
and I followed close behind, cover- 
ing him with-my 375 Magnum in 
case the lions boiled out of blind 
cover unexpectedly. Wheeler walk- 
ed a couple of paces on my right to 
help with the cover work, the two 
gun boys, Kita and Juma, trailing 
us. 

The fact Wheeler was drinking 
killed my enthusiasm for the hunt. 
After a safari crew works and 
sweats to locate game it seems a 
client could at least be conscien- 
tious about hunting it. If he isn’t, 
I’d prefer to save the game for 
some sportsman who appreciates 
it. Insincerity in a client spoils the 
hunt for me. 

I remembered some of the things 
Pappy Van Lannen had taught me 
about hunting, and I decided that 
taking a lush on a lion hunt was 
not only against my professional 
judgement, but was plain, stupid 
suicide. If Pappy knew what I was 
doing he would crawl out of his 
grave and shout, “ye crazy fool!” 
Things were already bad, but they 

were about to get worse. Wheeler 
halted and asked me to excuse him 
a moment. He went behind a tall 
boulder, to relieve himself, I figured. 
K’Linni worked the lion spoor on 
ahead while I waited for Wheeler. 
Kita and Juma began looking at 
Wheeler and grinning at each other. 
I went around the boulder to see 
what the big joke was. 
My client was standing there 

guzzling gin from his thermos 
flask. Searing hot fury boiled inside 
me. I slapped the thermos away 
from his mouth and it clattered 
and broke on the rocks. 

“We're turning back, Wheeler!” I 
fumed. “I’m not going to risk my 
neck taking an ungrateful sot into 
a canyon after a lion. If you...” 

Suddenly, K’Linni appeared on a 
boulder at my left, frantically 
waving for me to shut up. I let my 
voice trail off and ran to see what 
he’d found. The black tracker 
pointed to a spot 50 yards beyond 
where the kloof formed a sharp 
elbow. 

“Tracks end there, 
whispered. 

At the lower point of the elbow 
there had been a rockslide, leaving 
huge boulders in a slanting pile 
against the perpendicular canyon 
wall. Caves and crevices had been 
created by the slide and the rock- 
pile was overgrown with creepers 
and brush, an ideal lair for cats. 

I moved closer to size up the sit- 
uation. ; 
Wheeler followed, claiming he 

was still sober and begging for a 
chance to shoot the lion. He looked 
okay from the outside, but I 
couldn’t tell what was happening 
inside his head. The kloof was clear 

Bass,” he 

of tall brush at the point we’d be 
shooting from and the physical sit- 
uation looked good enough. 

“Okay,” I agreed, “but don’t let 
the cat get close to you.” 

K’'Linni tested the wind with his 
puff ball and nodded to indicate it 
was safe to move in on the caves. 
I examined the loads in my .375 
Magnum, then checked Wheeler’s. 

The tunnel widened out where 
it ran up against the rockpile and 
reversed itself at a 60-degree angle, 
forming a “V.” I stationed Wheeler 
in one leg of the “V,” about 30 
yards from the rockpile, and I took 
the other. With the cats denned 
at the bottom point of the cutback 
we had them blocked in. I took a 
shooting position to Wheeler’s left 
so I could second him if anything 
went wrong. 

Seeing we were ready, the safari 
boys began chunking rocks into the 
caves and crevices to flush the 
lions out. I kept glancing at the 
rockpile and back to Wheeler to 
see if he was all right. While we 
stood there waiting, Wheeler’s last 
drink of gin hit him right between 
the ears. 

In mustering his courage for a 
lion hunt he’d taken on more than 
even he could handle. I hadn’t 
known how much he had drunk 
and I’d thought I could get him 
through the kill, but right then I 
saw it was hopeless. 

The boys were still chunking 
rocks, hitting every hole in sight. 

“Hold up with the rocks,” I said. 
“We're not shooting any lion to- 
day.” 

Just then Kita threw his last rock 
and the shaggy body of the lion 
exploded from the hole Kita was 
aiming for. The rock glanced and 
hit the beast on the rump. The 
startled cat leaped high’ into the 
air. His vicious, deep-throated 
growl sounded like it was echoing 
from a well. I kept my rifle ready, 
watching the lion come down the 
rockpile and approach. 
The big cat saw we had him 

cornered and stood at bay, pawing, 
snarling menacingly, searching for 
a way out. He began inching belly- 
to-ground toward Wheeler, who 
stood right in his path to freedom. 
My client’s eyes bugged out and 
his face whitened. The upraised 
gun in his hands quivered uncer- 
tainly. He sighted on the cat but 
couldn’t squeeze the trigger. In- 
stead of bringing him courage his 
liquor had brought him cold panic. 
His nerves seemed to fall apart as 
I watched. 

“Shoot him or get out of his 
way!” I ordered. 

I moved toward his position, 
turning my back on the rockpile. 
Wheeler’s face was a mask of 

stark horror and he trembled from 
head to foot with indecision. Sud- 
denly, a fountain of foul liquid 

(Continued on page 58) 
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SCANTY COSTUMES 

OF 

VANE 
How will you have your 

beauty? In shirt or 

blouse, gown or 

negligee? Diane models 

all of them so you can 

make your choice 

When a girl is as much of a pho- 
tographer's delight as lovely Diane 
Webber is, the big problem becomes 
one of getting variety into the ac- 
cessories to her beauty. Famed 
cameraman Russ Meyer solved the 
problem his own way by outfitting 
Diane with six scanty costumes, taking 
pictures of her in each of them, and 
putting the burden (!) of choice on 
you. 

Here's some background informa- 
tion: Diane, born in Los Angeles, Cal., 
is an accomplished ballet dancer, the 
busiest of models, and—sorry, fei- 
lows—a devoted wife and mother. 
She is wed to film technician John 
Webber, has one son, John, Jr. 



At far left, Diane wears diaphanous gown. Left, she's 
in a peekaboo scarf. Above, she wears a vestee. 

ie 



, Diane's vital statistics: She's 23 years old, weighs 
110, is 5' 4", has light brown hair and eyes. She 

has a 38 bust, 24 waist and 35 hips. 





ONLY A FEW 

THEY USED TO ROAM THE Olt- 

FIELDS, FULL OF BEANS, VINEGAR 

AND THE DIRTIEST TRICKS EVER 
PULLED. THEY WERE MEN! 

By HARRY BOTSFORD 

T TEMPERANCE HOUSE, a teamster going out for 

the dawn feeding of his horses caught a 
glimpse of a horse thundering down the snowy 
road, rider bent over the horse’s neck. One foot, 
minus a boot, hung stiffly, and the man’s face was 
grim in the half light. At Bean Farm, a farm wife 
turned from the kitchen range, looked out the 
frost-rimed window, saw the same man as he 
flashed past, saw him lift a bottle and drink deeply, 
riding easily and with unstudied grace. 

The teamster thought the rider was crazy; the 
woman believed him to be drunk. Both were wrong. 
He was Charley Vincent, riding with a frozen boot- 
less foot. He was sane; and he was relatively 
sober. Moreover, he was mad as hell. He had 
been one of two oil scouts keeping watch on a 
wildcat well being drilled at Lovell’s Corners, each 
teady to report to their separate bosses if the 
well came in a gusher. 

The well had come in a gusher. When Colonel 
Bodine heard of it, his lease hounds would ride 
out and lease every available acre.of land adjacent 
to the gusher. 

It had happened fast; Vincent had awakened 
from the drowsy comfort of a fire he had built at 
the edge on the woods near the well. He had 
watched for a minute, saw what was happening. 
Water was being thrown on the forge fire, the 
derrick heater, and in the boiler firebox. The casing 
head was spouting oil and it spread black across 
the snow. 
He had leaped to his feet, threw off the blanket 

that had been wrapped around hitn. He reached 
for his boots, found only one, cursed bleakly when 
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GOOD SCOUTS 

Gusher blows sky-high as a Texas well comes in. 

he saw the tracks of Elijah Shelmadine, saw that 
Shelmadine and his horse had faded in the dark- 
ness. Shelmadine had stolen one boot. Vincent 
didn’t hesitate. He whipped the blanket from his 
horse, started toward Pleasantville at breakneck 
speed. He tried to run Shelmadine down a half- 
mile from the derrick; Shelmadine’s horse was 
lamed, could scarcely walk. Vincent thumbed his 
nose at his rival and rode off in the darkness. 

Within a mile, his bootless foot was numbed; 
it would be frozen by the time he reached Pleasant- 
ville, he realized. He pushed the horse mercilessly, 



Tricky job of setting casing for oil well is handled by drillers. 

cursed Shelmadine. He passed farmhouses, smoke 
curled from their chimneys. Warmth! He was not 
tempted to stop and warm the numb. foot. 
A gutty guy, this Charley Vincent! He got the 

news home in time, his toes were frost-bitten and 
were removed by an alcoholic surgeon. He was given 
a handsome annuity by the Colonel, who had profited 
mightily on the deal. When he was able to walk, he 
found Elijah Shelmadine, pumped a couple of bullets 
into him, tossed the derringer away. Shelmadine lived, 
Vincent was brought to trial, properly charged. After 
hearing the evidence, the jury brought in a verdict 
of “Not Guilty,” a popular verdict. 

Oil scouts were spies who watched certain wild- 
cats. If one came in a gusher, they reported it speedily 
to their bosses. Communicatiébn largely was primi- 
tive, and the man who rode fastest or secured basic 
information ahead of his competitors commanded the 
highest fee in this curious field of endeavor, 

Elof Anderson was one of the top oil scouts of 
his day. He was of a scientific turn of mind, an 
unusual attribute in a fledgling industry which oper- 
ated without rules and on little knowledge. He also 
bought more fishing line than anyone else. And he 
could tell with amazing accuracy when the drill of 
a wildcat well would strike the pay sand. 

He knew the precise depth of the various oil sands, 

something that other scouts didn’ 
know and regarded as _ useless 
knowledge. He was a_ yellow- 
haired, guileless appearing youth, 
but his fellow scouts noted that 
when the critical time came for 
the drill to tap the pay sand,. he 
was always in the saddle, ready 
to go. : 

Elof boasted, when he retired 
comfortably wealthy, that he was 
one scout who didn’t carry a load 
of bird-shot in his person. A crafty 
man, it was his practice to crawl 
up on a wildcat rig under cover of 
darkness, exercising great care not 
to be seen. The last few yards of 
crawling was fast, while the drilling 
crew were engaged in other activ- 
ities. He quickly tied one end of 
the fiishing line to the sand line. 
When the bailer was lowered to 
the bottom of the hole he cut the 
end of the line, crawled crab-wise 
until out of sight of the flickering 
light of the derrick lamps and ran 
like hell to a secluded spot. He 
measured the line left on the spool, 
subtracted the amount from what 
the spool had first contained, and 
had the exact depth to which the 
drill had penetrated. He knew the 
depth of the oil sand, the length 
of each screw as it was fanned 
out on the temper-screw. In other- 
words, Elof knew when the drill 
would tap the sand. 

Larry Grogan, possessed of an 
impish sense of Irish humor, had a 
trick of his own, It worked only 
once, but it brought him rich re- 

wards which enabled him to retire. But even in a 
small town he walked on the light side of the streets. 

About the time a well was due to be drilled, Larry 
would openly brew a pot of hot rum. As he sipped 
it, the other scouts would groan audibly. He would 
mix a second pot, pour out a cup and swallow it 
with gusto. His back to the group, he would empty 
a near-lethal bottle of laudanum into it. “Come on, 
fellers,” he would say. “Have a nip on me; the two 
I’ve had were real tasty.” The invitation would be 
accepted. In a half hour the others would be sound 
asleep. Whether the well was a gusher or not, Larry 
Grogan was the only scout who knew. He would 
report, collect his fee and depart with the speed of 
light. 

Another trick that was used at Red Hot, Cash-Up 
and Pithole City has been credited to an unknown 
genius, a youngster who always smoked cigars and 
who owned a nervous saddle horse. Usually, he made 
a fast get-away. Once in the saddle he pulled some- 
thing out of his saddle bags, touched it with the 
glowing end of his cigar, tossed it among the other 
horses. It was a bunch of fire-crackers, and their 
explosions set the horses crazy. If a few riders kept 
their saddles and started to follow him, he had 
something to discourage them—more firecrackers. 
And if there was one 
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rider who was persistent, he had a 
few giant crackers to light and 
throw in the road. 

One idea was the exclusive prop- 
erty of a scout who had been a 
former employee of the telegraph 
company. The telegraph was a new 
device, and the oil industry found 
it useful. Branch offices were lo- 
cated in dozens of strategic places, 
and the oil scouts took advantage 
of this to relay their reports with 
great speed. This scout operated in 
a simple manner. He rode a slow 
horse, and his competitors passed 
him with yells of derision. But his 
reports reached town before theirs. 
He carried a wire-tap outfit with 
him. When the rival scouts rode 
out of sight he headed for the near- 
est telegraph line, made his tap, 
wired employers in Oil City, War- 
ren, Titusville or elsewhere. Then 
he would cut the wires and blithely 
ride to the nearest telegraph sta- 
tion where the other scouts were 
yelling at an operator who tried 
to explain to them that the wires 
were dead. ; 

The world’s oldest oil field is fill- 
ed with tales of the weird and al- 
most incredible days of a growing 
industry. They tell you about a 
headless rider, for example. He was 
a tall man, rode a fast horse, and 
specialized in the fast getaway 
once the nature of the wildcat well 
was determined. One of the other 
scouts stretched a taught fine cop- 
per wire between two trees that 
flanked the road. As usual, the tall 
man rode away ahead of the pack 
at a furious pace, erect in the sad- 
dle. The wire caught him across 
the neck, neatly decapitating him. 
The head rolled in the ditch, and 
reflexes held him in the saddle, 
the severed neck gushing blood: 

A few times the tables were turn- 
ed. An oil producer named Carna- 
han, mulcted several times by oil 
scouts and their bosses who had 
profited more than he had, decided 
on a spot of financial revenge. 

It worked like this: He leased 
some territory at Enterprise; there 
was an old barn close to the wild- 
cat well which he started to drill. 
He sent a man named Simpson out 
to lease all of the territory adja- 
cent to the well. The land was 
leased in the name of Simpson. At 
night he had a 100-barrel wooden 
tank erected in the barn, filled it 
with crude oil, hooked the tank up 
with a buried pipeline directly to 
the casing head of the wildcat well. 
The pipeline ditch was carefully 
covered. Word got out that if this 
well came in a gusher it would open 
up a wide expanse of profitable oil 
territory. 

The well was watched 24 hours 
a day. When the drill penetrated 
the pay sand the well proved to be 
a duster. But Carnahan simply 
grinned, alerted the driller and tool 
dresser, turned a throttle to the 
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hidden tank, and oil started to flow 
from the casing head in volume. 
Fires were doused and the men 
finally managed to cap the well. 
In the interim, the scouts had rid- 
den hell-for-leather to the tele- 
graph office at Pleasantville to wire 
in optimistic reports. 

In a matter of hours the area 
was crowded with eager lease- 
hounds. Carnahan joined them, 
swore mightily that he had been 
done in the eye again by the damn- 
ed scouts. Every farm for miles was 
under lease to a mysterious man 
named Simpson. Hungry oil pro- 
ducers besieged him, pled for a 
hunk of the land he had leased 
before the wildcat well had been 
started. He smiled, named prices 
that were high. But the oil pro- 
ducers bid against each other and 
the harvest was golden and rich. 
Naturally, with one exception, the 
resultant wells were dusters, and 
Carnahan and Simpson grinned 
cheerfully. 

The last piece of property to be 
sold was the farm on which the 
wildcat well had been drilled, and 
the price was a heavy one. The 
fraud was discovered when the hid- 
den tank was found and those who 
had invested were indignant. Car- 
nahan coolly reminded them that 
there was no fraud; that he had 
never said the well was a gusher, 
that they had acted entirely on 
their initiative. It is said he clean- 
ed up $200,000 on the scheme. 
Up in Bradford they tell a story 

of a man named Hitchcross, an oil 
scout who had fallen flat on a 
project on which close to a half- 
million dollars was riding. He was 
in disgrace because he lied. 

One day he received a check for 
$5,000 and a cryptic note which 
read “A 25-cent screwdriver is a 
great invention.” Thus he was vin- 
dicated of all charges. This is how 
it happened: 
Martin Zuver’s right-hand scout 

was a young man who had per- 
formed miracles for Zuver around 
Cash Up. He was ingenious, his 
face was guileless, his manners 
were good. Above all, he was not 
known in Bradford, and a minor 
degree of anonymity had its virtues 
at that time. 
The scout rode into Bradford one 

day registered as David Hunter. 
Zuver tersely outlined the plot. A 
test well was being drilled in the 
Music Mountain area. It could open 
up a great oil field, providing the 
well was a good producer. 

“That well is being drilled by the 
Diamond Oil Company,” Zuver ex- 
plained. “They have a scout of their 
own on the job, chap named Hitch- 
cross. He’s honest and reliable. 
When the pay sand is drilled he 
is to report to his boss, a man 
named Bill Burns right here in this 
hotel. He will ride in leisurely, do 
nothing to attract attention or to 

create curiosity. The well is care- 
fully guarded. Every scout that has 
been sent out has returned with 
some bird shot in him. They are 
taking no chances. If the well is 
really big they will lease up all the 
land for miles.” 
Hunter chuckled. “Sounds like a 

tough nut to crack,” he admitted. 
“What do you want me to do?” 
“Outsmart ‘em!” Martin Zuver 

said bluntly. “If I can get a couple 
of hours notice, we can do it. You’ve 
never let me down yet! I'll have 
my lease hounds waiting. They will 
have good horses, their pockets will 
be filled with cash and blank 
leases. They will be at Corrigan’s 
saloon, ready to go when the word 
comes. 

“Burns has the room next to you. 
These walls are thin as match- 
boxes. Listen to everything that is 
said. When you get the word, act 
fast, and if you have to break a few 
laws, do it. Stroll over to Corrigan’s 
saloon about noon. I want my boys 
to see you. I want them to know 
you’re boss while I’m away. Just 
ask Corrigan for a glass of Irish 
whiskey, and he’ll tip the lads off. 
No need to meet ’em personally.” 

“And what is there in this for 
me?” Hunter inquired. 

Zuver tossed a roll of bills on the 
table. He signed a paper, handed 
it silently to Hunter. “The leases 
are all made out in your name,” he 
said. “Here is my agreement with 
you—you get a straight 10 percent 
of what we make on the deal. If 
we win you'll be independent for 
the rest of your life. Fair enough?” 
They shook hands. 
Hunter visited a small drug store, 

told the clerk that his name was 
Doctor Hammer, just about to lo- 
cate in Bradford, and that he need- 
ed a stethoscope badly. He left with 
the instrument, dropped in at Cor- 
rigan’s for a drink, returned to his 
hotel room, and spent hours with 
the stethoscope pressed against the 
wall that separated his room from 
that of Burns. 

He smoked an endless number of 
cigars and listened attentively. He 
heard Burns say that Hitchcross 
was a stranger to him, but that he 
had been told to come to Room 65 
when the news broke. Hunter went 
down to the nearest hardware store 
and bought a 25-cent screwdriver, 
returned to his room, and was soon 
fast asleep. 

The next night he listened until 
he heard Burns snoring. He re- 
moved his boots, picked up the 
scréwdriver, tip-toed into the hall, 
and in a matter of minutes the 
door numerals were transferred. 
His room was now No. 65, the room 
occupied by Burns was No. 67. 

It was past midnight when he 
heard steps in the hall. There was 
an easy knock on his door. The man 
was mud-splashed, evidently under 

(Continued on page 46) 



THE GRAVE WAS OPENED 

Bhula was buried alive, full of plans to outwit death. 

But something crept into his crypt, crawling... hungry 
By DON MacCLURE 

ANY YEARS AGO Bhula’s great-grandfather had 
made a reputation which still survives in the 

Hindu village of Bandra. He had been buried alive 
before some great sahibs. Rice had been planted 
above his grave and had blossomed into ear and 
yellowed to harvest. Not until the rice was ready 
for cutting had the grave been opened. 

The opening took place before the great sahibs, 
and Bhula’s great-grandfather was found alive. It was 
a great triumph for the tribe, and brought much 
wealth. People from all parts came to see the wonder 
and to bring offerings to one who was so favored 
of the gods. 

Time passed and Bhula’s great-grandfather became 
an old man, The trick was now beyond his powers 
and he began to think of passing it on to others. 
But none of the members of the other families in 

the tribe was found to be so gifted. They brought 
him strong young men, handsome boys and fine 
babies. He prepared them and made the necessary 
passes, but without result, Year after year went by 
and no one was found able to perform the miraculous 
feat. 

One day, when the old man’s son and grandson 
were away on one of their tours, performing their 
tricks and gathering rupees from town to town, a 
girl of 16 came running into his room. She was the 
wife of his grandson. 
“My son is dead!” she screamed. “Stiff and cold 

I found him in his’ bed.” 
The old man hobbled off to the women’s side of 

the house. The women had already begun their 
weeping and mourning. He thrust them aside and 
bent over the small boy. As he examined him a smile 
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creased the old man’s face. He stood up and clasped 
his hands as he whispered: “The gift! This boy has 
it!” 
He passed his hands over the boy’s body and it 

lost its rigidness. Under his touch the child heaved 
a deep sigh, drew in his breath and opened his eyes. 
The women stood looking on in awe and wonder, 
and one old crone ran out to spread the news through 
the village. The old man ordered some food to be 
brought, and when the child had been fed he sent 
away the women. Five minutes later he was leaning 
over a form that was rigid, and once more, to all ap- 
pearances, dead. 

Yes, it was true, The strange power had been 
restored to the family and his old eyes had lived 
to see it. He sat by the unconscious boy and watched 
him for an hour. Then he recalled him to life. The 
boy sat up and rubbed his eyes. 
The old man smiled, and when his son and grand- 

son came back they were told the great news. The 
old man showed them many strange things. He gave 
them careful directions as to how the ears and 
nostrils were to be stopped with clay, how the body 
was to be clothed, how the restorative passes were 
to be made. He told them about the tomb for in- 
carceration and the care that must be taken in its 
preparation. Failure in this respect might cost the 
performer his life. 

Then the old man went to his bed and died. He 
had passed his knowledge to another, and the honor 
of his family was preserved. 

The young Bhula grew up to strong and lusty 
manhood, and there came a day when tom-toms 
drummed and pan-pipes wailed in the village to 
celebrate his marriage to Nellama. 

“Lucky Nellama,” said a friend. “Bhula has plenty 
of fine jewels to hang around your neck, and his 
house is full of brass and copper pots.” 

“And he has a sworn enemy in Runga,” said an- 
other girl, “Note Runga’s scowling face! It is bloated 
with jealousy and disappointment.” 

_ Into Nellama’s eyes came the hint of fear. Runga 
too had wanted to marry her. She had had nothing 
to do with it, for Hindu girls are not consulted when 
it comes to choosing a husband for them. It was 
Bhula that Runga hated, and Nellama was afraid. 

Later in the day, as the wedding procession wound 
its way slowly through the village, it was met by 
an official in gorgeous dress, scarlet coat and turban 
of white and gold..He was only a servant, but the 
glory of his master’s office was reflected in the mag- 
nificent trappings of the man. He was the chuprassee 
—tepresentative—of the Government Commissioner 
who ruled the province. A great white sahib from 
America was staying at the illustrious man’s house, 
and it had come to the American’s ears that Bhula 
could perform that most wonderful feat of being 
buried alive. He would honor the poor village with 
his presence if Bhula would consent to perform for 
him. Bhula said he would be glad to carry out the 
Commissioner’s request, after receiving a hint about 
how much he would get by doing so. 

Four days later, the chuprassee appeared again 
in the village. He looked more important than ever, 
and his progress was almost royal as he made his 
way through the crowd of admiring villagers to 
Bhula’s house. “The great man will be here at four 
o'clock,” he said. (Continued on page 47) 
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| WAS TRAPPED IN 
TERROR TRENCH 

By HOWARD J. BALFOUR 

THE BOTTOM OF THE TRENCH I 

LAY IN WAS INCHES THICK WITH 

A SQUIRMING, REPULSIVE MASS. 

I SCREAMED IN PURE HORROR... 

NOW KNOw only too well that I shouldn’t have 
shot the last four elephants, for I had already 

obtained my quota of ivory. But having been an 
ivory hunter for years, when I unexpectedly came 
upon a herd I saw only more ivory and instinctively 
started shooting. Because of that I lost half my legs. 

I had been hunting in the vast Sebunwe territory. 
I had gone into the country with a dozen Sena boys 
and two large wagons each hauled by 16 oxen. Soon 
my wagons had groaned with a weight of ivory worth 
several thousand pounds and I had begun the return 
journey. Then had come the tsetse fly. My oxen died. 

I was now in familiar territory and knew that 
some 60 miles south was the small settlement of 
Napusa. Making camp near water and leaving my 
boys and wagons there, together with one boy, Ma- 
koma, I set out afoot to obtain more oxen, which 
I would first have inoculated against tsetse bites. 
The morning of the third day we came to an area 

of rolling land, well treed and with game everywhere. 
At noon we sat down to kudu steaks and boiled rice. 
We had covered at least 40 miles and should have 
reached Napusa the next day. 
By mid-afternoon we had come to a more hilly 

country cut up with ravines. It was then we sighted 
elephants. Quickly I exchanged my light repeating 
tifle for my double-barrelled Jefferson .288 elephant 
gun which Makoma was carrying. I dropped three 
bulls and wounded a fourth before the herd thundered 
away. But the wounded bull did not follow them; 
instead, he ran behind a hill. 

I told Makoma to hide while I tracked down the 
bull to finish him. But (Continued on page 60) 
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REASONS MEN, 

LIKE “PAGAN” 

PIN-UPS 

If you have a yen for a wild-looking 

gal, if you think civilization’s veneer 

rests mighty thin on you —relax, guy 

—vyou’re normal! 

By ROBERT MINES 

Chief Psychologist, State Hospital, Raleigh, N. C. 

IHE WOMAN in the picture wore a torn skirt and 
blouse—into which was casually tucked a gor- 

geous body, a surly frown, and a murderous looking 
knife. 

Across the country hundreds of thousands of men 
saved this picture—more, perhaps, than would have 
done so had the girl been minus the knife and frown. 

Scientists who keep tab on shifting trends in the 
psychology of the American male are so aware of 
this that they have a name for such pictures. 
They call them “pagan” pin-ups. 
“The popularity of these pictures is of especially 

striking significance,” says Dr, Rupert Clay, a former 
University of California sociologist, “because they 
usually involve women who are mean-eyed, savage, 
more likely to bounce a rock off a man’s head than 
to favor him with a smile. In short, they are the 
very opposite of the sweet, docile type of women 
whom American men have traditionally been taught 
to revere.” 
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A knife, a frenzied face 

“Our studies indicate that these pictures are actu- 
ally gaining in popularity among American men,” 
another professor of sociology told me. “What this 
appears to suggest is that as men of this nation 
become more civilized, their interest grows in women 
who are almost overwwhelmingly uncivilized.” 

Here are illustrations of what those experts are 
talking about—some of the most popular photos of 
the year: 

1) a picture of a black-haired, green-eyed Ava 
Gardner type, with a body so perfect that she ob- 
viously get more exercise in a day than the average 
modern man gets in. a week. At the moment all she’s 
wearing is a set of chains, attached to the kind of 
tree that probably only grows in the Black Forest. 
She looks so murderous that one would guess she’s 
been put in chains to give her lord and master a 
temporary respite from her temper. Whoever lets 
her out of those chains should be prepared to clear 
out in a hurry. 



A gun, a look of fear 

A shot, a face of vengeance 

2) a picture of a similar type, with a girl wearing 
an even meaner expression but no chains. This girl’s 
lord and master has apparently stripped her in the 
hope that it will make her feel considerably more 
helpless—but he’s neglected to trim her finger nails. 
They’re long and vicious, and she obviously intends 
to use them on the first man who comes into view. 

3) a picture of another dark-haired girl, little more 
than 16 years old but already well-skilled in collect- 
ing men’s scalps. Evidently a Princess of an Indian 
tribe, most of her clothes have been ripped from 
her, but the blood-dripping knife which she holds 
in her hand suggests that the man who last tried to 
tamper with her is now off in some Happy Hunting 
Ground. The gleam in her eye suggests that she may 
finish off a few other braves before the sun sets. 

4) a picture of a girl who evidently has just been 
placed on the auction block at a slave sale, The 
indications are that—despite her physical appeal, 
which is tremendous—the man who sold her was 
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Bra, panties, and a hand eeeking a knife 

acting in the interests of “safety first.’ The man 
who buys her may well have his skin scratched from 
him before even the first night is over. 
An outstanding feature of American males’ interest 

in such pin-ups is that usually they don’t show them 
to the fellows with whom they ordinarily share such 
pictures, and they don’t put them up on any wall. 
Mostly, as a matter of fact, they store the pictures 
away in highly secretive fashion. 
What makes men ashamed of enjoying this kind 

of pin-up? 
As a matter of fact, what makes so many men 

intrigued with the “untamed” type of pin-up beauty 
in the first place? Why do nearly all men develop 
an unusual interest in such pin-ups at certain inter- 
vals? What are the particular features of these pic- 
tures that give them special appeal? 

The answers to these questions provide startling 
information indeed on male psychology, on mascu- 
line sex life, and—perhaps most of all—on the 
beneath-the-surface emotions that can play such a 
decisive role in trouble between the sexes. 

The standard pin-up, of course, doesn’t fit this 
pattern. Usually it shows a woman who is so fluffily 
feminine that you’d scarcely expect her to be able 
to find her own way out of the shower. Eyes half- 
closed, lips moist, she leans back, soft, inviting, and, 
above all, yielding. She’s an idealized picture, in 
fact, of what the female sex role is supposed to be. 
“The normal woman derives her keenest pleasure 
from surrender,” says the Rev. Margaret Blair John- 
stone, pastor of the Union Congregational Church in 
Groton, Mass., and a well-known counselor in mar- 
tiage problems, “while the healthy male gets his 
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A slip, a switch, and—in darkness—scissor blades 

from dominance.” There need be no doubt in any 
man’s mind that this type of pin-up woman could 
readily be dominated. 

Usually this type of pin-up is a blonde. If she’s a 
brunette, she’s ordinarily very young, In no case will 
she look as though she’s over 30, and she'll show few 
signs of being grossly “experienced.” The most popu- 
lar type of pin-up is the kind of woman who looks 
as if she doesn’t know much yet—but could be ter- 
ribly eager to learn. 

Deviating somewhat from this rule, of course, are 
a variety of “specialized” pin-ups, intended to capi- 
talize on some outstanding feature of a woman—un- 
usually long hair, for instance, or a Jayne Mansfield 
bust—but ordinarily they are intended only to sup- 



‘Bra, girdle, and a steel chair for a weapon 

plement the standard pin-up. They are never ex- 
pected to replace it. 

At the opposite extreme from the yielding blonde 
type is the “pagan” pin-up—at times almost rivaling 
it in popularity. 

Inside every normal man is, the experts know, 
at least an element of the savage. In fact, Dr. Sig- 
mund Freud, the father of psychoanalysis, once gave 
it a name: he called it the “Id.” At birth, he said, 
the savage within us is so decisively in control that 
our Id unchecked, is responsible for well over 90% 
of all our behavior. : 

But as we are subjected to civilizing influences, 
he added, we develop what is called the Ego—or, in 
layman’s terms, normal restraint, and also the Super- 

PS Ze : 
A bra, a negligee, and a wicked-looking breadknife 

ego—which you and I might be apt to describe as 
our conscience. Just how much the Id will have to 
do with our adult behavior will depend upon how 
successfully the Ego and Superego will have taken 
over. But here is an important point which all experts 
in human behavior recognize: the Ego and Super- 
ego will never entirely control the Id. 

This means that with some people, when the Id is 
particularly strong, definite anti-social behavior may 
be regularly demonstrated. 

It means that with others, an almost “split” per- 
sonality will exist in the subconscious. On the surface, 
such people will usually be conventional, willing to 
go along with whatever is considered proper and 
decent and right. But at the same time, they may 
have a sneaking interest in gory fights, primitive 
passions, may be the kind of people who thumb their 
noses at civilization and end up doing much as they 
damn please. 

These are the kind of men who are apt to have 
hidden in their desk drawers copies of books bear- 
ing such titles as “Savage Lust” or “Jungle Sex.” 

They’re apt to be fascinated by the cheaper movie 
houses, too—the ones that run the pictures called 
“The Naked Truth About Tropic Lust” or “Female 
Nature.” 

They’re likely to enjoy detouring through their 
town’s honky-tonk region, its tenderloin areas, or 
its skid row. 4 

Although apparently completely urbane individ- 
uals, they are, in short, persistently interested in the 
wilder aspects of life, too. Some of the things they 
most often enjoy dreaming about, some of the things 
they are most fervently (Continued on page 59) 
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By ROLAND GRIFFIN 

| hit something, hard, 

then spun over and 

fell dizzyingly down 

the bottomless shaft. 

| awoke in the heart 

of the mountains--- 

alone. ... 



HUNG AT THE END of the fifty-foot rope and swung 
there in the absolute darkness of the mine shaft, 

wondering what would happen if I let go. 
Icy water dripped from the rotting timbers above, 

a chilling rain that heightened the terror of the cold, 
clammy place. It trickled down the rope, and made 
it slippery and even more difficult to hang onto. 

I kicked at the side of the shaft with my foot, 

and dislodged a small slide of rubble. I listened in- 
tently, and heard the little pebbles bounce from side 
to side, down, down for what seemed like endless 
time. 

Then came the echo of a tiny splash. It was the 
bottom, somewhere down there in the awful black- 
ness of the old abandoned mineshaft in the bowels 
of Squaw Mountain. 

There came a sudden, frightened cry from above. 
It was Gary Proctor, my roommate who had joined 
me in this crazy expedition. 

“Ron!” Gary’s voice was high-pitched, odd. “The 
rope! It’s breaking!” 

I felt a chill grip me, deeper than the chill of 
the subterranean air that pressed clammily around 
me, with the touch of death, 

“Don’t joke, Gary,” I called up the shaft. “This is 
no fun. There’s something wrong down here!” 

I knew Gary well. A serious fellow, but with a 
sense of humor. Maybe he just wanted to engage 
in banter, to ease the tension. And then, maybe he 
meant it... 

“No, Ron!” Gary called, insistently. “A strand 
snapped! It’s not safe!” 

The rope was a good inch thick, but it was hemp, 
not nylon, not recommended for mountain climbing, 
or for spelunking, cave exploring. It was all we had. 

I'd looped the lower end around my body and 
knotted it to make a sling. The other end was wound 
around a ladder lying across the shaft’s mouth. As 
a precaution, Gary and three other friends held the 
loose end. 

Gary and I had discovered.the old shaft in the 
Buckeley Mine, and we were anxious to show it 
off to the others, George Warford, George Wright 
and Jim Bolin, Exploring hidden places was a hobby, 
something to take our minds off work on weekends. 
We'd made the 45-minute climb up Squaw Peak 

to the entrance of a lateral tunnel, one of many that 
honeycomb the face of the mountainside, not far 
from Provo, Utah. 

We'd carried the rope as an afterthought, as we 
‘hadn’t planned on a descent into abandoned shaft. 
In fact, we hadn’t known it was there before. Already 
we’d explored hundreds of yards of ancient tunneling, 
where forgotten miners had burrowed for copper, 
silver, lead, gold. 

It had been necessary to worm our way back into 
this new tunnel on our bellies. The old shoring 
timbers had rotted, collapsed. Damp, foul air oozed 
out of the blackness. It was dangerous to go in, but 
it offered a thrill, excitement. We abandoned caution 
and went ahead. 

We'd come across historic relics .. . an old miner’s 
pick ... a coal oil lamp . . . evidence of the once- 
busy activity of the mining district that hummed 
when the railroad from Salt Lake City made Provo 
an ore shipping point back in ’73. 

Gripping our flashlights, we’d wormed our way 
back into the heart of the mountain, where the still- 

ness of death was punctuated only by the drip of 
water from subterranean streams. 

That alone should have been a warning to get out. 
Trickling water can loosen great chunks of earth 
and send it crashing to the floor of the tunnel, to 
crush the life from a careless intruder. 

I swung at the end of the rope and wondered if 
I should go back up. I’ll admit to a sense of fool- 
hardiness. To go back would be “chicken.” I. swung 
sideways again and touched the wall of the shaft 
with my foot once more and listened to the patter 
of small stones hurtling downward, into the inky 
blackness below. 

I shone my flashlight downward, to examine the 
top of a slippery, rotting ladder some ten feet below 
me. It was fastened to the side of the shaft, and 
it had seemed like a good idea to try and reach it 
and follow it down. 

I'd expected the ladder to lead to a lower level 
that might contain other hidden treasurers, relics of 
another day. It was a challenge, and now I had to 
decide quickly whether to continue toward it or 
go back up. 

The rope suddenly jerked, and I shot the flash 
upward. I saw the faces of the other four men, white 
against the blackness around them, staring down at 
me, But I wasn’t looking at their faces. I was looking 
at the rope. 

With a feeling of horror, I saw the frayed ends 
where one of the four strands had parted, as Gary 
had warned me it had. He hadn’t been kidding. 

As I looked, I saw another strand part, and felt 
the taut rope shudder and stretch another inch. And 
then, just as I started to climb frantically upward, 
the last strand snapped. 

I felt a sudden sickness in the pit of my stomach 
as that group of faces shot upward, into the awful 
blackness. I struck something, hard, and spun over, 
and then I felt my head crush against the side of 
the deep, black shaft. Unconsciousness blotted out 
the rest of the dizzy, sickening fall down that seem‘ 
ingly bottomless shaft... 

I heard an odd buzzing in my head, and a dull 
hammering of blood pounding through my brain. 
For a moment, I. could not remember where I was, 
and then I grasped the idea that I was alive, and 
I clung to that. 

There was an oppressive silence in the velvet black- 
ness. There was an awful cold, and pain stabbing 
through my body at a dozen places. 

I moved my hands and legs, and found that they 
miraculously were not broken, I reached up and 
touched the back of my head. My probing fingers 
found a gaping hole, and when I poked a finger 
inside, it was wet and sticky, but there was only 
a dull pain. 

I ran my fingers over my face. It felt swollen, 
but there was only a numb ache there too. I touched 
my lower lip. It was torn loose, and hung down, a 
flap of loose flesh, torn nearly off. 

I groped around beneath me for the flashlight. 
I found it, underneath my back, smashed ludicrosuly 
flat. I touched the rope, and coiled it on top of the 
rocks and broken timbers of the ladder and sat on 
it and tried to think clearly. 

I did not know how long I had been there, at the 
bottom of that black shaft, deep within the heart of 
the mountain, alone. (Continued on page 54) 
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HOW TO 

CATCH 

A SHARK 

WITH YOUR 

BARE HANDS 

Samoan native holds water rattle to 
lure shark. Friend has lasso ready. 

Fish guts dangle overside to get 
shark near these oceanic “cowboys.” 

As shark skims past, Samoan loops the 
noose over the beast's vicious head. 



With fish guts as “leader,"" shark greedily swims alongside the boat, pokes his ugly snout into the rope that will kill him. 

Fisherman tightens noose around shark's “neck” to make sure of kill. 
American fisherman are noted for the 

various ways in which they claim to be 
able to catch the finny denizens of sea, 
lake or river. But when the South Sea 
Islander goes out to get himself a shark 
for a local feast, he does it the hard 
way—with a lasso. The waterborne 
cowboys of Western Samoa showed 
photographer Don Ornitz how they ply 
their trade in what are probably the first 
pictures ever made of a shark being 
lasso-ed to death. Sharks are valued 
highly for their meat and their oil. 
Jewelry and tribal ornaments are 
fashioned from the shark’s teeth. Ride 
’em, cowboy! That is, sharkboy! 



INSIDE A 

DESERT HAREM 
{Continued from page 17) 

’Fara spent hours every night 
preparing for her master, using all 
her ingenuity to make each night 
@ new experience, varying her dress 
and her perfume and even her 
method of greeting her master. 

Life was perfect, and as Fara saw 
more and more oil derricks tapping 
the black gold of her master’s land, 
she could see herself becoming as 
wealthy as the legendary Queen of 
Sheba. A marble palace would rise 
on the site of this old stone fortress. 
Water would flow in artificial wa- 
terfalls where now there was only 
a thin trickle, preciously guarded 
and turned on only after sunset 
when the heat of the day was gone 
to prevent evaporation. When the 
palace was built, water would lie 
a foot deep on the roof and keep 
it cool all day, even in the blazing 
sun... 

But Fara had forgotten how 
easily she had become the favorite 
of the harem. The oil derricks 
brought no marble palace, they 
brought new concubines, each more 
Iovely than the one before, each 
more skillful in the infinite vari- 
eties of love. 
Weeks now went by when Fara 

did not see the tall Taureg, weeks 
she spent practicing her arts by 
herself, mentally perfecting her 
techniques and positive every night 
that he would ask for Fara. But 
every night Fara slept alone. 
And a woman cannot live forever 

without love when love is the only 
reason she is alive, filling her 
thoughts day and night until she 
can think of nothing else but the 
steel bands that are the arms of 
her master and the flat hardness 
that is his belly. 
The other girls left Fara alone. 

They, too, had been through the 
torment she was suffering. They 
knew what it was to have been the 
favorite and to be discarded, living 
only with memories. But for Fara, 
memories were not enough. 

She turned her charms on one of 
the gardeners, a young slave who 
should have known better. She met 
him the first time when he was 
cleaning the pool. She had thought 
the garden was deserted—it usually 
was this late in the afternoon, now 
that she was no longer the favorite 
—and she wore only a thin, trans- 
parent gown that revealed more 
than it concealed. 
The gardener looked up, startled, 

then scared. He knew what would 
happen .if he were caught alone 
with one of the master’s harem, 
even for a moment. Yet he couldn’t 

tear his eyes away from the beauty 
of her magnificent figure, standing 
there like a goddess in a dream, 
turned so the sun outlined and 
highlighted every contour of her 
body. 

He tried to’ move away, but she 
reached out and took him by the 
arm and led him to a corner of the 
garden near the wall where no one 
would disturb them. This was a de- 
licious revenge, and it gave her an 
opportunity to put into practice all 
the things she had learned since 
she had lost favor. 

Every day the gardener swore he 
would never come back, so great 
was his fear of being discovered. 
He tried to tell her of the punish- 
ment they could expect, of the in- 
credible tortures that awaited them. 
And every day she laughed and said 
she would see him tomorrow. And 
every day he returned, trapped by 
her beauty and her infinite capacity 
to create pleasure he had never 
before known existed. 

Fara, too, must have known it 
would happen sooner or later. Her 
visits to the garden became so reg- 
ular they aroused suspicion, and 
the change in her manner confirm- 
ed it. One of the eunuchs, insanely 
jealous of anyone who could enjoy 
the one experience in life he could 
never have, followed Fara into the 
garden one day. He watched bitter- 
ly, hidden behind a clump of palms, 
and fingered a long whip with blood 
encrusted thongs. 
He watched them greet each 

other, watched them embrace and 
remove their clothes and embrace 
again. When they were oblivious to 
everything around them, he un- 
coiled his whip and brought it down 
with all his force on their naked 
bodies. 

With the first blow he became a 
madman, slashing with the strength 
of a giant and sending them 
screaming around the garden, run- 
ning wildly to escape the searing 
pain of that terrible whip tearing 
the very skin from their bodies. The 
perverted mind of the eunuch made 
him hate the gardener with a hate 
no normal man can know, and soon 
the poor boy lay unconscious in a 
quivering heap as the blows rained 
down on him. 
Then the eunuch turned on Fara, 

beating her with gleeful ferocity. 
The whip laced around her body, 
cutting her breasts and drawing 
blood with every stroke, ripping 
into her tender belly and leaving 
it bleeding with a criss-cross of 
crimson gashes. 

In a few moments she too fell 
unconscious and quivering beside 
the body of her lover, the smooth- 
ness of her alabaster body ruined 
forever with wounds that would 
never heal, except in scars that 
would cover her entire body for- 
ever and brand her as unfaithful. 

The garden filled rapidly now 

with the palace guard and other 
eunuchs and concubines, and soon 
the Taureg appeared to take 
charge. 

He listened for a moment to the 
story of debauchery told in every 
lurid, lascivious detail by the eu- 
nuch. Then he spat on Fara and 
turned away as she regained con- 
sciousness. “Throw them into the 
Streets,” he said, and to Fara it 
was the voice of death. 
Naked and penniless, with scarce- 

ly an inch of her skin not bleeding, 
she would die a death of starvation 
and infection. Fara threw herself 
at his feet. “Mercy, in the name of 
Allah, have mercy!” she implored. 

He had mercy. He kicked her in 
the head so hard she passed out. 
When Fara awoke it was night, 

and she was lying in the street be- 
side her lover. Their hands were 
tied to each other’s feet, and they 
were in the gutter. They were 
lucky. They died before morning 
where they lay—two slaves in a 
land. where human life is the 
cheapest of all commodities. END 

CONFESSIONS 

OC] C10) KC) 
{Continued from page 19) 

The next night another older wom- 
an, Martha, asked me to have a 
drink with her. As we sat in a 
booth she simpered: 
“How would you like to have a 

drink up in my suite, Freddie?” 
I hesitated, appraising her. She 

was all of 50, and the strain on her 
girdle must have been terrific. 

“What’s wrong?” she bridled. “I 
know I’m twice your age, but I’m 
well-preserved, aren’t I?” 

“Of course,” I smiled, turning on 
the charm. “You’re an exceptionally 
attractive woman, Martha.” 

“Oh, you dear, dear boy!” she 
gushed, getting to her feet. “Shall 
we go?” 
We went, and when I finally left 

I was another $100 richer. 
But the very next night I learned 

that everything would not be 
smooth sailing. I danced one num- 
ber with a really cute redhead in 
her late thirties. A divorcee. 

After the dance we had a drink. 
She then excused herself to go to 
the powder room. As she left a 
greasy-haired, sallow-faced guy 
slid into her seat. I had sized him 
up from the first as a fortune- 
hunter. 

“Listen, guy,” he said out of the 
side of his mouth. “Margaret’s my 
game, see? I’ve been making a play 
for her for a long time; spent lots 
of dough on her. So you lay off.” 
“And if I don’t?” I asked. 
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He leaned across the table, his 
eyes mean. 

“I got pals, playboy,” he said, 
“and you got looks. Okay. If you 
get your face kicked in you're fin- 
ished, huh?” 

I am six foot, 180 pounds, and 
have always kept myself in good 
physical trim, but that wouldn’t 
do me much good against a mob 
of pub-uglies who’d probably use 
brass knucks. 

“There’s plenty of other dames,” 
sallow-face reminded. 

“Yes,” I nodded. “Maybe you’re 
right. But listen, brother. If you try 
to horn in on any of my partners, 
then I'll take you apart single- 
handed.” : 

“Fair enough.” 
He went away. 
Just the same, I had learned 

something. From then on I was 
careful not to poach on the other 
fellow’s preserves. 
But most of them were playing 

it differently, especially the older 
men. They were out to go through 
a form of marriage with one of 
these wealthy women, clean them 
out entirely and then fade. 

But the women thus regarded as 
fair game were not altogether fools. 
Love-starved and man-hungry most 
of them undoubtedly were, but they 
were also man-wise. Consequently, 
as in my case there never was even 
a hint of marriage, I found myself 
becoming increasingly popular. 
Furthermore, as a concession to 

my pride and self-respect, I never 
made a direct charge, never tried 
to wheedle large sums of money 
out of my companions, or, in fact, 
ever even mentioned money. 

Consequently, once or twice I re- 
ceived only $25, but for the mcst 
part I found $100 or more in a pock- 
et. 

One night, after a session with 
an ecstatic, half-tight and love- 
crazed woman, I found $500 dollars 
in my jacket pocket when I re- 
turned to my hotel room. 
By now I was regarding my bank 

account with appreciative eyes and 
wondering just how long the racket 
would last. Until the end of the 
season, I hoped. By then I would 
have a worthwhile stake. 

But it didn’t last that long. 
That night I was in Marian’s 

apartment. We were not what you’d 
call fully dressed. Shortly after 
midnight the phone rang. 

“Why, hello Jack!” Marian said 
into the mouthpiece. “Why, I can 
hear you as plainly as if you -were 
here, instead of in New York” 

“I am here,” came so sharply I 
overheard it. “I’m downstairs and 
I’m coming right up,” 

~ “Oh, but—” Marian jerked erect, 
staring at me terrifiedly. “But, 
Jack, how?” 

“I’m here, I tell you,” came 
roughly, “and I’m coming right 
up.” 
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“Oh, God!” Replacing the re- 
ceiver Marian jumped to her feet, 
clutching me and staring into my 
face. “My husband! I thought—” 
“Husband?” I froze, staring in- 

credulously. This was a new angle. 
“Why, you—” Pushing her away I 
started thinking hurriedly. “Stall 
him until I’m down the fire es- 
cape.” 

“But he has a key,” Marian whis- 
pered frantically, staring wildly 
around her as if seeking some 
means of escape. 
And then we both jumped, turn- 

ing startled faces towards the door 
as it opened and a big man entered. 
“What the—” He pulled up short, 

gaping, then slowly took it all in. 
The bottles, glasses and other tell- 
tale signs. 

Lifting his suitcase high over his 
head, he flung it at me. I ducked 
and it went through a window 
with a crash of shattering glass. 
And then we were really fighting. 
Although Marian’s husband was 

bigger than I, he was flabby. I had 
the edge of youth and physical fit- 
ness. Yet even as we fought, I felt 
sorry for the poor guy. What a 
shock to pay his wife a surprise 
visit and to find her with another 
man. 5 
- But I now had to knock him out 
so that I could get away. His wind 
was his chief weakness, so I drove 
plenty of fists into his midriff. I 
finished with a smashing uppercut 
that laid him out cold. 

All the time Marian had been 
fluttering around us, crying and 
sobbing hysterically. 

“Oh, Freddie!” she pleaded as I 
began straightening out my clothes. 
“Now you must take me away with 
you. When he comes to he’ll kill 
me.’ 

“And maybe you deserve it,” I 
snapped. “You told me you were a 
widow. You double-crossed me with 
your widow talk. But you're safe. 
He'll spend the next two or three 
days in bed. That gives me a chance 
to get well away, and for you to 
work on him for his forgiveness.” 

I took a plane to Honolulu that 
noon. There I found about the same 
preponderance of lonely, well-to-do 
women, love-starved and man- 
hungry, and bent on having a last 
fling. 
They eagerly noted the arrival 

of any unattached male, and even 
that first evening in the hotel din- 
ing-room I caught several of them 
sizing me up. 

In turn, I appraised them and 
thought over the whole matter 
carefully. I didn’t want to go on 
like this indefinitely. At long last 
I was beginning to tire of just play- 
ing around; was now beginning to 
feel that I’d like some really solid 
business that would return a good, 
honest and decent living. 

I know about what such a busi- 
ness would cost and I realize I 

could never hope to acquire such 
a large sum working for wages. 

But I can make money quickly 
and easily at my new-found oc- 
cupation. So, until I have the 
amount of money I want, I’m re- 
maining a gigolo. END 

ONLY A FEW 

GOOD SCOUTS 

(Continued from page 30) 

great strain. Hunter pulled him in- 
to the room. “I’m Burns,” he said. 
“Keep your voice down. I am sur- 
rounded by people who sleep with 
their ears open. You are Hitch- 
cross?” 

The man nodded, whispered the 
news excitedly. “The well’s the big- 
gest damned thing since Pit Hole,” 
he said. “They just got her capped 
when I left.” 

Hunter nodded. “We will play 
these cards close to the vest! Don’t 
leave this room until I return and 
tell you it’s safe. Help yourself to 
the liquor, undress and take a nap. 
You’ve done a good job.” 

Hunter slipped on his boots and 
a coat. He slid the screwdriver in 
his pocket, shook hands with the 
mud-splashed man and left. Out- 
side the room, he replaced the num- 
ber plates on the right doors, stroll- 
ed down stairs, walked serenely to 
to Corrigan’s saloon, shouldered up 
to the bar. 

“Glass of Irish whiskey, Mister 
Corrigan,” he said somewhat loud- 
ly. “A double jolt, sir!” As he sip- 
ped the liquor, he noticed that Cor- 
rigan had winked at a man at the 
other end of the bar. Before the 
drink was consumed, a dozen men 
had quietly left the premises. 

Zuver’s men signed up leases on 
all of the property surrounding the 
capped-in gusher while Mr. Burns 
enjoyed a night of sound and rest- 
ful sleep. That afternoon, a bleary- 
eyed man who claimed he was 
Hitchcross staggered out of Room 
67, blurted his news to Burns. Burns 
sent out his lease hounds, but knew 
they were too late. Hitchcross in- 
sisted that he had obeyed orders: 
come to Room 67, told a man who 
said he was Burns about the well, 
drunk some whiskey and gone to 
sleep. 

“You idiot, I’m Burns! This is 
Room 67. You are a swindler, sir, 
a damned skunk!” 

Hitchcross protested, but couldn’t 
prove that he had been loyal. A 
month later he received the check 
for $5,000 and the cryptic note that 
said that a screwdriver was a great 
invention. END 



WHEN THE GRAVE 

WAS OPENED 
(Continued from page 32) 

The news spread, reaching the 
outlying hamlets by noon, and a 
steady flow of visitors came into 
the village. At eleven the grave was 
finished and the men returned to 
their houses for a meal. Nellama 
had everything ready for Bhula. 
She had gone to great trouble in 
the preparation of his last meal. 
And she was more than rewarded 
by the approving smile he gave her 
as she placed the dish of white rice 
and the basin of savory curry be- 
fore him, with the little brass bowls 
of various chutneys he liked so 
much. 
Hindu women do not dine with 

their husbands, and because Nella- 
ma’s mind was uneasy she drew the 
edge of her sari over her head and 
slipped out into the field, intending 
to run across and look at the grave 
now that the workmen had gone, 
and before the sightseers began to 
arrive. As she passed behind the 
cactus hedge that divided her little 
pumpkin garden from the field she 
saw someone walking away from 
the grave. It was Runga. 

She waited till he was out of 
sight, then hurried to the edge of 
the grave. She peered into it and 
saw nothing but bare walls smooth 
with freshly-plastered mortar. It 
was like a large box and perfectly 
empty. There could be no room 
for suspicion there, surely, with the 
midday sun shining down into its 
depths, illuminating every inch of 
space. Her fears subsided and she 
sat down by the vault, determined 
not to leave it again until Bhula’s 
father arrived. She saw her hus- 
band come out of his house and 
look round for her. But she knew 
that he did not really want her. It 
is not the custom for a Hindu to 
be seen chatting with his wife in 
broad daylight. So she sat there, 
patiently keeping guard. 
The crowd gathered during the 

afternoon, and after looking at the 
grave the people sat down and 
waited for the procession. It came 
from the village with the usual ac- 
companiment of tom-toms and 
horns, and all the village seemed 
to be in its wake. The central fig- 
ure was that of Bhula, dressed in 
white and gold and adorned with 
garlands of oleander flowers. He 
was carried on the shoulders of his 
tribesmen and brother conjurers. 
The Commissioner and the tall 
grey-haired American, followed by 
two native policemen, walked apart, 
deep in conversation. When they 
reached the grave they were invited 

to examine anything they pleased. 
This they did, especially the Amer- 
ican, who climbed into the grave 
and tapped its sides. He found the 
grave to be nothing but what it 
professed to be—a square vault 
with unburnt brick walls and floor. 

All eyes were fixed upon Bhula’s 
father as he began the mysterious 
rite of putting his son to sleep. The 
chattering of the crowd stopped 
and there was complete silence. 
“What are you doing?” asked the 

American, leaning forward. 
The conjurer made no secret of 

his work. 
“See, your honor, I place these 

small pellets of clay in my son’s 
ears and these in his nostrils.” He 
made a few passes and Bhula’s eyes 
and features became fixed. The 
conjurer opened his son’s mouth 
and turned back the tongue so 
that it formed a stopping to the 
throat. The American laid a hand 
upon the unconscious man’s shoul- 
der and shook him, but there was 
no response. 
The Commissioner started. He 

was new to his post, but none knew 
better how small a Value is some- 
times put upon human life. 
“Wake him!” he ordered. 
Bhula’s father hesitated. “My son 

lives,” he said confidently. 
“Perhaps, but you will wake him.” 
Reluctantly the father removed 

the pellets and drew back the 
tongue from his son’s throat. Bhula 
began to breathe softly and regu- 
larly like a child in its sleep. 

“Shall I wake him?” the father 
asked. 

“No, you may finish the perfor- 
mance,” said the Commissioner. The 
Pellets were replaced and the body 
resumed its death-like appearance. 
Nellama’s vague fears were allay- 
ed, and she watched the prepara- 
tions for closing the tomb with 
relief and pride. Never a doubt 
crossed her mind of the power of 
Bhula to return to life when his 
father commanded him to do so. 

But unseen to the watchful eyes 
of Nellama, on the morning of the 
fourth day a tiny insect entered 
the grave. It moved timidly, paus- 
ing, hesitating, undecided as though 
it would go back, yet always re- 
turning and steadily progressing. 
With the unerring instinct of its 
species it advanced until it reached 
the motionless body. It mounted 
inch by inch, retracing its steps, 
exploring, feeling, testing with its 
tiny antennae, till it came to the 
closed and sightless eyes. There it 
remained as motionless as the un- 
conscious man except for the nerv- 
ous tremor of the antennae. 
Suddenly it turned and left the 

body, making straight for the hole 
by which it had entered—a hole 
cunningly bored through the un- 
burnt brick and the plaster into 
the soft earth beyond. Hours pass- 
ed and nothing moved within the 

living grave. At midnight two slen- 
der horns were pushed through the 
tunnel, and the pioneer descended 
the wall along its old track. It had 
carried its message to the countless 
hordes of its own kind, and legion 
upon legion of ants followed in its 
train. 
Perhaps the suspended soul of 

Bhula saw it all. Perhaps, agoniz- 
ingly, it strove to speak or to move 
that mortal form through which 
before it had found the means to 
express emotion, to feel earthly 
pleasure and pain. One shake of the 
hand, one thrust of the foot and 
the advancing hordes would panic 
and rush from the grave. 

But the soul was powerless. On 
streamed the torrent in an ever- 
increasing flood, till it grew to a 
vast seething mass. Further and 
further, stealthily and nervously 
crept the pioneer of the band till 
once more it stood before the sight- 
less eyes. 
On the morning of the appointed 

day for opening the grave, Runga 
passed her in the village street. 
There was a grim smile upon his 
face that she did not understand. 
Many people gathered to see the 

opening of the grave. Men with 
shovels stood ready to remove the 
earth when ordered to do so by the 
Commissioner. But before the order 
was given, he. and the American 
fully satisfied themselves that the 
top-soil had not been disturbed 
and that there had been no trick- 
ery. “By all the laws of nature,” 
said the American, “this man ought 
to be dead as a herring. Neither 
food nor air can possibly have 
been introduced.” 

At the signal, the men set to 
work. The stone was bared, the 
mortar chipped away, and the 
heavy slab levered up. The Ameri- 
can- himself was the first to de- 
scend into the grave and he was 
quickly followed by Bhula’s father. 
Nellama, prompted by a strange 
anxiety, pressed forward through 
the throng and leaned over to look 
into her husband’s tomb. She 
shrieked and fell back in a faint. 
The American looked up at the 
Commissioner. Horror showed in 
his eyes. There was a groan of des- 
pair from Bhula’s father. 

A skeleton lay at their feet. Bhula 
had met with the one dread fate 
that is so much feared by all the 
Hindu magicians and conjurers 
who practice this art. He had been 
eaten by ants. Not a shred of flesh 
was left on his bones. 

Later his young wife reproached 
herself bitterly for failing to detect 
the hole so cunningly bored. She 
did not know that there had been 
no hole when she had examined 
the grave. Runga had plugged it 
with sweetened rice flour, knowing 
well that no creature on earth 
would discover it—except an ant! 

END 
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TRAIL OF THE 

DEATH DOG 
(Continued from page 13) 

up and dressed and the stiffening 
chill out of my bones I made plans. 

I made a small bundle of food 
and stepped out to the main trail, 
planning to follow it straight in to 
Fort Egbert. Signs in the snow sud- 
denly changed my mind. 

As plain as the dirty stain on my 
blood-soaked parka were the tracks 
that told me the robbers were head- 
ing for the coast, but, what was 
more important, the dogs were not 
working efficiently. At least they 
hadn’t when they pulled out. In- 
stead of striking off for Fort Eg- 
bert, I followed along the trail back 
to the glacier. 

For a few minutes I studied the 
crowding, irregular prints of the 
dogs’ feet. The team had been 
hitched up wrong. 

Closer observation told me that 
Mamaloose wasn’t working in the 
lead, and that was going to mean 
plenty of trouble for the robbers 
before long. Unless they happened 
to be very familiar with my string 
they wouldn’t know how to line up 
the dogs. Mamaloose wasn’t the 
kind to give up the lead without 
an argument. 
Then something down the trail 

caught my eye. I struck off to in- 
vestigate, and guessed what it was 
even before I reached the spot. 
The two-foot rut was broken by 

a trampled area where a fight had 
taken place. The snow was dotted 
with red spots, and there were little 
tufts of hair scattered about. There 
were tracks of the men, and a plain 
imprint of an elbow where one of 
them had fallen down. 

I dropped to my knee and saw 
that two of the dogs had been in- 
jured in the fight, and that two 
others were limping. I figured they 
were the ones that had been hurt 
on the glacier the day before. 
Something else brightened me vv. 

There were red spots that had fall- 
en into the smooth tracks of the 
runners after the sled had passed. 
One of the robbers had been in- 
jured! 

Further on, there was evidence 
of another fight, and the marks 
where a dog had been dragged be- 
fore he was able to regain his feet. 
Couldn’t those fools see that they 
had the team hooked up wrong? 
What were they going to do—kill 
off my whole string?” 
By the time I reached the glacier 

I was shaking with rage. Long 
scratches on the glare spots where 
the steep ice river rose abruptlv 
from the valley floor were stained 
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with frozen blood. My heart hurt 
as I thought of the toenails being 
torn off the feet of my willing dogs. 

I nibbled at a piece of frozen 
moose steak and pounded on. A 
rectangle of dim light was visible 
for a moment. Then a thick clump 
of trees shut it out again. Luck! 
They were stopping at the relief 
cabin. I crept silently ahead. Lucki- 
ly the dog shelters were back of 
this particular cabin. I’d be able 
to slip up and see if there was a 
gun on the sled by the door. 

It took me only a second to find 
out that the entire load had been 
moved inside. Cursing my luck be- 
neath my breath, I crept quietly 
to a corner of the cabin, hidden 
from the dogs. With my good hand 
I worked some of the moss chink- 
ing loose from the logs. As a pencil 
of light stabbed out I peeked 
through the hole. 

In one corner a rusty iron stove 
glowed. One of the two bunks 
against the back wall was piled 
with duffle and the mail bags. The 
man with the lean black stubble- 
face sat on the other, going through 
letters which he took from one of 
the sacks beside him. 
The other man sat at a table, 

also reading mail. I could see the 
muzzles of two rifles and recog- 
nized one as my own. They were 
leaning, handy to either man, 
against the wall between the table 
and the bunk. 

I straightened up. A chill shook 
me from head to foot. After the 
exercise of hurrying along the trail, 
the cold now crept rapidly into my 
bones. Squinting through the hole 
again I saw that the man at the 
table had shifted his position and 
that his trouser leg was ripped to 
the knee. There was a red-stained 
bandage around the calf just above 
the moccasin top. I looked back at 
the stove, where the fire was burn- 
ing briskly. Then keeping the cabin 
between myself and the dogs, I 
moved out into the thick timber. 

A chorus of snarls greeted my 
approach. I spoke softly to the 
team. They all quieted except Ma- 
maloose, who kept growling. I froze 
for a moment as light from the 
open door splashed behind me. I 
dropped into the snow behind a 
scraggly bush as a figure appeared 
at the corner of the cabin. 

A deep voice threw angry curses 
at the dogs as the man peered 
about. Then he went back inside. 
With every muscle tightened I 

stepped quickly to Mamaloose and 
quieted him. At first the death dog 
was crouched ready to spring, but 
the soft voice and reassuring pat 
on the head brought him to his 
feet. He stood with his nose out- 
thrust and almost wagged his 
plumy brush. Almost, but not quite. 
Mamaloose never showed affection, 
any more than he ever acted as 
if he had a master. 

I unsnapped his chain from the 
stake and crept with him to the 
corner of the cabin outside, where 
I fastened him. Then, picking up 
my square of bark, I used the pro- 
jections of the logs at the corner 
for a ladder and climbed to the 
sloping roof. Reaching over to 
where the yard of five-inch stove- 
pipe stuck through, I jammed the 

. bark over its top, jumped back 
down, and led Mamaloose back to 
the window. 

I heard a choking cough from 
inside, which told me that the first 
step of my plan was working. More 
coughing, and then I heard one of 
the men ask what was the matter 
with the stdve. They shuffled 
around inside the cabin. I tensed, 
ready for action. I reached down 
and patted Mamaloose’s wide head. 

The door was thrown open vio- 
lently and the two stumbled out, 
choking for breath in the open air, 
coughing the smoke from their 
lungs. Stepping back, I pressed my 
good right shoulder against the 
flimsy window-frame. It crashed 
inwards and fresh air surged into 
the cabin. My right arm lifted Ma- 
maloose and shoved him through 
the opening. I followed as fast as 
I could. 
When the two men ran back in- 

side the cabin I was waiting for 
them with a loaded rifle in my 
hands. Their gaze shifted from me 
to the crouching death dog. 
“Watch ’em!” I ordered, and Ma- 

maloose let out a snarl. “The dog’s 
trained to kill,” I added, “and he'll 
have you by the throat if you 
move.” I wasn’t sure that what I 
had said was the truth, but from 
the look on the faces of.the two 
thugs I knew my threat had gone 
home. ; 

“Get up on that bunk with the 
mail’ bags,” I snapped. “Crowd 
down into the corner and stay 
there.” The two obeyed, hugging 
the cabin wall to keep away from 
the death dog’s jaws. 

Pain lanced through me as I 
shifted the rifle to the crook of my 
injured left arm. I wouldn’t have 
been able to pull the trigger with 
my left hand, but it was essential 
that I should make the other rifle 
harmless. I slipped the bolt out 
and threw it through the smashed 
window into the snow. 
Then I helped myself from the 

pot of beans which was on the 
table, trying to cover up the fact 
that one of my arms was practically 
useless. But I didn’t fool the two 
outlaws. The dark robber—the one 
who had fired on me and left me 
for dead—suddenly dropped from 
the bunk and lunged for my left 
arm. He got no further than Ma- 
maloose. 

His face turned white with fear 
and pain and he screamed as the 
dog’s fangs shredded his shoulder 
and upper arm. Mamaloose had al- 



WILL YOU SPEND ‘2 
TO SAVE YOUR HAIR? 

How many hard-earned dollars have you 
spent to save your hair? How many hair 
tonics, gadgets, restorers, electrical de- 
vices, have you tried in the last few 
years — with no. success? How many 

times after an unsuccessful hair-grow- 
ing attempt have you sworn not to 

spend another cent on another hair 
treatment? 

Yet, you buy the next product 
that comes on the market with hair- 
growing claims. 

Stand in front of a mirror, take a 
long hard look at the top of your head. 
What have you to show for the money 
you spent on hair restorers? Do you have 
as much hair as one year ago? Do you see 
any signs of new hair, or new hair growth? 
Why the failure? 

CAN YOU GROW HAIR? 
Doctors who have spent a lifetime studying 

hair and hair growth have concluded that nothing 
now known can grow hair on a bald head. So, if you 
are bald, prepare to spend the rest of your life that way. 
Accept it philosophically and quit spending hard-earned 
dollars on hair growers. 

If you can’t grow hair —what can you do? Can you stop 
excessive hair loss? Can you save the hair you still have? Can 
you increase the life expectancy of your hair? Probably. 
Please read every word in the rest of this statement carefully, 
since it may mean the difference to you between saving your 
hair and losing the rest of it to eventual BALDNESS. 

HOW TO SAVE YOUR HAIR 
Itchy scalp, hair loss, dandruff, very dry or oily scalp, are 

symptoms of the scalp disease called seborrhea. These scalp 
symptoms are often warnings of approaching baldness. Not 
every case of seborrhea results in baldness, but doctors now 

know that men and women who have this scalp disease usu- 
ally lose their hair. 

Seborrhea is believed caused by three parasitic germ or- 
ganisms (staphylococcus albus, pityrosporum ovale, micro- 
bacillus). These germs first infect the sebaceous glands and 
later spread to the hair follicles. The hair follicles atrophy, 
no longer can produce new hairs. The result is “thinning” hair 
and baldness. 

Many men and women suffer needless worry and heartache 
as they peer into the mirror at their retreating hairlines. 
Worse, they suffer needless loss of hair because today sebor- 
rhea can be controlled—quickly and effectively—by treating 

your scalp with the amazing scalp 
medicine called Ward's Formula. 

DOUBLE MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE 

In seconds, Ward’s Formula 
kills the three parasitic germ or- 
ganisms retarding normal hair 
growth. This swift germicidal ac- 

tion has been proven in scientific 
tests by a world-famous testing lab- 
oratory (copy of laboratory report 

sent on request). Ward’s removes in- 

fectious dandruff, stops scalp itch, 

brings hair-nourishing blood to the 
scalp, tends to normalize very dry or oily 

scalp. In brief Ward’s Formula corrects 
the ugly symptoms of seborrhea, stops the 

hair loss it causes. Ward's Formula has been 
tried by more than 350,000 men and women 

on our famous Double-Your-Money-Back Guar- 
antee. Only 1.9% of these men and women 

were not helped by Ward’s and asked for their 
double refund. This is truly an amazing performance. 

Why not join the men and women who have successfully 
ended their troubles? Treat your scalp with Ward's Formula, 
Try it at our risk. In only 10 days you must see and feel the 
marked improvement in your scalp and hair. Your dandruff 
must be gone. Your scalp itch must stop. Your hair must look 
thicker, more attractive, and alive. Your excessive hair loss 
must stop. You must be completely satisfied—in only 10 days 
—with the improved condition of your scalp and hair, or 
simply return the unused portion for Double Your Money Back. 
So why delay? Delay may cost your hair. 

Ward Laboratories, Inc., 19 West 44 Street, N. Y. 36, N. Y. © 1956 

Doctors and hospitals can obtain professional 
samples of Ward's Formula on written request. 
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' Ward Laboratories, Inc. Dept.4910-11 

19 West 44 Street, New York 36, N. Y. 
Rush Ward’s Formula to me at once. | must be completely satisfied 
in only 10 days or you GUARANTEE refund of DOUBLE MY 
MONEY BACK upon return of bottle and unused portion. 

CO Enclosed find $2, send postpaid (check, cash, money order) 
© Send C.O.D. | will pay postman $2 plus postal charges. 

Canada, foreign, APO, FPO, add 50¢ — No C.O.D. 

DOUBLE MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
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BE THE PERFECT HOST! COMPLETE PORTABLE 
s HOME BAR 

For Indoor Or 
Outdoor Use — 

Parties — 
Gatherings — 
Basement or 

Den 
This beautiful, portable 
Home Bar makes it easy 
to serve guests in real 
style. Made for both in- 
door and outdoor use, 
its handsome contrast 
of wood grain & gold 
finish makes for a 
sparkling setting in the 
home. Adds class to any 
party or gathering, and 
points up the cleverness 
of its proud owner. And, 
for relaxing at home, in 
the parlor, den or base- 
ment it’s certainly a con- 
venient, handsome ad- 
dition. Only $4.98. Com- 
parable in satisfaction 
and utility to bars selling 
for $30. 

10 DAY FREE TRIAL 
Use it 10 Days FREE! If not delighted. 
return for full refund. But Order now. Be 
cause of its large size we are forced to 
ash for 63c additional shipping charges 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
THE S. J, WEGMAN COMPANY 

H LyNBROOK, NEW YORK 

FEATURES 
It's Portable — Sets Up Indoors Or Out 
Built In Shelf Holds Full Party Supplies 
Handy For Drinks, Pretzels, Chips, etc. 
Stain Resistant Bar Top 

DEPT RB-41 
It's Big— [Rush my new portable Home Bar at once P 

39” wide. 38” high. 13” deep if | am not delighted | may return if after 
Sturdily built of aluminum laminated & wood ten days Free Trial for prompt retund oF 
grain finished Multi Flute fibreboard, this hand- full purchase price 
some home bar is resistant to alcohol and soda I {| Send C.0.D. 1 will pay postman on de: I 
stains. Handy built-in shelf holds full supply [___ livery plus 6.0.0. shipping chars 
of bottles, glasses, and napkins. Full size bar 
top holds ‘drinks, pretzels, chips, etc. Sets up 
in a jiffy and folds compact for easy storage 
A beaut for your home, and a novel gift 

{| | enclose 4.98 + 63c shipping charges. I 
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SEE everything on your 

TELEVISION 
in ‘REALIFE’ rato} Re) °4 H 

ATTACH IT YOURSELF IN SECONDS! 
NOW YOU CAN SEE everything on your own tele- 

glass...it instantly changes dul 
and-white pictures to wonderful, lif 
Now you can enjey ALL YO 

COMEDIES, MOVIES, DRAMAS, etc. 
YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE RICH to see color on your TV 
screen. ‘‘COLOR-V” brings red, blue, yellow and other 

COLOR...dey efter dey .. rich hues right on your screen. You'll rave about the 
Ls ir Hf color effects. 

betta Is. ‘chins tate Capt cates ner the e Fits all TV screens © Eliminates glare « Helps 
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ss SEE WESTERNS, OPERAS, MUSICALS, 

© theiling TV coler-semation imeginavic.  “~ PR: Felieve eye-strain ¢ Protects children’s eyes. most thrilling : . 

HUNDREDS OF wouRS y 
a enjoy GOLORV rooay 
saverranae DUCTS DEPT. B- 
pa gsee toe Te Rae 

ai Sent Postpaid Please send COLOR-V Sersen, size checked 
low. 

th Send C.0.D. and pay postman $2.98 
pilus C.0.D. and postage charges. 

Ol enclose $2.98. Send postpaid. 

" 
SEND NO MONEY! Pay postman $2.98 plus ¢.0.D. ge Mall 
and postage charges, or remit $2.98 cash, check or 
M.0. with order and ill ship '*Color-V"* postpaid. 

32” 14" 17” 20" 
2x" 24” ar SUPERIOR PRODUCTS cept. 5-1 aa 

43 EAST.19th STREET NEW YORK 3, N. Y. 0 ee 
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ready worked up a fine hate for the 
men who had deprived him of the 
lead spot. 

Fear distorted the robber’s face 
as he scrambled back behind his 
buddy on the bunk. Mamaloose’s 
growls dared him to try it again. 

The arrival of the Salt Water 
mail at Fort Egbert the following 
morning certainly caused a sen- 
sation. Somebody saw my outfit as 
it turned by the bank and let out 
a shout that brought everybody 
into the street. More dead than 
alive, I clung weakly to the handle- 
bars of my sled, and atop the mail 
and duffle rode all my dogs except 
one. The big dark grey death dog 
marched beside the load. 

The two thugs, so deadbeat that 
they could hardly stand, were tow- 
ing the sled with bridles of lash 
rope that ran under their arms and 
behind their necks. They threw 
fear-twisted glances at Mamaloose 
as the crowd kept them from going 
ahead. Their clothing was torn and 
bloody. 

Dave Wright, manager of Fort 
Egbert bank, peered into their hag- 
gard faces and then turned to me. 

“Those men held up my bank a 
week ago and shot my head teller. 
They used to work in the mine here. 
They were after the $5,000 you’re 
carrying with your mail for bonus 
pay—right?” 

“All I know,” I growled, “was 
that they tried to grab my mail 
and blow holes in me. They crip- 
pled my dogs and I figured it would 
be a swell idea to put them in har- 
ness and give the team a ride.” 

“You're hurt. Let’s get you to a 
doctor.” 

“Not until Mamaloose here gets 
the best feed in town. Best dog in 
Alaska, old Mamaloose!” END 

WE HACKED 

THROUGH 

THEIR FLESH 

(Continued from page 9) 

slender. Each man wore an armor- 
ed vest. But there was something 
wrong. I didn’t get it at first, but 
then it dawned on me. 

The men carried rifles and a lot 
of Browning automatic rifles. That 
was okay. What shook me up was 
the fact there wasn’t a light ma- 
chine gun or bazooka or 60-milli- 
meter mortar anywhere! 

I knew it was a breach of front- 
line etiquette, but I had to find out 
why. I swallowed once or twice. 
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Now DLATE AUTO CHROME Electro 
A REMARKABLE NEW INVENTION 

PERMANENT PLATES AS YOU BRUSH! 

PLATING FACTORY-NEW BRILLIANCE 
FOR CAR CHROME! 

Here at last is the car-owner’s answer to all chrome problems 
...@ dramatic new invention called SPEEDPLATER. It actually 
lates NEW METAL as you brush. And the plating you apply 

Escomes an INDESTRUCTIBLE part of the bumper, grille or 
trim itself. How your.car will shine! You‘ll be mighty proud 
when you remove.ugly rust spots and replate metal to a NEW 
SPARKLE... when you bring new, gleaming beauty to worn, 
dull, even blistered chrome areas of your car. This fast, sen- 
sational method of brush-plating gives FACTORY-NEW BRIL- 
LIANCE that bonds itself onto your car. It forms a hard, 
sparkling surface defying all elements! 

BUMPERS—GRILLWORK—ALL CAR TRIM 
RESTORED TO NEW BRILLIANCE! 
Here is how easily you REPLATE your car... You simply attach 
Svea es camps to el care Battery, itien’ lip SPEED- 

rush into the miracle solution and start plating any- ° * 
where around your car—without removing any parts. This Quickly Builds upa 
safe, mild current WORKS FAST — yet uses less battery juice Thick, New Plating 
than the tiniest light on your car. With Each 

Make Big Money Plating Other Cars! Application 
Now you can add to your income during spare-time Z 
hours... because 8 out of 10 cars on the road today 
NEED REPLATING. You can charge from $5.00 for py. 
touching-up to $50.00 for replating an entire car. le d 
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It's easy and there’s good money in it for you. When 
your neighbors see the brilliant plating on your car, 
they'll surely want you to do the job for them! Re- 
plate other things for profit too — faucets, home ap- 
pliances, table ware, cutlery, tools, doctors’ and 
dentists’ instruments. 
AMAZING NEW SPEEDPLATER has already plated thou- 
sands of cars with Extraordinary Results! Here are just a 
few of the many unsolicited comments received from 
thrilled users: ”’...The outfit arrived O.K. and | must say [/_y# 
it does everything you say it does and more... Thanksvery — 
much for sending me something that is really worth many 
times the price you charge...’ Rev. M. D. Awtry, Naples, 
Fla.... “To say i. am pleased is paiing it wary mild. 1 e Y 

Booking Jobs Ahead like the famfly Doctor...” MAIL COUPON NOW—YOU RISK NOTHI 
Frank Sumner, Kokomo, Ind. If you want to put a new permanent gleam on YOUR CAR’S Bumpers, 
rs Grille, Ornament, Trim, you can do it right away and not risk a dime. 
CAR DEALERS & SERVICE STATIONS If you are not satisfied with great results, it doesn’t cost.you a penny! 

F : y Just mail coupon with only $1 deposit—then pay postman $13.95 plus 
Make Big Profits postage when your kit arrives..If you send $14.95 we pay all postage 

ar yy, / charges. Either way you must be COMPLETELY SATISFIED or you 
with Specia I may return all in 10 days for FULL CASH REFUND of purehise price. 

Y ACT NOW! HERE’S WHAT YOU GET: SPEEDPLATER Brus! 
HEAVY-DUTY PLATING OUTFIT 4 Lab Stainless Steel Permanent Anode; Wires and Clamps for battery hook-up: 

Enough solutions to plate several cars; Special Buffs and Buffing Com- 
pound; Special Metal Polish; Full simple instructions. 
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make a TERRIFIC PROFIT FOR YOU with this Super 
Plating Outfit. Do your own replating in minutes without EMPIRE MERCHANDISING CO., Dept. $P-87 
removing bumpers or grillwork! Increase the value of your 4 North 3rd Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 
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12 volt battery. ENTIRE KIT COMPLETE—only $34.95. You 
quickly make back cost of the outfit on your very first job! 
Additional solutions etc. always available from us at rock- 
bottom prices. Heavy-Duty Outfit sold on same MONEY BACK return kit within 10-days for Immediate CASH REFUND. 

GUARANTEE! Mail coupon now. If C.0.D., send $5 deposit. Name. 

Address. 

CASH REFUND IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED City. States eee LE 

D0 lenclose full price, send postpaid. 

1 understand that | must be COMPLETELY SATISFIED or | may 
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t BEST MEN'S BELT 

WORKS WONDERS FOR 
YOUR BACK 

LOOK SLIM — FEEL TRIM 
Wonder Slim is a new kind of men’s supporter 
belt. Its ingenious contour design follows nature's 
own lines—permits remarkable freedom of move- 
ment. Its patented sliding back panel makes it 
the easiest belt to put on . . . provides “quick 
as a flash” adjustment for constant perfect fit. 
No uncomfortable crotch. Scientific ‘‘no pressure’ 
boning flattens the bulge gently but firmly. 
Sliding back provides support just where you need 
it for youthful posture . . . fights the feeling of 
fatigue. Made of super test herringbone twill. 
Waist sizes 26-44—Only $4.98. Try it at our risk. 

I S. J. Wegman Co. Dept. GW-64 : 
I Lynbrook, N. Y. I 

Rush my Wonder-Slim back supporter at 
1 once. If | am not 100% satisfied | may I 

return it for prompt refund of the full 
Il purchase price. I 

Waist Size seen inches 
| ) Send C.O.D. I'll pay postman $4.98 

plus a few cents postage. I 
| 01! enclose $4.98 payment and save | 

postage. Same Guarantee. 
Po Nome. nt ieee 

Address 
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“How—how come no heavy stuff?”- 
I stammered. Esposito’s grin be- 
came a leer. 

“That junk slows the boys down. 
They like to work fast. I have a 
hell of a job making some of them 
carry rifles. Look!” He barked 
something to his men. Each one 
reached down to his belt and haul- 
ed out a knife honed to razor- 
sharpness. 

“See? That’s what they prefer. 
The Chinese are afraid of steel. We 
usually give them a lot of it!” 
We shoved off after a short—en- 

tirely too short for my taste—bar- 
rage kicked up a dust-cloud on our 
objective. We’d gone less than 300 
yards past our own wire when the 
Reds started throwing everything 
they had at us. 
“We have time—before they real- 

ly get on target,” my “guide” yelled 
to me. “No need to duck—yet!” 
The other platoon ran into the 

first bunker. Lt. Esposito signalled 
his men to drop and lay down a 
base of fire until the obstacle was 
cleared. I ground out a few feet of 
film—and then I set the camera 
down. 
What I was watching was im- 

possible—but the Filipinos were 
doing it. Two men calmly crawled 
forward under the curtain of. fire 
their buddies were tossing out. A 
few feet from the bunker, they 
stood up and the fire shifted to 
both sides of them. 

Casually, unhurriedly, the green- 
clad figures sauntered to the near- 
est embrasure. They pulled the pins 
on several grenades, held them— 
and shoved them into the bunker! 
A split-second later, one of them 

caught a bullet in the throat and 
rolled away from the firing-port. 
The other man flattened himself 
and waited for the explosions. The 
blasts were dull and muffled. Puffs 
of smoke seemed to hiccup out oz 
the embrasures. 

I wanted to turn around and run. 
I wanted to haul my tail back to 
the relative safety of the MLR. 
There I would no longer feel alone, 
a sitting-duck target for the Chi- 
nese... 

Another bunker lay squarely in 
our path. Our advance slowed and 
stopped. Serafino Esposito saw it— 
and claimed it for himself and for 
his men. 

“Stay here!” he commanded me. 
“We'll take care of the putang ina 
cila.” “Sons of whores,” he called 
the Reds, lapsing into his native 
Tagalog in his eager excitement. 
He yelled to his men in a weird 
mixture of English, Spanish and 
Tagalog. 

Six or seven Filipinos scrambled 
forward. Two never made it to the 
bunker. One took a burst squarely 
in the groin—just below his arm- 
ored vest. He was dead before the 
impact of the slugs smashed him 
to the ground. 

WORLD’S SMALLEST 
PRECISION 

ADDING MACHINE 
no bigger than a pocket comb 98 

yet adds up to } million only 

ADDIATOR is pocket-size, featherweight, fast, 
noiseless . . . precision engineered and im- 
ported from West Germany. Quickly adds and 
subtracts up to one million! Simple and easy 
to operate. 

Sturdy aluminum construction gives you years 
of dependable service. Takes the drudgery out 
of math homework. Checks bank statements, 
budgets, bills, expense accounts. Wonderful 
for students, salesmen, housewives, business- 
men. Only 6 inches long — fits flat in pocket 
or handbag. 

ORDER ADDIATOR TODAY. Only a limited 
number available. Handsome case included 
without charge. Send $3.98 check or money 
order, or order C.O.D. and pay postman $3.98 
plus C.O.D. charges. 15 day money back 
guarantee. 
DUPLEX ADDIATOR. Palm-size in brass, adds 
up to one billion — $9.95. 

HASTINGS PRODUCTS, INC. 
Dept. co-11,31 W. 47th St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. 
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1 REMINGTON RAND ! 
I Portable Typewriter : 5 

1 $190, $400 
AND wan 

H You can earn 
up to $40 a 

in-spare time 
with Reming- eZ 
ton Rand’s = me 
Rortable = 

| ‘Quiet Writer’’ typewriter. You pay only $1,00 
a week for 34 months, plus $1.00 when _you 
order the machine. With it comes a FREE 

J booker entitled ‘‘How to Earn Money At 
Home.”’ FREE Carrying Case and Typing In- 
struction: Book. included. Order from: I 

SLOAN & PETER! 
poet. 358, 403 Market Street, Nework, N. J. I 
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GERMAN 
AUTOMATIC 

6-SHOT REPEATER — 22 CAL. 
e Blank Cartridges 
© No Permit Required 
© Latest Model 
© Fully Automatic 

Self ejecting clip. Firing 
spring adjustable! Preci- 
sion made by the Finest 
West German Gunsmiths 
—Wonderful for sporting 
events, theatrical perform- 
ances, to scare would-be 
attackers, etc. 4” long, per- 
fectly balanced, Sold on a money back guaran- 
tee—Send $6.95 Cash, check or Money order to: 

BEST VALUES COMPANY 
Dept. G-5, 403 Market St., Newark, N. J. 

56.95 
Postpaid 
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: Butane Blow Torch $ 

: 3500° Pin Point Flame 
SOLDERS, 
SILVER BRAZES, 
HEAT TREATS, 
SOFTENS PAINT, 

COMPLETE 
The perfect kit tool for 
hobbyist or craftsman. 
Small and compact this 
remarkable butane gas 
and special burner gives 
an intense pin point 3500 
degree flame—exceeding 
by hundreds of degrees 
well known larger torches. 
Wonderful for TV and radio 
repairs, precision soldering 
or brazing on jewelry, mod- 
els, guns—heat treating, 
freeing [frozen screws, etc. 

Cames complete with charger 
good for % hour of 3500 de- 
gree pin point flame. Extra 
chargers 40¢ per box of two. 
Easy to use, lights instantly. 
No fuss or bother, no priming, 

j no waiting for heat. 10 day 
Free Trial. Money Back guar- 
antee if not delighted. Comes 
with complete easy to follow in- 
structions. Only $1.95 plus 27¢ 
shipping charges. Extra chargers 
are 40¢ per box of 2. Send cash, 
check, or ‘money order with name 
and address, or order C.O.D. to 

Guaranteed Distributors Co. 
e@ Dept. MT-88 Lynbrook, New York 8 
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NOW,—magnifying lenses for elderly folks who 
don't wear lasses Degen oy who do not have 

t! astigmatism or diseases of eye, and who have 
difficulty reading newspapers, the Bible and Ce | 
fancy work. It's no longer necessary to struggle ai 
squint with an old-fashioned magnifying glass which 
has only one lens, because Precision Lewes | 

\sses bring you a magnifying lens for each eye ai 
‘stop eye-strain and discomfort. Permit restful 

reading hour after hour like you never did before. 
Try them at home on a five day trial plan that leaves 
‘no room for doubt. 

PRECISION MAGNIFYING GLASSES 
A Blessing for Elderly Folks 

Jentifically (not Rx) ground and polished, 
then fitted inte’ fans ‘of simulated zylonite. Truly 
they add to your looks, and, for reading purposes 
they're wonderful. Complete 
satisfaction guaranteed. Best 
order a pair today. 
SEND NO MONEY: Just 
mail name, address and age. 
On arrival pay postman only 
$4.00 plus C.0.D. postage. 
Wear them 5 ve Lorrpe 4 
you aren't more than satis 
return for refund of purchase 
price. If you remit with your 
order, we ship prepaid, same 
guarantee. Order from: 

PRECISION OPTICAL, Ine. 
Rochelle, tit. 

FREE for 
Prompt Order 

Order today and re- 
ceive FREE of extra 
cost, leather-like 
carrying case to 
hold glasses. Regu- 
far $1.00 retail. A 
gift if you order 
‘now. Supply limited. 

Dept P-534 

WANTED | (16-55) MEN 
HIGH PAY. earn while you 
‘Travel to foreign lands. 
Experience not juired. 
Choice jobs: merchants, 
achts, luxury liners. 

Freighters, etc. Adventure! 
Write for FREE information. Aiea 
WORLD-WIDE SEAMEN’S SER' 

Dept. W , 309 W. 42 St.. New York 36, N.Y. 
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The other man was hit in the 
leg. He fell, rolled, got to his knees. 
The pin was already out of the 
grenade in his fist. He threw it— 
more as a gesture of defiance than 
anything else — before flopping 
limply in the dirt. 
The others made it. Only God— 

or the gods of war—know how, 
but they did. They stuffed and 
crammed their grenades into the 
firing-ports. They shouted and 
howled when the bunker rocked 
and shook from the force of the 
bursting high explosives. - 

I was hypnotized by what I was 
seeing—and only half-believing. I 
forgot the heavy camera slung 
over my shoulder—forgot why I was 
there. There was contagion in the 
Filipinos’ madness. I leaped up and 
ran for the bunker. The Eyemo 
swung at the end of the webbed 
strap and banged cruelly into my 
hipbone. I barely noticed it. 

I’d gotten more than halfway 
when I stopped stock-still. A sud- 
den surge of yammering fear closed 
down over me. My mouth was open 
and the fear became terror lancing 
painfully through every fiber in my 
body. I was only dimly aware of Lt. 
Esposito as he came out from be- 
hind the bunker and angled toward 
me. 
The rising shriek of the incoming 

shell triggered my tensed and coil- 
ed muscles. I threw myself flat and 
pressed my face and flesh against 
the stones... 

Yeah. Serafino Esposito, Lieuten- 
ant, Philippine Army, a man I out- 
weighed by at least 50 pounds, had 
to help me to my feet. 
“Come on, ‘Hollywood,’ ” he said. 

“We got a long way to go—” And 
the knife in his hand was red with 
blood... 

April 5, 1952. Chorwon. Five Chi- 
nese to every Filipino. The Reds 
deep in their bunkers and pill-box- 
es with their artillery and mortars 
and machine guns shooting up ev- 
ery inch of the landscape. 

Facing them, daring them to 
come out and fight—two battered 
platoons from the 20th Battalion 
Combat Team. Sixty little men with 
their silly pop-guns and _ their 
knives... 
How do you describe incredible 

bravery that verges on suicidal in- 
sanity? How can you describe a 
butcher shop in hell and little 
brown men whose heroism makes 
them ten feet tall? I can’t. I can 
only tell of what I saw and heard 
and felt... 

“Madmen! Goddam madmen!” I 
called them. 

They needed almost an hour to 
reduce the odds against them from 
five-to-one to three-to-one and 
then bring them down to where 
they stood man-to-man. It was an 
hour during which every second 
was filled with death. It was an ad- 
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. SHE'LL LOVE YOU FOR ’EM 
Here Is the nite time garment Inspired by the 
fashions of the palaces of the near East, 
where often hundreds of women compete to 
attract. one man. 

YOU'LL LOVE HER IN ’EM 
Just notice how the soft lace of the top 
caresses her bare shoulders, softly encloses 
to conceal yet reveal. Then watch how the 
harem pants fall in sheer curves and folds 
from the hips to the ankles, teasingly caress- 
ing the thighs with each little movement, ever 
revealing startling new aspects of charms. 
Made of nylon in sheer bewitching black or 
daring, fiery, filmy red. Only $6.95. Shipped in 
plain wrapper. State bust and waist size. Send 
me money. Order C.0.D. and pay postman on 
delivery plus postage. Save by sending pay- 

ment. We pay postage. 

‘Smoothee Co., Dept.uP-31, Lynbrook, N.Y. 



Immediate Comfort and Relief for You 
with Patented 

RUPTURE-EASER 
T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. (A Piper Brace Truss) 

For MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN 

Right or Left 

Ne. Side $495 
2606551 

Double $595 

A strong, form fitting wash- 
able support designed to 
give you relief and comfort. 
Adjustable. Snaps up in 
front. Soft flat groin pad— 
back-lacing and adjustable 

leg strap. ‘No steel or leather bands. Unex- 
celled for comfort, invisible under light 
clothing. Washable. Also used as after opera- 
tion support. 

@ A MOST EFFECTIVE SUPPORT FOR 
REDUCIBLE INGUINAL HERNIA 
Hundreds of thousands of people have dis- 
covered wonderful new comfort with Rupture- 
Easer. Compare it yourself with conventional 
steel and leather trusses! 

@ RUPTURE-EASER IS SANITARY 
Can be washed without harm to fabric— 
you never offend when you wear Rupture- 
Easer. 

@ NO FITTING REQUIRED. 
Just measure around the lowest part of 
the abdomen and specify right or left side 
or double. 

Over 1,000,000 Grateful Users 
Read What Others Say: 

R. C. of Corvallis, Oregon, Air Mails: “Send 
me another Rupture-Haser so I will have 
one to change off with. It is enabling me 
to work top speed at my press machine 
8 hrs. @ day.” 
M. $. of Anderson, ae thanks us and says: 
“It is one of the finest things I have ever 
worn and has made my life worth living. It 
has given me untold ease and comfort.” 
L. C. H., Blackburn, Lora awrtast “The Rup- 
ture Easer I bought from you has done 8o 
much good I coun t pha. you this Christ- 
mas season.” 

Order two for change-off 
aT when laundering. 

oe PIPER BRACE CO. 
Dept. AAG 107 

611 Wee: Kansas City 5, Mo. 
Canadian 
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MONTREAL, CANADA 
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We Prepay Postage Except on C.O.D.’‘s 
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Doub! ee Eee INCHES 
Peeled te Ly Money Order Ci Check for 
CO Send C.O.D. Be sure to give size and side. 
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RUSH THIS COUPON 

vance in which every step was 
through the enemy’s blood. 

They hacked and stabbed and 
slashed their way. As if they were 
hacking a trail through their native 
jungles with their bolos, they chop- 
ped their way through flesh and 
bone. 

They didn’t wipe their blades. 
Blood covered their hands and arms 
and splattered and stained their 
clothing. Often it was their own © 
iplood-. = . 

Lt. Esposito was far ahead of me, 
working over a pillbox with WP 
grenades. I’d ducked behind a shat- 
tered tree. My hands were slimy 
with sweat. I found it difficult to 
open my camera. I wanted to 
change rolls. I’d managed to take 
only two rolls since we began—and 
that included what I’d exposed in 
the assembly area. 

I had my head down, checking 
the seating of the sprocket holes. 
I pushed the shutter plate home 
and ran off a-foot or two of leader. 
I replaced the door... 
The Red must have remained 

hidden when the assault line swept 
beyond his fox-hole. He came out 
of it now. He was either crazed or 
doped. A white froth bubbled out 
of his mouth and drooled down 
his chin. He babbled and grunted 
like a rabid animal. There was a 
burp-gun in his hands. 

I dropped my camera and reach- 
ed-for my holstered .45. The Red 
saw me. His eyes were wild. He 
triggered his weapon. Bullets 
stitched into the earth inches from 
my body. One tore into the Eyemo 
and spun it around. 

I had my .45. I raised it—and 
froze. 

It came out of his chest and his 
face twisted into a mask of agon- 
ized disbelief. The knife wiped itself 
clean as it was shoved through 
the thick layers of the quilted uni- 
form. It glinted metallically and 
plows spread and soaked the pad- 
dini. 

I saw it as though it were a 
tableau. The Chinese soldier was a 
statue frozen and transfixed by a 
knife thrust through his back. 

Slowly, like a wax figurine melt- 
ing in front of a fire, he began to 
collapse. His legs buckled and he 
fell forward, the blade that pro- 
truded from his chest pulling free 
as he fell. 

“Okay, Sarge?” 
The Filipino soldier threw me a 

mock salute. He hesitated only long 
enough to assure himself that I was 
unhurt—and he scampered away to 
join his buddies. 

I stared disconsolately at the 
wreck of my camera and picked 
myself up and followed him. The 
little brown men were almost fin- 
ished with their work. They had 
not been ordered to hold the ob- 
jective—only to assault the hill, 
harass the foe, kill as many as they 

could and attempt to bring back 
prisoners. 

Esposito and his men were blow- 
ing up Chinese ammunition and 
bunkers. They set their charges 
carefully and the Chinese defenses 
and supplies that remained went 
up in boiling fountains of smoke 
and flame. 

The Filipinos had taken eight 
prisoners—twice as many as the 
45th Division, the outfit to which 
the 20th was attached—had hoped 
to get. Lt. Esposito’s platoon had 
three of the Red prisoners in tow. 
They came along meekly. Their 
eyes bugged in terror at the bolos 
their captors carried. 

“Let’s beat it,” the officer called 
to me. “Before there’s a counter- 
attack.” 
They went as though they were 

strolling through Central Park and 
the enemy looked strangely out of 
place. 
By God, there was contagion in 

their madness. As I trailed after 
them, I found that I was moving 
like that, too—as though I was tak- 
ing a morning stroll! END 

DEATH IS A 

DEEP BLACK HOLE 

(Continued from page 41} 

I wondered suddenly about the- 
others. I looked up, but saw no 
light. Maybe they’d all gone away 
and left me, thinking I was dead. 
Maybe there had been another ac- 
cident at the top. Maybe the roof 
of the tunnel had collapsed under 
the jar of my falling, crushing the 
lives from the four men up there. 

In sudden panic, I screamed at 
the top of my lungs, and heard 
the noise oddly muffled as it echo- 
ed up the shaft. There came a quick 
answer, and then a tiny point of 
light shone far above me. 

“Ron! You all right?” 
It was George Warford. The 

panic suddenly flooded away. I was 
not alone. There was hope. 

“I guess so!” I shouted. “Are the 
others there?” 

“Gary and Jim went for help. 
You’ve been down there almost half 
an hour. We’ve only got one flash- 
light,. and we’re saving it.” 

I felt dizzy and leaned back 
against the side of the shaft, only 
four feet, wide at the bottom, too 
narrow to lie down in. I’m over six 
feet tall, and I wondered how it 
was I crashed down to the bottom 
without being killed. 

“Shine the light down,” I called 
up. 

The pinpoint of light high above 
me flicked on again. It seemed to 
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prove of utmost importance in your life. 
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be miles away in the blackness, but 
it could not have been more than 
maybe 100 feet. Still, the deep, 
black hole seemed a virtual prison, 
and I began to wonder if I’d get 
out alive. 

In the dull glow of the flash, I 
found my coat, lying near me, 
where it had been ripped from my 
body as I fell, to drop after me to 
the bottom. I was shaking with a 
sudden chill, and I struggled to get 
the coat on. 

The feeling of panic began re- 
turning as I sat there shaking in 
the damp bottom of the pit, and 
I called out to Warford again, to 
hear his voice. I told him I was 
cold, and he stripped off his heavy 
shirt and threw it down. It came 
down like a fluttering bat, and set- 
tled over me. I put it on and felt 
better. 

A sudden rain of rocks showered 
down on top of me. I ducked my 
head between my knees and felt 
the stones slamming hard onto my 
back, and then the little avalanche 
stopped. 

I took the shirt and wrapped it 
around my head and crouched 
there, waiting for death, which 
seemed so close now. 
Warford kept up a running con- 

versation at the top, trying to dis- 
pel the terror of my loneliness 
down at the bottom of the black 
pit. We tried to figure how far I’d 
fallen. It had to be between 85 and 
100 feet. That I still lived was a 
miracle, and I knew they had be- 
lieved at first that I was dead. 

A sudden rumble came, and I 
heard the whistle of falling rocks 
once more. This time, I knew they 
were big. With lethal speed the 
crumbling side of the shaft tum- 
bled down, a rain of death. With a 
sudden crash, a giant boulder slam- 
med to a stop beside my legs, and 
then a shower of smaller rocks 
pounded me mercilessly. 
When the slide subsided, I heard 

another sound above me. This time, 
it was the voices of the others, yell- 
ing encouragement. Gary and Jim 
had found a group of mountain- 
climbers, sent by a strange fate 
to the bottom of Squaw Peak. 

Perhaps there was a Divine guid- 
ance, I don’t know. But they had a 
150-foot nylon climbing rope, and 
that was the lifeline I needed so 
badly. 

I could hear the men above rig- 
ging the rope double, and then I 
saw the dark form of one of them, 
edging down toward me, silhouetted 
against a brighter spotlight. 

Soon the rescuer was beside me, 
and I looked up and grinned at 
Owen Skousen and thanked him 
for coming down to me. Skousen 
tied the nylon rope around me, and 
I started up. I fought off terrible 
nausea as the men above hauled 
me up, and I silently prayed that 
another heavy rockfall would not 
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crash down on the man at the 
bottom, where I had lain. 
Within minutes we were both out 

of that awful hellhole. Death wasn’t 
a deep black hole—not for me. END 

MY CLIENT 

MR. COWARD 

(Continued from page 23) 

spurted from his mouth as he be- 
gan puking up his gin and back-. 
ing away from the lion. The cat 
smelled the alcohol fumes and it 
seemed to drive him wild. Wheeler 
saw the lion rearing up and paw- 
ing the air and his nerve broke 
completely. Screaming, he threw 
down his rifle and started to run. 
Acting on animal instinct, the lion 
charged after him. 

Quickly I laid my sights along 
the lion’s spine and triggered. The 
huge cat appeared to break in half, 
scooting belly-first to a halt on the 
rocks. I wheeled around, frantic- 
ally working the bolt of the Mag- 
num. 

The lioness had come boiling 
from the same hole as her mate, 
about 30 yards to my rear. I was 
blocking: her path of escape and 
she charged me to fight her way 
out. K’Linni, who had climbed to 
safety on the kloof wall, hurled his 
assegai into her when she rushed 
past him. The spear slowed her 
down long enough for me to finish 
putting my bullet into the lion. 
By the time I turned to face her, 

the lioness was up again and com- 
ing at me full tilt, the broken-off 
shaft of K’Linni’s spear wavering 
upward from her ribs. She had 
raised her head to aim for a long 
leap when I squeezed off the only 
shot I knew I’d ever get. My bullet 
exploded her left eyeball and she 
spun around, nose-diving onto the 
rocks. I got ready again, but she 
didn’t get up. 

The broken-backed lion was still 
struggling to get up and fight, 
dragging himself along with his 
forefeet and growling pitifully. I 
took aim for the back of his head 
and fired. The bullet slammed his 
shaggy head against the rocks and 
flattened him out. The only move- 
ment left in him was the dying 
twitches of his tail. 

I looked around for my client, 
but he was nowhere in sight. I 
figured he was still running from 
the lion. 
When I got to camp Wheeler was 

already there. He was sick, but 
sober. From the look of his sweat- 
soaked clothes he must have run 
the whole distance to camp. Scat- 
tered around him were a half- 
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etc. Now, get all the right answers at once—at 
your fingertips. A fine, precision in- 
strument as accurate as any full-size ve 
commercial adding méchine. $] 8 
money-back guarantee. Order today! ea. 

eee 
@SHEL-DUNN CO., Dept. 510 
$228 Lexington Ave., New York 16, N.-Y. . 
ush____Midget Adding Machinese 

(Quantity) e 
Check encl. [) Ship C.0.D. plus 40c postage @ 

e 
Name. e 

@ Full Addres: 
e 

MEDICAL TABLET DISCOVERY 
NEW EFFECTIVE TREATMENT 
FOR CRUSTS, SCALES, PATCHES OF 

ISORIASIS 
TROPISAN 

No Me.sy Oils—Simple, Easy, SAFE TABLET! 
Say goodbye to smelly, greasy oils and salves. 
TROPISAN, newly discovered medical tablet, 
gives welcome relief from itchy scales, patches and 
other external symptoms of Psoriasis. TROPISAN 
goes to work though the blood stream. Absolutely 
safe, fast, easy to take. No mess, no fuss, no un- 
sightly bandages to mar work or play. TROPISAN 
—the proven “effective treatment.” Every re- 
ported case stated that Tropisan relieved symp- 
toms to some degree with continuous use. Send 
$1.00 today for Trial Offer. Address, 

TROPISAN DRUG CO.. Dept. 534 
114 E. 32 St., N. Y, 16, N. 

cig CALLOUSES 
Lift Right Off In 30 Minutes 

Sa joodb} to 
ce corns ond Yeallouses thai 

mak. yu_lim; econ ce yol iP 
torture. New 
painless are discovery 
called Half-Hour Cornmas- 
ter removes even stubborn 

44 corns and callouses in 30 

easy. Not 
stores. Send $1 for enough to get rid of 25 
corns and callouses. Postpaid. Special 3 for $2.50. 
If C.0.D. postage extra. $1 deposit on C.O.D. 
orders. Be delighted in 30 minutes or return for 
money back. Write to 

TINTZ CO., Dept. 582 

70¢ Hair Test 
a Don’t despair because hair is ; 

unnaturally dried out, harsh, 
unruly, hard-to-curl or ‘hard-to- 
straighten, unmanageable, dul 
lifeless—looking, so brittle be 
cause it lacks oils it breaks off 

Ay prematurely on comb or brush. 
Send 70c for 30 day trial size 

eG, NULAO- -NAL LANOLIN COM- 
Sf POUND that grooms dry hair 
“ beautifully, Counteracts dryness 

as long as you use it. Rush 7c 
to 
NIL-O-NAL CO., Dept. 583 

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III. 

N. Michigan Ave. 
79 chicage te tile 

dozen empty gin cases and piles of 
broken glass among the rocks. The 
Place looked and smelled as if a 
liquor factory had exploded. 

“I broke every last bottle,” he 
explained disgustedly. Then he 
looked away, unable to face me. “I 
sure acted like a gutless coward 
out there, didn’t 1?” 

“It wasn’t lack of true courage,” 
I reassured him. “The liquor you’ve 
been drinking probably fouled up 
your nerves.” 

“I still want to try for an ele- 
phant,” he pleaded. “If you'll give 
me another chance . . . without 
the liquor?” 

I believe in giving any man a 
second chance . . . which is often 
his only chance to become a man. 
I took Wheeler to the Lake Victoria 
country just south of the Uganda 
border and gave him his chance 
to grow up. He performed like a 
real hunter, downing his tusker 
without a hitch . .. and without 
gin. END 

THE AMAZING 

REASONS MEN LIKE 

IPN OTN Sd | NEO] 0) 

{Continued from page 39) 

entertained by are, as a matter of 
fact, things which they would nev- 
er dare discuss with their friends. 
When a man’s savage under-cur- 

rents are swelling within him, what 
does he look for in a pin- up pic- 
ture? 

First of all, he obviously doesn’t 
want the pin-up beauty to look too 
virtuous. 

Secondly, he wants this kind of 
pin-up queen to look as if she’s as 
honest as the sunrise itself. If she 
wants him, she’ll say so; and if she 
doesn’t, she’ll spit on him. 

Thirdly, he wants this kind of 
pin-up beauty to look as if she’ll 
fight. Should a man decide to take 
her, he could damn well expect the 
biggest battle of his life. Should he 
win, he might also anticipate the 
sweetest triumph of his life. 

One psychiatrist put it to me even 
more boldly. “From time to time,” 
he said, “every man wants to be 
with a slut. There are periods when 
neither his wife, the most proud 
beauty in the. country, or for that 
matter, any good girl could satisfy 
him. He wants to do things no good 
girl would allow; indeed he couldn’t 
even allow himself to do them with 
her. He wants, to use the vernacu- 
lar, the kind of roll that only a 
spormuen going hussy could give im.” 

. Now you can look smart and 
stylish with sensational low 
priced glamorous dresses that 

(have been cleaned and pressed 
| — in good condition for all oc- 
casions! A tremendous assort- 
ment of gorgeous one and two 
Piece modern styles in all beau- 
tiful colors a ‘iety of 
luxurious fal of rayons, cot- 
tons, gabardines, woolens, silke, 
etc. Expensive dresses—original 
value up to $40! 

FREE! 12 Different Sets of But- 
ton Cards! 5 to 8 matched but- 
tons on each card. Worth a few 
dollars — but yours FREE with 
dress order. 

ORDER HOUSE, Dept. 24: 
t and largest mail order houses z its xa} 

& 103 E. Broadway, New York 2, N. Y. 
{ Rush my 5 assorted dresses in size circled below 

with Free Button Cards. Enclosed find $1 de- 
4 posit, balance C.O.D. plus postage. Money re- 
4 turned if not completely satisfied. Canadian and 
4 foreign orders accepted. 
i] 
i] 

Circle Size: { 
Girl's Sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 are S for $2.75 1 
Junior Sizes 9, 11,13, 15 are 5 for $3.75 

Usizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 38, 40, 42, 44, 5 for $3.75 I 
USizes 1434, 1634, 18%, 2034, 2234, 2434, 5 for $3.75 0 
€ Extra Large Sizes 46, 48, 50, 52 are S for $4.75 fj 
§ (Check here to save C.O.D. fee. Send full § 

amount with 25¢ postage. | 

t 
) 
a 

4 (Please send FREE CATALOG|FOR FAMILY 

1 Name. 
¢ Address : 

City... Zone ...State 



JET ENGINE INDUSTRY 
NEEDS MEN! 

| Tremendous 
Future with 

Good Pay for 

Qualified Men, 

17-55, in Jet Engines, 
Gas Turbine Engines 

and Fuel Injection Systems! 
— Experience Unnecessary 

The engine power of the future is here TODAY!"™— 
Aircraft and other industries are being revolutionized By jet. engines, gas tur- 
bine engines and fuel injection systems! Help is needed NOW! Tremendous 
opportunities for you if in on ground floor. Large “HELP WANTED” adver- 
tisements in leading newspapers tell the story: a serious shortage of trained 
qualified help. Here’s your akaaes to get into the Jet Industry while it’s in its 
infancy Starting salaries for 40-hours up to $117.00 per week for trained 
qualified men: industry maximum benefits such as automatic pay increases, 
paid holidays, vacations with pay, group hospitalization, surgery and life insur- 
ance, pensions, cost of living allowance, recreational facilities and other impor- 
tant advantages. NON-ENGINEERING positions. Office or sho; 
given in financing training through easy terms, Get the facts! ey’'re FREE 
of cost obligation. But the need for men between 17 to 55 is great, so don’t 

= delay! Write TODAY! 

JET ENGINE DIVISION, Northwest Schools 
Dept. 2910, 228 Lexington Ave., N.Y. 16, N. Y. 

Please send mie full information without obligation about your Jet Engine Training Program. 

Name. 

jobs. Help 3 

Address. 

Hours I work 

WALLET SIZED 
PHOTOS: 

1° 

From your own Photo or Snapshot 
HAVE LOADS OF FUN—SWAP PHOTOS with friends, 
sweetheart, classmates, etc. It’s the craze today... en- 

close your own photo and ask for one in exchange. Any 
photo, of you, graduation classes, weddings, parties and 
picnics, pets or babies will be reproduced on double 
weight portrait paper. , ROXANNE STUDIOS, Dept. 526 

Box 138, Wall St. Station, 

@ WALLET SIZE... 2% x 3% New York 5, N. Y. 
@ SILKY FINISH Please send me the following. | 

enclose full payment. 
@ FREE! one photo encased in (J 25 WALLET SIZE photos (from 

plastic! one pose) $1.00. Add 10c for 
postage and handling. 
60 WALLET SIZE photos for 

$2.00. Add 25c. your favorite photos and payment. 
Original will be returned with 25 
copies. 

ROXANNE STUDIOS, 50: 138 Dep 

Nome 

! 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
! 

Rush your name and address. Enclose 

| 
| 
I Address 
| 
| 

Psychologists agree that no man 
wants to be completely civilized. 
That’s why as this country becomes 
more refined in its way of living, 
American men will probably turn 
increasingly to such things as 
“pagan” pin-ups, in order to give 
vent to -the half-savage impulses 
that will continue to lurk within 
them. END 

| WAS TRAPPED 

IN TERROR TRENCH 

(Continued from page 34) 

Makoma insisted upon coming with 
me. Cautiously we followed the 
spoor when, trumpeting raucously, 
the bull suddenly charged. 

I fired both barrels but still the 
great brute came on. I dived for 
the shelter of some trees. Instead 
of following me, Makoma stood his 
ground, firing the light rifle. 
Scrambling to my feet and hurried- 
ly reloading I saw the end of Ma- 
koma. The bull was trampling him 
into the earth. The elephant then 
walked away. 
He led me a long, tiring chase. 

Finally I saw him standing in a 
small, rocky clearing. The way his 
trunk and ears were waving I knew 
that he was trying to scent or hear 
me. But his rear end was toward 
me and I wanted to get close 
enough for a brain shot. 

I began circling. Presently I was 
facing the bull from a distance of 
about 50 paces. 

Here the ground was seamed with 
gullies and I walked along the bot- 
“tom of one until I was no more 
than ten paces away. Climbing out 
I moved quickly to one side so that 
I would have the sun behind me. 
Also behind me was a hole about 
six feet wide and about eight feet 
in length and depth. My plan was 
that when the bull charged I would 
fire both barrels, then jump across 
the hole. Even if my shots didn’t 
kill him, the time it would take 
him to come around the hole would 
give me time to reload and fire 
again. 
And as I planned it all—he wind- 

ed me and charged. 
When he was within a few feet 

of me I fired both barrels, then 
turned to leap over the hole. But 
my foot slipped and I tumbled 
headlong into it. The fall stunned 
me. 
y,,When I opened my eyes every- 
thing was dark; I could not see 
thé. sky. Slowly I understood. I had 
killed the bull and, in falling, the 
impetus of his charge had caused . 
ee monstrous bulk to roll atop the 
ole. 



Chemical! FAMOUS 

, bo yndpru hy haprur. or’ T Monte Carlo 
Repairs! tuse STAINLESS STEEL 

creiey t Pocean fuels tes (STEAK KNIVES 
Linoleum & Oilcloth Plumbing fixtures 
Books & Albums Rubber articles 
Ceramics & Bric-abrac Garden Hoses Noss may, reves peed) borpeln)iireltnlsicaola 
Awnings & Fabrics Metal containers | because 1 made @ special cash deal with the 

"Toys & Plastics Boats & Canoes | FrevG'cs am 10 show thom off on your aie! j 
miroce - Furniture & Ornaments Cans & Pails Kerium Stainless Steel Blades | NATIONALLY 

Upholstery & Seat Covers Tubs & Bowls adler pli raat int eerdtedly Diane ADVERTISED 
they are minutely serrated they never 
need sharpening. They're hollow ground ff AT 
much like a barber's razor. You'll be 
delighted at the way they slice thru 
steak and roast beef. They never 2.00 
tarnish, never rust! 

“The Handyman in a Tube” 
This miracle product quickly seals leaks on con- 
tact! Not a liquid cement — not a glue — not a 
paste, but an amazing scientific discovery that Y le 
has hundreds. of uses in the home, workshop, | fre handles ore finished in 

2H o1S. garden, garage and office. Never brittle. . . . Jin the breathtaking desion of” 
WUE ae caede mends most ANYTHING. Insulates, waterproofs, Javtumn teaves. 

bonds metal, wood, fabric, rubber, glass. Not | 10 Year Guarantee 
affected by moisture, oil, gasoline, alcohol, paint, | A,. Yer" Sepranes con: 
heat, snow or rain! Also insulates and waterproofs | fective knife replaced free 
electric wiring, TV and radio antennas, auto and } during 10 year Period: 
boat connections, etc. It's like having your own |or'33° coon’ cafe's on 
plumber and repairman at your beck and call. er 6 for Ly, 12) for 

No. 87—BONDPRUF—Reg. Giant $1.00 Tube now J 2, ty No. 89. NOTE: 
59¢ (2 for $1) My free gift offer for 

LONGER FINGERNAILS §$ A 
YOURS IN MINUTES Reg. — 
WITH “LIQUID NAIL” $2.98 J gt = 

Now, yours in minutes—LONGER LOOKING, more e E 
glamorous nails with famous LIQUID NAIL kit. § - Ae 
LIQUID NAIL looks and feels like your regular ns 
nails. No matter if you have broken, jagged nails 
—or if they're short and unattractive—this new 
discovery changes all that in minutes! It's not 
a false nail or a polish—but an amazing plastic 
formula you brush on. Dries fast to a smooth, 
Neat appearance. Virtually becomes part of your LO 

just trying 12 knives 
or more is limited 
to available sup- 
ply and may be 
withdrawn — with- 
out notice. Or- 
ders received too 
late ill be 
promptly re- 
turned by me. 

nail—won’t rub off. Can be cut, filed, polished. i a — TRYING THESE KNIVES! 
Do heavy housework, wash dishes, type or work ce ex Rich, on xquisitely designed! 
in garden—without damaging your nails. Wonder- AA ~<a oie Yours FREE de! plot eS 
ful too for nail biters! Complete kit includes nail Co ge for refund! 
forms, liquid and powder compound, plus easy 4 AOE AE TRUE 
picture instructions. Formerly $2.98. 
NO. 77 LIQUID NAIL 

| THORESEN'S, Dept. CO-11, 31 W. 47th y 
Il ‘RUSH the items listed below on 10 day free home triai—money pack guarantee. If | 

I’m not completely satisfied with the merchandise, | will return it in 10 days for 
full refund. ! 

! (© Payment enclosed. Rush prepaid. (© Send COD plus charges. I 

No. Quantity Article Price | 
! ' 

! | 95 . 
| |] 816 vatuet 98 Not $29.95! ee 
l x [| POWERHOUSE with aie teteese ee ecrale 

JAPG asco ayn ater Pia ave n ajaialateteeatolels ‘ola e aiaie Bip la wie: fem are aleia.e:k(stafainle aterereiels PAIN BINOCULARS an FN SemAvEn on «VACUUM CLEANER 
1 int house, car, shop, Goes everywhere! 7” model  SIves nics 28 garage, walls, furniture, high! Works on 2 flash- 

times area magnification! oats. toys. Built- in lite batteries. Removes 
ewe cecweeecens und lenses, strainer assures satin- lint, dust, dirt from 

pone Secor: ceo tfon built. Enjoy smooth jobs, Takes paints, clothes, upholstery, draw- 
. it varnishes,insecticides. ers, walls, etc. Better, 

No. 6438. een ee SO 5. faster! No. 36—2.88. 



THE BOOK THEY DARED US 
TO PRINT! 

iS = 
THIS BOOK IS FOR ADULTS ONLY 

HURRY! HURRY! HURRY! Now, the first time ever offered. ORDER YOUR COPY 
OF THIS FIRST EDITION a gigantic collection of sideshow curiosities. Each one more 

unbelievable than the next. We searched the four comers of the 
globe for nature's weirdest ‘mistakes’. Many of them so fantastic 
that they were never seen in public. Detailed case histories . . 

everything revealed . . nothing held back. Read all about them! Ti4 East 32 Street, New: York 16, New York 

Please rush me a copy of your new book, Nature's Mistakes 
7 for which | have enclosed $1.00. 

CoCheck Cash SEE THEM NOW! 

Packed full of actual photographs and illustrations. This great 
Money Order 

Name. =: Age. 
(lease print plainly) collection is so fascinating, so absorbing, you will want to show it 

to all your friends. The secrets of the medical profession revéaled aces 

to you at last in this unbelievable treasure — “Nature’s Mistakes.” 
City. Tone. State. 

OVER ocr LONG BOWIE KNIFE +925 
Imported:Hand Engraved Steel nearly a 

with hand-tooled cowhide sheath FREE 

This i ous, rugged, heavy Bowie knife that carved out a continent, whose 
ane te So Soawenes blade i is so intimately associated with border fighting, the 
Alamo, early Southwest history. Ifnported by us from the deep Mexican interior where 
the skills of hand-forging and individual engraving are proudly taught each succeeding 

Bi generation. In overall length 12%”, this original Bowie knife has a nearly 2” wide 
blade and a hand-made EAGLE grip with genuine horn inserts. Each knife is indivi- 

} dually hand-crafted with a distinctive Mexican design. Sharpening on a wet stone will 
bring the heavy steel blade to a fine razor’s edge, sharp enough to shave with. Fesect 
for hunting, camping; unique in any knife expert’s collection. FREE — hand-tool 
cowhide leather sheath. For this limited time only offer, send only $3.95 plus 80c for 
postage and handling, or $4.75 in all. When you order two Bowie knives, send $7.98 
and we'll pay ALL postage and handling charges. No C.O.D.’s please. MONEY- 
BACK GUARANTEE, 

114 E. 32 St, N. Y. 16, N. Y. BOWIE KNIFE © Dept. 210 

NOISY RADIO? 
Distorted T.V. Picture? 

Simple CLEARTONE plug-in condenser in- Only 
stantly filters humming, buzzing, noisy sounds and picture-distorting electric line interference 
at source. 

On-Approval Money Back Trial Offer 
No matter what make or model radio or T.V. Which works better. Filters both A.C. ana 
set you have . . . old or new... when 0.C. current. Over 2% million ‘sold. to 
vacuum cleaners, electric hair dryers, furnace Radio and T.V. Set Owners. 
blowers, elevators. electric. shavers, and many 

ler appliances and electric machines on e 

i 1 Vv. enjoyment by TRY 10 DAYS AT OUR RISK creating disturbing sounds ‘and noises and by 7 ; streaking and distorting T.V. pictures, send !f not delighted return for purchase pric. 
for amazing CLEARTONE. ‘So simple any- fefund. Only ey lor $2.50... 6 
one can do it, you just piug cord from the for $4... 12 for $6.00. If C.0.D. postage 
appliance creating the disturbance into extra. Cash orders add 25¢ and we ship CLEARTONE CONDENSER .... then plug postage paid. Don't put up with noisy radio 
CLEARTONE into wall socket, Or. plug or distorted T.V. pictures without first mak- 
cord from radio or T.V. set into Cleartone ing CLEARTONE 10 day test. Rush order 
and plug Cleartone into wail socket... see today. 

ee Garden Specialties Co., Dept. SE*1826 Grand Rapids 2, Michigan 

I was buried alive by the carcass 
of an elephant. 

Striking a match I examined my 
prison. There was a lot of debris, 
including twigs and sticks, at the 
bottom of the trench, and also a 
small inner cave about two feet 
from the bottom, about the size of 
my body and roughly four feet from 
front to rear. A small stream trick- 
led along one side. 

I made a small fire from twigs. 
The better light showed me that 
escape was hopeless; it would take 
scores of natives and oxen to move 
the dead elephant wedged into the 
top. 

To hope for help seemed equally 
futile, for I was in a stretch of un- 
inhabited country. 

The heat was stifling. There was 
just enough air to allow me to 
breathe. 

I saw only a 100-to-1 chance of 
escape. That would be if animals 
and birds ate away enough of the 
huge carcass to allow me to pull 
myself up through the skeleton. 

I could not find my rifle. When 
I fell it must have fallen out of 
my hand on to the far side of the 
pit. 

My watch had been smashed in 
my fall and as the dead elephant 
blocked out all light I could tell 
night from day only by sounds. 
First I heard vultures, but even 
their powerful beaks and claws 
would be unable to make any im- 
pression on the pachyderm’s hide 
until decomposition set in. Present- 
ly the cries and snarling of hyenas 
and jackals told me it was night. 
But even they would have to wait 
until the heavy hide was softened 
by decay. But in such heat decay 
would be swift. 
The trickling water was refresh- 

ing. Repeatedly I gulped mouth- 
fuls and splashed it on my face. 

This must have lasted about 
three days and nights, when there 
came an explosion. The bulky car- 
cass, distended by inner gases, had 
burst. Now the scavenging beasts 
and birds could feast. It also 
brought the lions; I could hear 
them plainly. 

But would the host of animal, 
bird and insect life now feeding on 
the carcass devour it in time to 
Save my life? There were tons of 
flesh to eat; and as each bird and 
beast became satiated they would 
retire and sleep. And for want of 
food and fresh air I was slowly 
dying. 

- Up to now I had not once called 
for help for two reasons: there 
would hardly be anyone within ear- 
shot, and, in any case, the huge 
bulk blocking tHe opening of the 
trench would havemuffled my cries. 
But as soon as the dead bull was 
skeletonized I would start shouting. 
By now, I calculated, I had been 

entombed for six days and five 
nights. And I was so weak I doubt- 



Ho" BLACK BEAUTY’ 28588 "VIDEO VIC! 
ACTING , 

LIKE A KID! 

WECK, NO WONDER I DIDN'T MAKE THE 
GRADE BEFORE, TIM. IT TOOK ‘BLACK 
BEAUTY’ AND BONOMO’S CouRSE TO 
SHOW ME REAL TRAINING. WHAT 
TERRIFIC ROUTINES! 

maa Diyzior Kon Pure 
INCREASE YOUR STRENGTH @ BUILD YOUR BODY WITH EVERY COURSE 

HEW 5 CABLE 

BLACK 
BEAUTY 

PROGRESSIVE EXERCISER 

HEAVY DUTY 
orscover 

Your muscus 

YOUR 
MONEY BACK 

IF NOT SATISFIED 
hed 

EVERY 
COURSE 

packed with dynamite . . 

You get it now for only $4.95... 

Famous Strong 

LOOK AT WHAT YOU GET! 
This big action-packed ‘Power-Plus’ CABLE COURSE is literally 

. every word batted out for you by 
Joe Bonomo himself, Many of today’s strongmen paid $25.00 
for these same instructions as a personalized mail order course. 

including Joe Bonomo’s 
famous ‘Black Beauty’ Progressive 5-Cable Exerciser as a FREE 

gift to you. Don’t wait! Act RIGHT AWAY! 

FREE! ''FEATS OF STRENGTH" 
man’s Manual when you 

AW, DON’T QUIT HOW, VIC. 
nEED 

SAY, BOSS, I'M SLATED LOOKS LIKE 
FOR’ PROMOTION. HOW'S: TM AU 
ABOUT ME HEADING UP 
THAT NEW CRUSHER 

GANG? SORRY, BUT THAT. 
T JOB TAKES - 

TOP 
MUSCLE PowER! 

HONEST, ALL you 
1S A_DAILY 

NOW, LADIES AND _) GEE WHIZ, VIDEO Vic 
GENTLEMEN, THE) 1S VIC -- MY Wiel A 
WINNAH AT THE 4 GANGWAy, FOLKS, I’ “A 
ARENA TONITE GETTING HIM ON 74 
oe THE NEW A} THE PHONE RIGHT 
STAR... , NX Now / 

VIDEO vic. 

I'M PROUD TO KNOW ] SURE, VIC, 
YOU, VIDEO vic. THAT 
MY WIFE AND 
I SAW YOU WIN 

BECOME AN ALL-AROUND WINNER 

WIN FRIENDS @ GAIN POPULARITY @ BE A SUCCESS 
COMPLETE ‘POWER-PLUS’ 

e@ JOE BONOMO SHOWS YOU HOW! 
3 Why grope in the dark wishing? Why -let Abt COURSE 
$ other guys run off with your best girl... 
© steal that promotion from you . . . take 
° away that position on the team? Now, in —— 
$ the amazing new ‘Black-Beauty’ 5-Cable includ 
3 Progressive Exerciser and Joe Bonomo’s “BLACK NEAGTY 

conrames over ¢ personal instruction ‘Power-Plus’ method 
5 caste exerciser FREE! you, too, can become an all-around 

(Worth 5.95 alone) 
winner! sciENTIFIC! AND HOW! 

Wait ‘til you see what fast progress you 
make to real power with ‘Black Beauty” 
and Joe Bonomo. They’re with you ‘til 
you're “TOPS” in the field. 

eeecccccecce FOR FREE OFFER AND 
EXTRA BONUS OFFER 

STRONGMEN’S CLUB OF AMERICA MAIL THIS 
Joe Bonomo, Director “NO RISK” 
1841 Broadway, Dept. AAG FORM NOW! 
New York 23, N. 
Okay, Joe! Rush me your famous 96 page Cable Course 
and include FREE your “Black Beauty" 5.-Cable Exer- 
ciser plus FREE Bonus Offer “Feats of Strength’. If 
| am not 100% satisfied, in any way, | can réturn 
within 30 days for full refund. 

| enclose $4.95. Send prepaid. 0 Ship C.0.D. for 
cash, (1) check, [] money order. $4.95 plus postage 

PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY 

Name. a ee ee 

i] 
I 
| 
! 

32-Picture-Packed Pages | 
on Strength Feats Strong- | 
men are Famous For... 
All Yours! Da you know | 
how to (1) Break A 

t NOW apie With Your Teeth? | 
(2) Tear A Phone Book 
in Half? (3) Hold 4 Per- | 
sons In The Air? (4) I 
Drive A Spike Thru a I 
Thick Board? (5) Break 
A Rock With Your Fist? Address Welght_—___ 
see ewe saad ph lh City, Zone___State__Height___ 
done. Foreign & APO's (Except Canada) add $1.00 additional 
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“You haven't looked 
SO SLIM and YOUNG 

in years!” 

That's what friends will tell you when 
you let Slim-R take that “old man’s sag” 
out of your midriff. You'll feel slimmer. 
younger and less tired. too, when Slim-R 
takes over that back-straining job of hold- 
ing up “too much abdomen.” 

Feel Younger, Too! 
But more important, you'll feel so com- 
fortable. Slim-R. with its advanced “‘sub- 
stitute-for-muscles" construction, holds 
your stomach up as well as in, without 
that tight, corseted feeling. It’s light, it 
moves with your body And no betraying 
bulges either. Can't ride up; comfort-fitted 
supporter keeps you trim at all times. 

No-Risk Trial Offer 
Prove it to yourself: Send today for the 
Slim-R that's built for you and give it 10. 
days’ free trial. If you don’t agree you do 
feel and look slimmer and younger, more 
comfortable and more peppy, return it to 
us and we'll refund your money. 

Why Wait to Look and Feel Better? 
Order your Slim-R today. Just send $4.98 
cash, check or money order, and give us 
your waist measure. We'll send your 
Slim-R postpaid; and if 10 days’ trial 
doesn't win you completely, send it back 
for complete refund Mail that coupon now 

Dept. QAG 107C Piper Brace Co., 811 
Wyandotte St., Kansas City 6, Mo. 

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW! 

Piper Brace Co., Dept. QAG 107C 
811 Wyandotte St., Kansas City 6, Mo. 

In accordance with your 10 days’ trial 
offer, send me my Slim-R, for my 
measurements given below: 

OI enclose $4.98—send postpaid. 
O)S8end C.O.D., $4.98 plus postage and 

C.0.D. fees. 

It is understood that if after 10 days’ 
trial I am not satisfied with my Slim-R, 

I may return it and get my money 

back. 
My waist measure is. 

ed that I would be able to haul my- 
self to freedom through the giant 
skeleton if the opportunity offered. 

The stench was nauseating as 
the huge hulk of flesh rotted more 
hourly. There were no lions feeding 
on it now, but the hyenas, jackals, 
vultures and countless other small- 
er beasts, birds and insects con- 
tinued the feast. 
Another long night of fitful doz- 

ing and then, looking up, I saw a 
tiny crack of daylight. Some of the 
feasting things above me had work- 
ed right through to the lower hide 
of the dead bull. 

Next, things started to fall on me. 
At first a few at a time, and then 
a steady shower. Hurriedly I struck 
a match—and almost collapsed 
from sheer horror. Maggots, yel- 
lowish and about two inches long, 
were raining upon me. They were 
eating their way through the last 
thickness of hide and falling right 
through. 

The bottom of the trench was 
already inches thick with a squirm- 
ing mass of the repulsive larva. I 
cried out in my revulsion, then, 
Squashing over them, scrambled in- 
to the small cave. By lying on my 
back I sheltered my head and torso, 
but it was not deep enough for me 
to curl into entirely; my legs from 
the knees down dangled outside. 
Now my control snapped and I 

started to shout at the top of my 
voice . . . wild words in both Eng- 
lish and native dialect . . . pleas 
for help, curses for the maggots, 
anything so long as it might bring 
release from what might yet prove 
to be my tomb. 

The noise of my shouts in the 

confined space of the small cave 
surged about my ears in a deafen- 
ing clamor. And then my last 
strength left me and everything 
dissolved into nothingness. 

Days later I recovered conscious- 
ness in bed in the tiny outpost hos- 
pital at Napusa. As I opened my 
eyes‘ the native nurse hurried away 
to return with the resident medical 
officer, Doctor Frank Burns. 

“You'll pull through,” he told me, 
“but we’ve had quite a time with 
you.” ' 

He then told me that stray na- 
tives had been watching the host 
of things feeding on the dead ele- 
phant for days, awaiting their 
chance to hack free the tusks. It 
had not entered their heads that 
aman might be buried beneath the 
dead tusker. And then had come 
my shouts. They had immediately 
rescued me. 

“Just as soon as I’m on my feet 
Tl see that they’re well rewarded,” 
I said weakly. 

A peculiar expression flitted 
across Dr. Burns’ face. Then as 
gently and sympathetically as pos- 
sible he told me that my legs from 
the knees down had been riddled 
through and through by maggots. 
Mortification had set in, obliging 
him to amputate. 

It took me time to get over the 
shock. Then came gratefulness that 
my life had been saved before the 
maggots had started eating my 
body. 

Today, with the aid of artificial 
legs, I go about my business con- 
tentedly and comfortably. But the 
maggots have ended my hunting 
days for all time. END 

“That one got away.” 



NATIONALLY ADVERTISED 
BRANDS AT WHOLESALE 

DISCOUNTS 

TV Be Radio Tubes 
ANTENNAS — PARTS 

of the growin $1.00 refund on “Do-it vourselt# 

fours TOOLS—Hand & Power Bama 
RADIOS « PORTABLES ¢ HI-FISETS* RECORDERS Hi "town only to 

PHONOGRAPHS + CAMERAS «+ BINOCULARS 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES + PAINTS 

A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN... FULL OR PART TIME! 
With no investment you can now operate “Tye own business in fie: growing fields of 
bashed & Radio Tubes, Antennas, Parts and Supplies . Hardware, Hand and Power 

. . . Radio Sets, ‘Portables, Phonographs, Hi-Fi, Recorders, imeem Sets .. 
a Cameras. . . . Buy them whalosale and we gen eye friends, nei hbors, 
customers, factories, institutions . . . or buy them for you industrial_or institu- 
tional needs. Sell famous brands . “RCA, GENERAL | ELecTRic, SYLVANIA, WESTINGHOUSE, 
and many others. You carry no stock... use our capital and huge stock of thousands 
of items. Orders are shipped the same day. All merchandise sold on money back 
guarantee. Don't wait! Do it now! Send $1. deposit for your own name giant catalog 
and bonafied Dealers Card. Your $1. is refunded if you are not delighted. If you de- 
cide to order, your $1. is credited to your first purchase. MAIL COUPON NOW! AND BE 
IN BUSINESS TOMORROW! 

| WN 
\n es 

oo morrow 

31 West 47th St., aye Li 36, N. Y. 
o am enclosing $1.00. me your Dealer’s card and big Dealer's Wee EO Calais 
Today. If | am not completely satisfied with your plan, | understand tha’ return 
the Dealer's Card and eatales for refund, and if | decide to order, my $1.00 ° will be 
deductible from my first order. 

(Please Print) 

Address 

City. a Zone _____ State 
Sorry No ¢. 0.0. 



Up to 9 Miles More Per Gallon! 
Up to 20 More Horsepower! 

All From One Simple Change in Your Car! 

YES! In the next two minutes I’m going to show you how 
you can get up to 20 MORE HORSEPOWER from your 
car... how you can save enough gas in a single year to 

ane up te = FULL THOU- 
ND MILES . . . how you can -RODED liminate Gf the Ygnition Ca that Ee a zy 

knocks and pings that are driv- 
ing you crazy now . . . how you 
can get battery-saving, iauet -fire 
starting even in below-freezing 

Ing oe snc Seaplicated gndget one single comp! ga 
ithout a mechanic a —without 

nny! How? v2 SIMPLY BY 
SHA! NGIN iG THE COLOR OF 
YOUR SPARK PLUGS! 

By ED MITCHELL 
Let me say this at the start. 

What I'm offering you on this 
pase, is a very simple investment. 

want you to try the most fan- 
tastic spark ping: te the world, 
entirely at ! A spark plug 
that costs voney a few pennies 
more than the old-fashioned 

that’s on your car today. 
A spark plug that lasts up to 10 
times as na that old- tasbion- 

model . . . that gives you the 
full batad “horsepower that that 

is robbing you of today ‘and that actually saves you 
enough gas to drive way 
across America, every single year 
that you use it! 

Does this sound impossible? 
It's been proven a thousand 
times this year! Here is a small 
sample of that p proof. 

This Is Why Your Car 
lastesGas,LosesPower 
= meus id hn ever have a 

hk t ! Look seek ago of ea In 10 
seconds, you'll learn more about 
gas waste than any book could 
teach you in a year. 

Now, wipe that filth arey: And 
oe at the Firing Point itself. 
This is the POWER POINT of 
your car... the pin-head of 
CEA that turns” raw gas 

er, of driving 
py Pe is the condi- 

HERE'S PROOF! “**" 

AND WORN: Hardly able to de- 
liver half the spark it should! 
Wasting gas . . . wasting money, 
every time you put your foot 
down on the 

Yes! You pay $2000 . . $3000 
$4000 for your car. And a 

fle 980. part robs you of the 
Fl pwes f and enjoynient of that 
At ‘Last A Plug So Smart 

That It “Thinks” 
ead look at the new Be 
the jet-finish “POW ER-FLASH” 
plug that I send you—for only a 
few pennies more than you're 
Paying today! 
Here is a plug that has not o1 

ONE firing poeta a ey 
of firing points! ee ie 80 
fast, so effectivel) 
it actually Litinares 
THAT DEADLY CARBON . 

EVERY SINGLE STROKE! 
‘The full, blazing horsepower that 
was there when your car was 
brand-new, is still there 30,000 
miles later. 

But that's just the beginning! 
This plug actually gives you the 
different firing power you need 
for avery oaeg: condition — 
smooth, le power for 
city stopand -go Sanne ef- 
fortless rsepower for the park- 
way. lazing reserve power 
for super specie No more miss- 
ing, sputtering, knocking when 
you want to pull ahead of other 

Froming ire a the igh! e-offs ai 
TL POWER 24 HOURS A 

DAY ... or we send you a new 
set Free. 

And that’s still just the begin- 
ning! Best of all — this is the 
toughest, strongest, longest-last- 
ing plug ever made! YOU 
Cou. .D ACTUALLY POUND 
IT TE A A CON CREE 

WITHOUT EVEN DENTING 

CLEAN AND HOT FOR 30,000 
MILES! Yes! These fantastic 
plugs Eve you such terrific, con- 
sistent, long-lasting service that 

lugs and absolutely no stalling, which 
ly ba which I formerly 

took ta sesvod esas mom prestce no eee 
isa very substantial increase in power 
with the use of Power Plugs. I am not 
a fast driver, so I cannot 

on 

mee “Tean readily understand wh 

ony ri congratulate you on the finest 
improvement ad ide in spark plugs in our 

D.C. W.. President Exporting Co. 
A BOSS MECHANIC SAYS: 

“I earn my living repairing automo- 
biles. As a master mechanic T have in- 
stalled all kinds of spark plugs over the 
past 18 ou boys really have 
something. I have never seen a plug 
Kefore that fires eo true and hot and, on 
our ipment, every inst 
shown a big’ increase in 

Iioorent esting Spark Fine 
eT ee 
Sioa iearer eneine ic, more mileage, pom 

for linet "Gven you fosters wider spark Jor listt! “Gives you, faster, wider ivr‘ te re 
er-Flash" gives 

ari oe ower-Flash" elves you 
hardness! Gets 

rantee: Satistat 
et free! Act 

we can afford to make one of the 
most amazing guarantees you 
ever heard! 

Try it at My Risk, Today! 

What have you got to lose? 
These amazing jet finish “POW- 
ER-FLASH” plugs cost only 
$1.45 each — or $8.70 for a com- 
lete set for six-cylinder cars, and 
Brio for a complete set for 

Report Fantastic New Mileage — 
Breathtaking New Power! 

pect to have to new set a5 
reid have er Oy Sa, thes Bee 
cury.” R. H. D., Chicago, Il. 

“You may be interested in mye 
as an engineer; I tenes 
is revolutionary and 
T have ever ‘ramined. for a ae 
electrode. The performance of the plugs 
is jr as. good as 

oe gett = Bone kw 15% ve me & 
Eocrease’in rai Other tests which £ 

lly made indicate an increase in 
Rorsepower and superior acceleration and 
shout'S mallee por hour icrense ia speed.” 

©. R., Alameda, California 
‘THE FOLLOWING TELEGRAM RE- 

CEIVED FROM V. G., RACE DRIVER 

OF INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. 
“Just completed record run from Chi- 

cago to tndlanapotia Ci City limits. Marvel- 
ous ous ping ert , increased cruising 

wy. G. G., Indianapolis, Ind. 
33,000 MILES WITHOUT 

service . 
G. K. H., Indianapolis, Indiana 

toort mad spar ett 

emer lug (om the, eft) te guar 
+4 ye made! Here's wi! 

Spas unlimited number of ey ring 
Pe 

aaa sei oaiamen| eran ap control! Actually thinks 
for smoother performance, Instant starting, 

Only you Peete self-cleaning action! Actually forces 
pies te clean Titec. Plugs: fan cleaner, cooler, fouling“ , longer! No more fé 

nest Insulators made! Lifetime 
Teal up fo'30 times fenterthed ordinary 

ruaranteed for up to two full years or 

eight-cylinder cars. TI cost 
only a few pennies more than or- 
dinary old-fashioned plugs—and 
they can save) you up to $100 this 
year! 
Here is my guarantee to you. 

Put these plugs in your car your- 
self. No mechanic needed. Noth- 
ing to adjust. From the very first 
oe that you get back in that 

and drive, you ee aes 
mnazing new power and ‘pick-up 
aoe send you a new set free! 

‘ou must notice new gas sav- 
ings . . . you must Sistas moe, 
ignition knocks and pi 
you must get instant carbon free, 
cold weather starting . . . and 

FREE BONUS! 
Sensational, Nationally 
Advertised, Car Book 

Saves You Up To $250 
On Repairs This Year Alone! 
Over a quarter-of-a-million drivers 

paid up to $3.00 for the same exact 
jut now IT’S 

YOURS srabey 
that od 

tory by showing 
rere] ila of economy 

they save 
up to $250 a year in 
bills. “the sensational 
book that the 
lid off all 
fessional tips td 
tricks known 
Cea tire 
shooters 

lutaly FREE — our BONUS GIFT to you 
of the new 

“powEn-FLasH™ PLUGS are 

‘Edition of the Car-Book is limitedi 
So act NOW! 

you must get this thrilling, new- 
car perfo 

WE CAN MAKE THIS OF- 
FER! ACT TODAY! 

© Entire Contents Copyrighted by Eugene Stevens, Inc., 1956 

114 East 32 Street, 
New York 16, New York 

Mail No Risk Coupon Today! - 

JUGENE STEVENS, INC. Dept. P:3610 

O CHE 
ay all postage and 

Gentlemen: Yes, ? want to try amazing “‘POWER-FLASH" jet-finish 
Spark Plugs entirely, yi your ak T wil ‘Pay postman only amount checked 

tus dow C. 
$9, itched set of $11.60 for 2 matched se st of eight 

ar WER-PLASH Spark Plugs, 7 SPOWEIL-ELASH Spank Phage: 
ze understand, that these “POWER-FLASH™ Plugs must give me more 

ower, tremendous , amazing gas #8 : 
you say for a period of 2 FULL YEARS or 30,000 MILES, or 

may simply return them for a NEW SET : 
ae = aos Gift Premium, Free patooell advertised 

ole The Performance Of Your a is mine 
SS sop an a Free Gift oven if Tretarn the pigs: 

MAKE OF CAR. YEAR. 

MODEL. NO. OF CYLINDERS. 
NAME_3 

ADDRESS. 

CITY. - ZONE. STATE. 

and we {CK HERE AND SAVE MORE! Enclose check or money order 
handling charges. You save as much as $1.06! 



IN 10 MINUTES of FUN A DAY YOU CAN DO ALL | DID, 

GAIN 25 Ibs. of HANDSOME 
POWER-PACKED MUSCLES all over! 

: ““,, IMPROVE YOUR HE-MAN LOOKS 1000% 

ne “WIN NEW STRENGTH. (item not, 
Bk), WIN NEW POPULARITY Bae BRAS Sess 

Stop being a SKINNY weakling like | was fu 
\ ® 

% You'll be 
YOU CAN A Real 

PROUD 

WIN tobe ATHLETE 
SILVER CUP sik SPORTS 
as | Taite : Jim see 
with . i \ after 
NAME . n | Now! 

engraved f \ ih Every- i 
on it! ‘S D MOLD \ body 0 i * | Coupon. 

admires 
his build,” says Nellie. 
“Jim can lift the front 
of a 2700 Ib. car. 
He amazes his friends!” 

Jim is a WINNER 
in ALL SPORTS NOW. 

YOU will be, too, soon. 
Ss 

COME ON, PAL, NOW YOU give me 
1 PLEASANT MINUTES A DAY 

IN YOUR OWN HOME like Jim did 
and I'll give YOU A NEW HE-MAN BODY 
for your OLD SKELETON FRAME 

“Congratulations, 
NO!! don’t care how skinny or flabby John! At last you 

* you are I'll make you OVER by the | mailed the coupon 
SAME method | turned myself from a as EVERY MAN 
wreck to the strongest of the strong.{ Should. Soon You'll 
Why can’t | do for you what | did for\ °° 2s big and strong 
MANY THOUSANDS of skinny fellows \ says Jim Norman 

like You? to John Luckus 

JIM NORMAN 

AFTER 
He Mailed Coupon 

Below is Cleveland 

BEFORE 
He Mailed Coupon 

( ? 90 Ib. 
Skeleton 

Develop YOUR 520 MUSCLES 

He says, Gain Pounds, INCHES FAST! 4 5 
a . 4 rf é ‘ | gained ow TO MOLD \\ | You'll see INCHES of MIGHTY & g 4? Kl 
| x Ibs RIP \ YES! MUSCLE added to your ARMS and F. 

‘ 9 CHEST. Your BACK and SHOULDERS “Say. > 
H _of Mail the By GEOR (5 een From head to heels you'll i a 
/_mighty ae nD ) gain SIZE, POWER, SPEED. You'll be A # 4 \ 

| muscle rae ow 10 |\ WINNER in EVERYTHING you tackle. =) ¥ 
Fe | get this 5 

“AMAZING Q A A A . ejtlye 
i SECRETS" By ot0R 

Photo Book 1. FIVE COURSES 2. MUSCLE METER Tell Me How To 
You'll LOOK, FEEL, 3. Photo Book of STRONG MEN WIN $100, ete. ! 
ACT, like A Real 

JOWETT INSTITUTE | _Dept.DN.711 
220 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 1, N.Y.) 
Dear George: Please mail to me FREE Jowett’s Photo Book of 
Strong Men and a Muscle Meter, plus all 5 HE-MAN Building ] 
Courses: 1 How to Build a Mighty Chest. 2 How to Build a 
Mighty Arm. 3. How to Build a Mighty Grip. 4. How to Build 
a Mighty Back. 5. How to Guild Mighty Legs Now all in One 
Volume “How to become a Mighty HE-MAN ~~ ENCLOSED FINO 10c 
FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING (no C0 0's). 

HE-MAN! Win Women 
and Men Friends. 
Win in Sports! 
Win Promotion, 
Praise, Popularity. 

AGE PUEASE PRINT Om WRITE PURIRLT 
This BOOK will also show You HOW YOU 
CAN WIN $100.00 and a BIG 15” tall 
SILVER TROPHY (Your Name On It) 

Mail Coupon in Time for FREE offer and PRIZES! 

ADDRESS. 

ee STATE 

SAVES you YEARS and DOLLARS!!! ee 



Learn Radio-Television 
Servicing or Communications 

by Practicing at Home 
in Spare Time 

N.R.I. SENDS kits with which you prac- 
tice building circuits common to Radio 
and TV sets. You LEARN-BY-DOING 
to locate Radio-TV troubles. As part of 
N.R.I. Servicing Course, you build Vacuum 
Tube Voltmeter and AC-DC receiver. Use 
VTVM to conduct experiments, 
earn extra money fixing 
sets in spare time. 

(see above) offers 
nd Technicians. 
ns (see below) 

ir services are 
RA ADIO: LV 
needed in every community. 
respected, their skill appreciated. 

NR. 1. TRAINED THESE MEN FOR SUCCESS SEND 
“T was repairing Radios 

f ) by 10th lesson. Now - pairs on Radio. and HN 1 
? have good TV _ job.” Soon servicing full a 

/ M. R. LINDEMUTH, time.” CLYDE HIG- : Dept. 7MQ8, Washington 9, D.C. 
eh Fort Wayne, Ind. GINS, Waltham, Mass. \ Mail me Sample 

“I had a_ successful “There are a number of | 
Radio repair shop. Now NRI graduates here. I TP -Name: 2S 
I’m Engineer for Z can thank NRI for this Z | 
WHPE.” V.W.WORK- ery © job.” JACK WAG- gy ‘Address: 555-2 
MAN, High Point, N.C. NER, Lexington, N. C. ! 

WV City ems 
| 
L VETERANS Approved Under G.1. Bills 

1 Fast Growing | Field Offers You 
Good Pay, Success, Bright Future 

Bigger than ever and still grow- 
ing fast. That’s why Radio-TV 
has special appeal to ambitious 
men not satisfied with their 

_ job and earnings. More than 
» 4,000 Radio and aN stahons. 

More than 150 million home 
aad ios, 40 million 1. E SMITH and auto Radios, 40 

Founder 
TV sets. Color TV promises 
added opportunities. For the 

trained man, there are good jobs, bright fu- 
tures in Radio-TV Servicing or Broadcasting. 

Training PLUS opportunity is the ideal 
combination for success. So plan now to get 
into Radio-TV. The technical man is looked 
up to. He does important work, gets good 
pay for it. Radio-Television offers that kind 
of work. NRI can supply training quickly, 
without expense of going away to school. 
Keep your job while training. You learn 
at home in your spare time. NRI is the 
OLDEST and LARGEST home study Radio- 
TV school. Its methods have proved success- 
ful for more than 40 years. 

“Doing spare time_re- 
National Radio Institute 

Lesson and 64-Page Catalog 
FREE. (No salesman will call. Please write plainly.) 

fot ee ae ee a Age___ 

_Approved Member National Home e Study 6 Council 

Added Income Soon - $10, $15 
a Week in Spare Time 

Soon after enrolling, many NRI students 
start to earn $10, $15 a week in spare time 
fixing sets. Some pay for their training and 
enjoy extrs luxuries this way. Some make 
enough to start their own Radio-TV shops. 
NRI training is practical—gets quick results. 
Easy to under: and, well illustrated lessons 
teach you basic principles. And you LEARD 
BY-DOING by practic ng with kits of equip- 
ment which “bring to life” things you study. 

Find Out What NRI Offers 
NRI has trained thousands for successful 
careers in Radio-TV. Study fast or slow—as 
you like. Diploma when you, graduate. Mail 
coupon now. Paste it on a postcard or mail in 
envelope. ACTUAL LESSON FREE. Also 64 
page catalog that shows opportunities, shows 
equipment you get. Cost of NRI s low. 
Easy terms. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, 
Dept. 7MQ8, Washington 9, D. C. 




